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Abstract

Synoptic scale Rossby waves are disturbances that propagate on the tropopause. They are of primary

importance for the weather development at the surface. High and low pressure systems develop beneath

the Rossby wave's crests and troughs. These waves at tropopause-level, in their propagating and break¬

ing state, have been reported to trigger extreme weather events at the ground.

In this study selected aspects are discussed regarding the propagation and the breaking of these waves

and links to extreme southern Alpine precipitation over a climatological time period. To this end a

number of diagnostic tools are developed and applied to the ERA-40 reanalysis data set, which covers

the time period between 1958 and 2002,

The propagation of these Rossby waves on the tropopause occurs along regions of enhanced potential

vorticity (PV) gradients on isentropic surfaces, so called wave-guides. Hovmöller diagrams are often

employed to visualise the longitudinal propagation of the Rossby waves. In this thesis a refined method

to construct such diagrams is introduced. It allows to depict and track the wave propagation along the

physical wave-guide.

When the underlying wave-guide becomes weaker, the waves can break. During the breaking process

the wave peak overturns and an irreversible deformation of the wave takes place. The isentropic PV-

gradients are in general weaker in the eastern part of the Pacific and the Atlantic basin, i.e. in the exit

areas of the climatological jets. Sometimes wave-guides can even become completely interrupted on one

isentropic level and reform on a higher or lower isentropic level. It is shown that at the location of such

discontinuities a transfer of wave energy is possible from the original upstream wave-guide onto the new

downstream wave-guide. In the cases discussed here, the energy transfer is accompanied by the breaking

of the upstream wave.

During the breaking process, meridionally elongated filaments of stratospheric (high PV) air can form, so

called streamers. These streamers are a relevant feature in a number of dynamical processes ranging from

exchange of air between the troposphere and the stratosphere to the triggering of heavy weather events

in the Alps. Therefore the northern hemispheric spatial and temporal patterns of streamer occurrence

on isentropic surfaces is investigated. The streamer frequency is closely connected to the strength of the

isentropic PV-gradient in the vicinity of the tropopause. Streamers are more frequent in regions with

reduced PV-gradients due to the amplification of the wave in the weak gradient. On lower isentropic

surfaces the streamers are in general situated at the northern edge of the climatological jet and experi¬

ence a cyclonic deformation by the ambient flow. At higher levels the streamers are normally situated

at the southern edge of the jet and are deformed anticyclonically.

Several case-studies have shown that streamers located over western Europe can excite a flow field

in the lower troposphere that transports moisture towards the Alps. Thereby significant amounts of

precipitation can be triggered along the southern flanks of the Alps. An investigation of this link over a

climatological time period presented in this study confirms the relevance of the streamers as upper level

precursors to heavy precipitation along the southern Alps, On the majority of the heavy precipitation

days a streamer is present over western Europe.



To gain more insight in the predictability of these "heavy precipitation" streamer events, a search is

undertaken for upstream precursor signals. These upstream precursors exist in the form of synoptic scale

Rossby waves, that evolve into streamers. Significant seasonal differences are found in the characteristics

of the precursor signal. In autumn and winter a coherent wave signal can be traced back from western

Europe to the west coast of North America six days prior to the precipitation event. In spring and

summer the wave precursor signal is more limited in its spatial as well as its temporal extent.

An example of the complex cross-linking between several of the dynamical processes mentioned above is

given in a case-study on the transition of a hurricane from the tropics into the extra tropics. Discussed

are the associated disturbances on the extra tropical jet. These have a significant influence on the

weather over Europa and northern Africa. Further on the hurricane exerts a strong influence on the

forecast quality of the weather events over Europe.



Zusammenfassung

Rossby Wellen von synoptischer Grössenordmmg sind Störungen, die sich auf der Tropopause ausbreiten.

Sie sind eng mit der Wetterentwicklung am Boden verknüpft. Unterhalb der einzelnen Wellenberge und

-tröge entwickeln sich Hoch- und Tiefdruckgebiete. Die Wellen, die sich auf Tropopausenhöhe ausbreiten

und brechen, können extreme Wetterereignisse am Boden auslösen. Im Folgenden werden ausgewählte

Aspekte der Ausbreitung und des Brechens dieser Wellen über einen klimatologischen Zeitraum betrach¬

tet. Dazu wird der ERA-40 Reanalyse-Datensatz, der den Zeitraum von 1958 bis 2002 abdeckt, mittels

verschiedener diagnostischer Methoden untersucht.

Die Ausbreitung dieser Wellen auf der Tropopause, das heisst an der Grenze von stratosphärischer und

troposphärischer Luft, geschieht entlang von Wellenleitern. Dies sind Regionen, die einen starken Gra¬

dienten der potentiellen Wirbelstärke (PV) auf einer Isentropenfläclic aufweisen.

Um die zonale Ausbreitung dieser Wellen darzustellen werden so genannte Hovmöllerdiagrannne verwen¬

det. In dieser Arbeit wird eine neue Methode vorgestellt solche Hovmöllerdiagramme zu erstellen, die es

erlaubt, die Ausbreitung der Wellen exakt entlang des Wellenleiters darzustellen.

Die Wellen können brechen, wenn der starke PV-Gradient, entlang dem sie sich ausbreiten, schwächer

wird. Dabei überschlagen sich die Kämme der brechenden Wellen, und eine irreversible Deformation der

Welle findet statt. Die Wellenleiter sind in der Regel im Osten des pazifischen und atlantischen Beckens,

das heisst am Ende der klimatologischen Jets schwächer (PV-Gradient ist reduziert).

Manchmal werden die Wellenleiter auch vollständig unterbrochen, um sich auf einem höheren oder tie¬

feren isentropen Niveau wieder neu zu formieren. An solchen Sprungstellen kann eine Übertragung von

Wellencncrgie vom stromaufwärts liegenden (originalen) Wellenleiter an den stromabwärts liegenden

(neuen) Wellenleiter stattfinden. In den hier besprochenen Fallbeispielen ist diese Energieübertragung

mit dem Brechen der Welle auf dem stromaufwärts liegenden Wellenleiter verbunden.

Während des Wellenbrechens bilden sich meridional ausgedehnte Filamente stratosphärischer Luft (mit

hoher PV), so genannte Streamer. Diese spielen eine wichtige Rolle in einer Reihe von dynamischen

Prozessen, so etwa für den Austausch zwischen Troposphäre und Stratosphäre oder als auslösender Fak¬

tor von Starkniederschlägen an der Alpensüdseite. Die hemisphärische räumliche Verteilung solcher

Streamer auf isentropen Flächen ist von der Stärke des PV-Gradienten auf dem jeweiligen Energie

Niveau abhängig. Je schwächer die Gradienten in der Tropopausen R,egion sind, desto häufiger treten

Streamer auf. Auf den tiefer liegenden Isentropen befinden sich die Streamer in der Regel nördlich des

Jets und werden von der vorherrschenden Strömung zyklonal deformiert, während sich die Streamer auf

den höheren Isentropen im Allgemeinen südlich des Jets befinden und eine antizyklonale Deformation

durchlaufen.

Wie in Fallstudien bereits gezeigt, wurde, kann eine zyklonale Zirkulation, ausgelöst von über Westeuropa

liegenden Streamern, Feuchtigkeit gegen die Alpen transportieren und zu starken Niederschlägen entlang

des Alpensüdhangcs führen. Eine Untersuchung dieses Zusammenhangs über einen klimatologischen

Zeitraum bestätigt die wichtige Bedeutung solcher Streamer für die Auslösung von Starkniederschlägen

entlang der Alpensüdseite. An den meisten Starkniederschlagstagen ist ein Streamer über Westeuropa

präsent.

ix



Ein besseres Verständnis der Vorhersagbarkeit solcher "Starkniederschlags"-Streamer ist wünschenswert.

Dazu wird eine Untersuchung der stromaufwärts liegenden Vorläufersignale von "Starkniederschlags"-

Streamern durchgeführt. Die Vorläufersignale in Form von Rossby-Wellen, die sich über Europa zu

Streamern entwickeln, zeigen deutliche saisonale Unterschiede. Im Herbst und im Winter kann ein

kohärentes Wcllensignal bis an die Westküste Nordamerikas, sechs Tage vor dem Niedersehlagsereignis,

zurückverfolgt werden. Im Frühjahr und im Sommer sind die Vorläufersignale kürzer, zeitlich sowie auch

räumlich.

Ein Beispiel zur Vernetzung von verschiedenen obengenannten Prozessen wird in einer Fallstudie prä¬

sentiert, die den Übergang eines Hurrikans aus den Tropen in die Extratropen diskutiert. Dabei werden

Störungen auf dem extra tropischen Jet ausgelöst. Diese Störungen beeinflussen das Wetter in Europa

und Nordafrika massgebend. Zudem hat der Hurrikan einen grossen Einfluss auf die Vorhersagegüte des

Wetters über Europa.



Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

The daily weather in the northern-hemisphere mid-latitudes is determined by the perpetual passing of

high and low pressure systems. These surface weather phenomena are closely linked to wave disturbances

of the westerly flow at tropopause levels (Hoskins et al., 1985, Petterssen and Smebye, 1971), which are

called synoptic scale Rossby-waves. The two main foci of this thesis are i) propagating and ii) breaking

synoptic-scale Rossby-waves. Besides their link to the daily weather, both features are closely related to

a variety of atmospheric phenomena.

In the following text, potential vorticity (PV) streamers will be used as an indication of synoptic scale

wave-breaking, since they form during the mature stage of the wave breaking event. Stratospheric

(tropospheric) PV-streamers are elongated and narrow intrusions of stratospheric (tropospheric) air de¬

scending equatorward (ascending poleward) into the troposphere (stratosphere)(Appenzeller et al, 1996,

Appenzeller and Davies, 1992). The terms 'PV-streamer' and 'PV-filament' will be used equivalently

hereafter.

Streamers can be visualized in a 2D PV-0 depiction of the mid-latitude tropopause (i.e. the 2PVU

contour on isentropic surfaces) (e.g. Hoskins et al., 1985, Hoskins, 1991). Figure 1.1 is an instantaneous

depiction of the tropopause on the 320K isentrope. A stratospheric streamer (dashed) is present over

Britain and the eastern Atlantic, downstream a tropospheric streamer (black and white) has formed over

northern Europe. A short Rossby wave train extends over the central and western pacific (dash-dotted).

PV filaments can have a prominent influence on a number of upper- and lower-level atmospheric

processes:

i) Their key role in the formation of heavy precipitation along the Alpine south-side has been shown

in a number of case-studies (e.g. Massacand et al., 1998, 2001). This link will be discussed in a

climatological context in chapter 9.

ii) They are linked to the chemical composition of the extratropical atmosphere in various ways.

Since they represent intrusions of stratospheric (tropospheric) air with chemically distinct prop¬

erties, they act as tracers for the passive meridional and vertical transport of various gases (e.g.

ozone, water vapour or nitrogen oxides). The distribution and temporal evolution of the instanta¬

neous total ozone concentration are linked to the presence of upper-level synoptic scale breaking

waves. For example, the occurrence of ozone mini-holes is connected to poleward breaking waves

(i.e. tropospheric streamers) (e.g. Koch et al., 2002, James et al., 2000, James and Peters, 2002);

whereas a decline in the February/March total ozone between 1979 and 1998 has been partially

attributed to a change in the synoptic scale Rossby wave breaking behavior (a decrease of strato¬

spheric streamers and an increase of tropospheric streamers) (Hood et al., 1999).

1



2 Chapter 1. INTRODUCTION

Fiq 1 1 EcampU for the PV 8 representation of Possby waves and PV-streamer on OUTC January

0th 2000 Shown is the. instantaneous location of the dynamical tropopause (PV2 isolme) on the S20K

isentropic surface (black line) A stratospheric streamer (dashed), a tropospheric streatrur (black and

white) and a short Rossby wave tram (dash dotted) are present

Subtropical PV-streamers play an important role m the horizontal exchange between the tropics

and the extra-tropics m the lowermost stratosphere of the northern hemisphere (e g Honnouchi

et al
, 2000, Postel and Hitchman, 2001, Eyrmg et al

, 2003)

m) PV streamers are areas of enhanced exchange processes between the stratosphere and the tro

posphere (e g Morgenstern and Carver 1999, Sprenger et al
, 2003) The vertical circulation

associated with the PV anomaly of the streamer as well as the streamers irreversible nature (l c

decay into smaller scale structures) are favorable for exchange (Bithell et al 1999) A thorough

discussion of the link between exchange processes and PV-streamers is given m Sprenger et al

(2005)

iv) It is speculated that tropospheric streamers might be associated with the generation of inertia

gravity waves and jet streaks (Peters and Waugh 2003)

v) A close relationship between PV-stieameis and large-scale northern hemispheric téléconnexion

patterns (eg North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO), El Nmo-Southein Oscillation (ENSO), Pacific

North American Pattern (PNA)) is discussed in several studies (e g Shapiro et al
, 2001, Franzke

et al
, 2004) This link is discussed in moic detail m chapter 4
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vi) The maintenance of atmospheric blocking has been reported to be. influenced by both propagating

and breaking Rossby waves (e.g. Naoe and Matsuda, 2002, Nakamura and Wallace, 1993, Naka-

mura and Plumb, 1994).

Hence, there are a number of reasons to investigate more closely the occurrence and characteristics of

PV-streamers and synoptic scale Rossby-waves.

1.2 Aims and Outline

Tins thesis is part of the Swiss NCCR Climate program's workpackage 2. In a discussion of the scientific

goals of the NCCR program it is stated that in order "to improve the understanding of natural climate

variability a deeper knowledge of the associated processes is needed, a knowledge which is also at the

basis of assessing the predictability of climate, and which enhances the capabilities of prediction" '. To

this end the task of the 2nd NCCR workpackage is to improve "the potential of weather forecasts in

predicting extreme events". The main task of the third workgroup of workpackage 2 is to form a bridge

between synoptic spatial and temporal scales and lower frequency variability features of wider spatial

extent: "A time window that is of vital importance to extended-range weather forecast" (Swanson,

2002). This field is very complex due to the interactions and the multiple feedback mechanisms between

synoptic- and planetary-scale processes (e.g. Swanson, 2002, 2001a).

The aims of this study are imbedded within this framework. This study incorporates the novel 45 year

ERA-40 reanalysis data set (for more information on this data set see chapter 2). This long-term data

set allows the assessment of trends and inter-annual variability and provides larger statistical samples

regarding extreme events. Using the ERA-40 data set a climatologies of synoptic scale Rossby waves

and PV-streamers arc created and analysed.

The main objectives of this thesis are: i) to increase the understanding of the link between the large

scale flow and PV-streamers and ii) to investigate synoptic scale Rossby waves on the tropopause.

The thesis consists of two main parts, the first focusing on the hemispheric scale aspects of PV-streamers

and Rossby waves and the second on precursors to Alpine precipitation. A ease-study describing the

downstream effects of a hurricane transition in the western Atlantic is discussed in chapter 3 introducing

all synoptic scale phenomena discussed in the following chapters. Chapter 4 presents a general analysis

of the ERA-40 PV-streamer climatology. This includes the influence of variations of the background

flow due to atmospheric téléconnexion patterns (NAO, PNA, ENSO) on the occurrence of the synoptic

scale streamers. The analysis is complemented by an investigation of the orientation of the PV-streamers

(chapter 5) and the link between the latter and different cyclone life-cycles.

A novel method to plot Hovmöller diagrams is introduced in chapter 6. The interaction between multiple

wave-guides on the tropopause is discussed in chapter 7. The method developed in chapter 6 is applied

to the ERA-40 data set and a climatology of synoptic scale Rossby wave properties is established based

on these Hovmöller diagrams (chapter 8).
The second part contains a climatological analysis of PV-streamer precursors to heavy precipitation

events in the Alps (chapter 9) and an investigation of Rossby wave precursors to these precipitation

events (chapter 10).

www.ncr.r-climate.unibe.ch/about.scicntific;-goals, html
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Chapter 2

Data, tools and basic notions

2.1 The ERA-40 data set

The main data source for the analyses in this thesis is the ERA-40 reanalyses data set. It is "a compre¬

hensive set of global analyses describing the state of the atmosphere and land and ocean-wave conditions

from mid 1957 to mid 2002" \ made available by the European Centre for Medium Range Weather

Forecasts (ECMWF). Reanalysis fields are a combination of model derived information and measured

data. The data are available at a six hourly frequency (00UTC, 06UTC, 12UTC, 18UTC) throughout

the period. The data has a high spatial resolution, with a grid-spacing of approximately 125km (T159

spectral resolution) in the horizontal and sixty levels in the vertical between the surface and a height of

about 65km. The analysed variables include not only the conventional meteorological wind, temperature

and humidity fields, but also stratospheric ozone, ocean-wave and soil conditions.

A 3D variational data assimilation system was used to combine model derived background information

with observations. The background information necessary to produce the complete representation of

the atmosphere comes from a short-range forecast initiated from the most-recent preceding analysis in

the sequence. The assimilation system is held fixed over the entire time period to provide a data set

which is as consistent as possible. This consistency is imperative for any kind of trend investigation.

Unfortunately the kind and number of the assimilated observational data varies with time. Of special

note is the additional assimilation of satellite data after the mid-seventies, which had a significant impact

on the quality of the upper-level and southern hemispheric data (Bromwich and Fogt, 2004, Sterl, 2004,

Bcngtsson et al., 2004a,b).

2.2 The NAO, PNA and ENSO téléconnexion patterns

The NAO and the PNA are large-scale modes of natural climate variablity that have significant impacts

on the weather and climate in the North Atlantic and the western Pacific/North America region respec¬

tively (e.g. Leathers et al., 1991, Leathers and Palecki, 1992, Hurrell, 2003).

In this study, the daily and monthly NAO and PNA indices provided by the Climate Prediction Center

(CPC) are used. The NAO daily indices are computed by projecting the daily 500mb height anomalies

onto the first leading mode of a rotated EOF analysis of the the monthly mean 500mb height from 1950

to 2000 2. In the following analyses only winter (DJF) daily and monthly indices are used. The data is

split into three samples, a NAO negative, a NAO neutral and a NAO positive one. Days (or months) with

an NAO index value exceeding one postive standard deviation are counted among the positive sample

and vice versa for the negative phase. The rest of the days (months) is put into the NAO neutral group.

1
www.ecmwf.int/rescarch/era/Project/Plail/ProjecLplan _L.html

2http://www.cpc.nccp.noaa.gov/products/precip/CWlink/pna/naoJndex.html

5
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The daily PNA index is computed by projecting the daily 500mb height anomalies onto the second

leading mode of a rotated EOF analysis of the monthly mean 500mb height from 1950 to 2000 3. Again

only winter indices arc used and the procedure to separate into the different phases is identical to that

of the NAO (Barnston and Livezey, 1987, van den Dool et al, 2000, Chen and Van den Dool, 2003).

In this study monthly Nino 3.4 SST anomalies from the CPC website are used to determine the five

extremest El Nino and La Nina months respectively i. These months are then used to build composites

to investigate the ENSO influence on PV-streamers.

2.3 Lagrangian trajectories

Lagrangian methods are applied in this study to assess the origin and thermodynamical history of air

parcels. Backward-trajectories are calculated with the three-dimensional trajectory tool "Lagranto"

developed by Wernli and Davies (1997). Detailed information on the calculation procedure can be found

in these papers. ECMWF analysis fields serve as data basis for the trajectory calculation.

2.4 CHRM model

The Climate High Resolution Model (CHRM) is a regional climate model and used for the numerical

experiments in chapter 3. This model is an adapted version of the High Resolution Model of the German

Weather Service. Detailed information on the model set-up, numerics and physics can be found in

Majewski (1991) and Luethi et al. (1996) and on the CHRM website of the Institute for Atmospheric

and Climate Science 5. Details of the model set-up used in the present study are given in section 3.2.

2.5 Basic notions

Some expressions and concepts that will be frequently referred to in the thesis are introduced and

explained in the subsequent section.

2.5.1 PV

Among the numerous frameworks to study the extra-tropical circulation, Ertel's potential vorticity (PV)

has proven to be a very comprehensive tool to analyze mid-latitude synoptic: systems (Hoskins, 1990,

1991). The definition in an isentropic coordinate system as given by Ertcl (1942) is:

where Çg is the vertical component of the relative vorticity on an isentropic surface, / is the Coriolis

parameter and 6 the potential temperature.

The three dimensional mean distribution of the PV in the troposphere and the lower stratosphere is

very specific/distinct. PV magnitudes in the troposphere typically increase polewards and with height

and reach maximum values of 2pvu (lpvu=l0~6Ks~[kg~lm'2) in the upper-troposphere. Above the

dynamical tropopause, which is commonly defined as the 2pvu isosuriace, the magnitude of the mean

PV is about 4pvu and rapidly increases towards the pole and higher altitudes (Hoskins, 1991, Swanson,

3http://www. cpc.ncep.noaa.gov/products/precip/CWlink/pna/pna_index. html

4http://www.t:'pC-neep-"oaa-gov/data/indices/
Khttp://www,iao-ethsi-i:h/en/groupa/schaer/climmod/chrm/main.html
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2001b).

Isentropic surfaces that cross the dynamical tropopause are termed middle world isentropic surfaces

(Hoskins et al, 1985, Hoskins, 1991).

The major advantages of the PV-perception of the atmosphere are mentioned below:

• conservation: PV is materially conserved by 2D motions on isentropic surfaces under adiabatic

and frictionless conditions. Hence, PV can be used as a passive tracer of air motion, if the above

premises are fulfilled, which is often the case at tropopause levels.

D_
Dt'
PV = 0 (2.2)

Similarly the 0 is conserved by 2D motions on an iso-PV surface.

• non-conservation: PV can be destroyed and created by diabatic processes and through friction

(Hayncs and Mclntyre, 1987).

D_
Dt
PV = -V(c/Ö(C 4- fk) + gF x W) (2.3)

where Ö is the diabatic heating and F is the fractional force. In a lagrangian framework a negative

PV tendency is observed where the flow leaves a region of impulsive diabatic heating and a positive

PV tendency is present in the entrance zone of the heating region (Wernli and Davies, 1997).

the invertibility principle: Given the distribution of potential temperature at the surface and

the assumption of a balanced state, it is possible to determine the flow field from the distribution

of the PV (Kleinschmidt, 1950, Hoskins et al., 1985).

2.5.2 Rossby waves

The first person to describe the concept of the propagation of disturbances of the form e[*(*iE+1»-u*)l jn

a zonal flow was C.G. Rossby (Rossby, 1939, 1940). In the light of this accomplishement such waves

are termed Rossby waves. A comprehensive review on the history of the Rossby wave theory is given in

Platzman (1968).

Rossby waves owe their existence to the variation of the potential vorticity cm an isentropic surface. The

basic theoretical concept, the so-called "Rossby-wave restoring mechanism" is depicted in Fig. 2.1 copied

from Holton (1992). A latitudinal wave disturbance of a zonal oriented PV gradient will induce a velocity

field (dashed arrows), this velocity field in turn loads to vorticity advection and as a consequence to a

westward propagation of the wave. This concept is valid both on the global PV gradient (ß gradient)

and, on a synoptic scale, on a locally enhanced PV gradient along the tropopause.

Fig. 2.1: Figure 7.14 from Holton (1992) "petur-
bation vorticity field and induced velocity field

(dashed arrows) for a meridionally displaced chain

of fluid parcels. Heavy wavy line shows original

perturbation position, light line westward displace¬
ment of the pattern, due to advection by the induced

velocity"
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The phase velocity of a Rossby wave specifies the propagation velocity of a single wave peak, whereas

the group velocity describes the propagation of the wave energy (for an example see Fig.2.2).

The dispersion relation for a barotropic Rossby wave takes the form:

Uk _____ (2.4)

where K2 = k2 + I2 is the total horizontal wave number squared, 1 and k are the zonal and meridional

wave numbers respectively and /3* = ß - §-¥ is the meridional gradient of absolute vorticity. From this

follows the phase velocity:

«- = £=*-£ <2-5)

Eq. 2.5 the zonal phase velocity is always westward relative to the mean zonal flow. Since the phase

speed is dependent on the wave number Rossby waves are dispersive and the retrogression increases with

increasing wavelength (Holton, 1992).
The group velocity for zonally propagating Rossby waves is defined as:

Cq~{Ug,Vg)
duj du\ „..(WA
Wm)

=

{c'0)+{K2-)

Eq.2.5 shows that waves become stationary (i.e cw = 0) when

K2
Ü

(2.6)

(2.7)

For these flow conditions, the group velocity is always eastward and is equal to twice the zonal wind

velocity if the propagation is in east-west direction (Hoskins and Ambrizzi, 1993)

2.5.3 Rossby wave-guides

Rossby waves have preferred pathways of propagation around the northern hemisphere, so called Rossby

wave-guides.

These wave-guides exist because Rossby waves are always refracted toward latitudes with larger A's.

Therefore Rossby waves can get trapped in a belt of maximum Ks values surrounded by lower KB

(Hoskins and Ambrizzi, 1993). Rossby wave-guides are characterised by such regions of maximum Ks.

The above condition is met in a strong westerly jet (Hoskins and Ambrizzi, 1993). Since strong jets are

collocated with bands of strong PV gradients (see Schwierz et al., 2004a):

VflPT/ ^ _v^t/ (2.8)

t*o

ct = 2if

-ts47T

Ct°6'w

Fig. 2.2: Figure 7-4 from Holton (1992) "Propa¬

gation of a wave group. Heavy line shows group

speed; dashed line shows phase speed"
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2.5.4 Downstream development

In this section summarizes some of the ideas behind the concept of downstream development. Baroclinic

waves at tropopause levels (i.e. Rossby waves) arising from baroclinic instability (see e.g. Charney, 1947,

Eady, 1949, Pierrehumbert and Swanson, 1995) often travel within a wave envelope. The envelope prop¬

agates coherently retaining its shape, while the individual waves within the wave-packet undergo a life

cycle of growth and decay. The envelope propagates east more rapidly than the individual eddies (see

e.g. Lee and Held, 1993, Chang, 1993), due to the fact that the group velocity is larger than the phase

velocity. This phenomenon is called downstream development by Simmons and Hoskins (1979). While

the propagation speed of the individual eddies (phase speed) in the envelope is determined by baroclinic

instability processes and hence coupled to the wind speed at mid-troposphere levels, the group velocity

is limited by atmospheric energy dispersion (Simmons and Hoskins, 1979).

Chang et al. (2002) extends this definition by adding that the synoptic eddies decay by transferring their

energy to neighbouring eddies downstream.

A climatological analysis of the downstream development of synoptic scale waves and the propagation

of wave packets during the NH winter has been clone by Chang and Yu (1999) and Chang (1999). They

find that the steering level determining the phase speed of the individual wave peaks is situated approx¬

imately at 700 hPa. The group velocities of the waves are close to the wind velocities at 500 to 400 hPa.

As shown in observational work (e.g. Namias and Clapp, 1944, Cressman, 1948) and confirmed by model¬

ing studies (e.g. Simmons and Hoskins, 1979, Wernli et al., 1999, Orlanski and Gross, 2000) downstream

development begins at upper-levels, which is followed by the associated growth at lower levels.

2.5.5 Rossby wave breaking and critical lines

As mentioned previously PV-streamers form during the breaking of synoptic scale Rossby waves. To

understand the occurrence of PV-streamers, it is therefore important to know the atmospheric conditions

associated with wave breaking. Mclntyre (2000) defined wave-breaking in a very general way as "a wave-

induced process leading to the rapid and irreversible deformation of otherwise wavy material contours"

(see also Mclntyre and Palmer, 1983, 1984, 1985).
A very important concept within the theory of wave-breaking are so called critical lines, levels or surfaces.

These are defined as regions, where the phase speed matches the mean-flow speed. The encounter

of Rossby waves with a critical line/level/surface will lead to wave breaking. A very demonstrative

explanation as to why this has to be so can be found in Mclntyre (2000).

In the case of Rossby wave breaking on a /3-plane, Stewartson (1978) and Warn and Warn (1978) have

derived an analytical solution for the wave breaking process, the so-called SWW solution (for a review

see Killworth and Mclntyre, 1985). An example of the temporal evolution of their solution is shown in

Fig.2.3 a) copied from (Mclntyre, 2000). The typical emergence of a 'cat's eye' results from the advection

of vorticity around a pattern of stationary stream function. Within the cat's eye turbulent mixing leads

to a reduction of the PV gradients inside the wave-breaking region (Mclntyre, 2000). Fig.2.3 b) is a

schematic depiction of the SWW solution, indicating the influence of the latitudinal amplitude of the

wave on the width of the wave-breaking region. Due to the idealized setting of the SWW solution, it can

not be transferred directly to the real atmosphere (Enomoto and Matsuda, 2000). The actual mechanism

creating the overturning of the contours in a real case depends on the individual event, it can occur near

a critical layer, or further away in the case of large amplitude disturbances.
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Fig. 2.3: SWW solution a) temporal evolution of vorticity contours from Mclntyre (2001) and b) inter¬

relation between wave amplitude and width of wave breaking region, light contours are streamlines and

heavy contours are PV (Mclntyre,1985)

2.5.6 Formation and life-cycles of PV-streamers

PV streamers form during the breaking of synoptic scale Rossby waves. Hence, streamers occur during

the final stage of the baroclinic wave development. Synoptic scale Rossby waves can break both equa-

torward and poleward forming stratospheric and tropospheric streamers, respectively. Notably large

amplitude waves that preferentially occur in the diffluent region of the jet exits tend to break in both

directions (Nakamura and Plumb, 1994) resulting in the formation of both a tropospheric and a strato¬

spheric streamer.

The results from highly idealized model simulations of streamer like features by Polvani and Plumb

(1992) show that a critical magnitude of the forcing is required to initiate wave breaking, and that the

onset of wave breaking is closely associated with the existence of a "stagnation point", a zone where the

disturbances becomes stationary with respect to the the flow field (Polvani et al., 1989, see also previous

section). The amount of material ejected from the vortex is dependent on how far inside the vortex the

stagnation point is situated.

In a real world case study, the influence of upstream diabatic processes on PV streamer formation is

noted by Massacand et al. (2001). Upstream low-level diabatic heating leads to an upper-level depletion

of the PV, reinforcing the upstream anticyclone. This enhancement of the ambient shear assists in the

strong meridional stretching of the filament.

In the real atmosphere, wave breaking occurs primarily but not exclusively in the exit regions of the jets.

The temporal evolution of the streamer is highly dependent on the ambient shear conditions. This will be
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discussed in detail in chapter 5. The filament can either role up cyclonieally or be stretched meridionally

and roll-up anticyclonically. In both cases filaments, often break up into a chain of smaller vortices and

in the anticyclonic case usually a PV cut-off forms at the streamer's tip (Polvani and Dritschel, 1993,

Appenzeller et al, 1996).
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Chapter 3

Hurricane case study

In this chapter a detailed analysis of the transition of a hurricane into the extra-tropics and the associated

downstream evolution is carried out. This chapter is also intended to serve as an introduction to all the

dynamical phenomena, that will be discussed in the subsequent chapters.

3.1 Introduction

In November 2001 the following extraordinary sequence of weather events occurred in chronological or¬

der: (i) transition of two hurricanes into the extra-tropical Atlantic: and concomitant interaction of one

of these hurricanes with an elongated stratospheric intrusion (i.e. a PV-streamer), (ii) ridge formation

over the northern Atlantic, with (iii) anomalously high jet velocities over Greenland, (iv) a case of ex¬

plosive cyclogencsis upstream of Iceland, (v) formation of a PV-streamer over Europe and (vi) heavy

precipitation over the Mediterranean and Algeria. As a result of the European streamer episode, heavy

precipitation over northern Algeria triggered mud-slides in the surroundings of Algier, that killed several

hundred people. According to the Algerian Meteorological Office the coast received more than the clima¬

tological November total mean precipitation (~ 93 mm) in less than 24h on November 10(/i (Hamadache

et al., 2002).

Together with the dynamically interesting aspects of the episode a suite of chemical extreme events

linked to the dynamics occurred. Unusual cross-continental transport of NOx from the US into Europe

and high concentrations of water vapour within the stratospheric intrusion were observed over Europe

(Stohl et al., 2003, Hegglin et al., 2004) as well a« very high concentrations of ozone over south-western

Europe (Thomas et al., 2003).

Forecasts for both the track of the hurricane as well as the position of the streamer along the US east

coast and later on the position of the streamer over Europe were associated with errors (Dirrcn, 2003)..

In this ease study we seek to shed more light on the dynamical mechanisnis causing this sequence of

events and to gain insight into possible linkages between them. The transition of hurricanes into the

extra-tropics and their further synoptic evolution has been investigated in detail in a number of studies

(e.g. Thorncroft and Jones, 2000, Hart and Evans, 2001, Jones et al., 2003). In contrast to these studies

the emphasis here does not lie on a detailed investigation of the fate of the tropical cyclones themselves,

but on the downstream evolution of the dynamical disturbance associated with the tropical cyclone.

From a potential vorticity (PV) perspective, the possible influences of a hurricane on the tropopause as it

approaches the extra-tropics include: (i) the interaction of the hurricane vortex anomaly with a PV wave¬

guide interaction (e.g. Bell, 1990, Schwierz et al., 2004b), (ii) poleward transport of moisture and heat

and (iii) dynamic modification of the upper-level environment by vigorous diabatic: processes associated

with the system (Haynes and Mclntyre, 1987, Wernli, 1997, Pomroy and Thorpe, 2000, Agusti-Panareda

et al., 2004).

13
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Further details on the analysis methods are given in section 3.2. In section 3.3 a thorough overview

and discussion of the upper- and lower-level synoptic evolution and the dynamical links is presented.

An experiment where the hurricanes are removed from the initial field using a regional climate model is

described in section 3.4. In section 3.5 the whole chain of events is examined from the wave propagation

point of view. A summary and conclusions follow in section 3.6.

3.2 Methods and data

For this study ECMWF six hourly analysis data is used with 60 vertical levels and interpolated onto a

1 x 1° grid. A Lagrangian analysis is undertaken with a three-dimensional trajectory tool (LAGRANTO)

(Wernli, 1997, Wernli and Davies, 1997, see also Chapter 2).

The tropical cyclones center positions, are retrieved from NOAA's national hurricane center "Best Track"

data sets. Sea surface temperature data (SST) is taken from the Naval Research Laboratory Stennis

Space Center.

Sensitivity experiments are carried out with the Climate High Resolution Model (CHRM, Majewski,

1999) using ECMWF analysis fields as boundary conditions. A simulation with one of the hurricanes

removed from the initial fields, will be discussed in detail in section 3.4. Two model runs with the

hurricane removed from the initial field are conducted in a domain reaching from 15N across the pole

and from 90W to 20E with a resolution of 0.5 degrees (see also Fig. 3.10). The runs are started on

November 6th at 6 UTC and on November 5th at 6 UTC with an integration time of 90 and 114 hours

respectively.

The removal of the hurricane from the initial field is undertaken as follows. In a first step the location

and spatial extent of the tropical cyclone (TC) is determined. The TC is assumed to have a circular form

with a radius of 1200 km. In a second step the temperature, surface pressure, moisture and wind fields

within the TC area are altered according to the optimal interpolation scheme of Kurihara et al. (1995)

with a distance scale of correlation decrease of 500 km. The resulting fields are no longer balanced, but

according to Klein et al. (2002), these field imbalances are dispersed in the first few hours of the model

integration.

3.3 Synoptic evolution

In this section the different events occurring during the period (hurricane transition, ridge formation,

PV-streamer) arc presented in chronological order and dynamical linkages between the isolated events

are established.

3.3.1 The hurricane transition

Between November 5th and November 7th two hurricanes named Michelle and Noël are present in

the western Atlantic. The tropical cyclone Michelle has become a hurricane in the Caribbean Sea on

November 2nd 2001, on its way across the Gulf of Mexico. It hits Cuba on November 4th 2001 (Fig. 3.1)

and is downgraded to an extra-tropical storm in the evening (21 UTC) of November 6th 2001 south of

the Bermuda Islands. Coexisting hurricane Noel situated in the middle of the Atlantic, is categorised as

a hurricane for only 6 hours between 15 UTC November 5th and 21 UTC November 5th 2001. Afterwards

it is listed as a tropical storm for another 18 hours. Noël forms and decays in the mid-Atlantic well in

the extra-tropics at about (40N, 50W). Noël is a significantly weaker system than Michelle. Sensitivity

studies using a novel PV-based approach (Dirren et al., 2003) to determine forecast sensitive regions

show no influence of Noël (Dirren, 2003) . Therefore the main focus on the following impact analysis is
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[hPa/6h]

a) 6Nov 7Nov 8Nov 9Nov b)

Fig. 3.2: a) Central pressure evolution [hPa] of hurricane Michelle and its extra-tropical successor, b)
Accumulated (j-hourly SLP tendencies [AhPü/ßh] between 00 UTC 7 Nov and 00 UTC 9 Nov (shaded,

negative values dashed, irregular spacing) with, track of Michelle (crosses) and the extra-tropical storm

system (triangles).
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Fig. 3.3: Evolution of the surface pressure (shaded,[hPa,]) and position of TC/ETC Michelle marked with

crosses on November 6th6UTC; November (i"' 12UTC, November 6th 18UTC and November 7thOUTC

from left to right, grid-size is 5"

between 00 UTC November 7th and 00 UTC November 8th (Ap > -25hPa/24h, cf. Fig. 3.2a). This

development is aided by the déstabilisation beneath tire upper-level PV anomaly and the mass of warm

and moist air, that has been aclvected northwards at the same time. In Figure 3.6 the 850hPa eddy

heat flux (v'T1) and equivalent, potential temperature anomaly with respect to the monthly mean (0'f)

averaged between 00 UTC November- 7th and 00 UTC November- 9"' are depicted. Two branches of

anomalous heat transport can be identified. One is spreading along the west coast of Greenland and

a second one stretches from the southern tip of Greenland north-eastwards along tire eastern coast of

Greenland. The western branch assists in the explosive evolution of the transit eel cyclone. These findings

confirm previous observatiorrs that identified low-level warm air advection (Hart; and Evans, 2001, Rite:hie

and Elsberry, 2003) and vertical déstabilisation by tropopause-level anomalies (Sinclair, 2002) as being
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It is interesting to note that m association wrth the second e\istern band of poleward heat fhl\ a new

cyclone develops m the Denmark Strait on November 9"' 2001 1 lus cyclone is also dccpemng very

raprdly (Ap = 17hPa/24h) while moving towards Iceland Ihe formation and laprel rntensrfreatrou of

the new cvclorre rs triggered by a deep stratospheric intrusion at the east coast of Greenland just above

the warm water/arr anomaly (Shapiro 2002) Shapiro e-t al (2002) luither show that this intrusion

forms durrrrg an event oi gravrty wave breaking, which is itseli initialed by the high wind speeds ovci

the eiest of Greenland along the newly formed rrelge (cf l ig i 4b)
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3.3.2 Diabatic heating and ridge formation

Concomitant with the cyclones at the surface and the associated strong diabatic- processes a low-PV

ridge is established at tropoparr.se levels (Fig. 3.4b). This upper-level anomaly over Greenland and (he

eastern north Atlantic develops on 8 November 00 UTC and lasts for- approximately 36 hours.

In general two mechanisms can lead to tire formation of such a« upper-level low-PV anomaly at higher

latitudes. Either the low-PV is transported there iserrtropically from regions of permanently lower- PV

(i.e. the subtiopics) (Hoskins et al
, 1985) or the PV is generated diabatically (c.l. section 2 5) Both

mechanisms potentially have an influence in the- present configuration. First the storm system trans¬

ported a mass of warm and moist air from the tropics into the extm-tiopics (Fig. 3.6) and thereby ottered

favoiu-able conditions for intense diabatic- processes along its passage to the north. The diabatic pro¬

cesses are facilitated further by the vertical déstabilisation beneath the PV-stioawoi and the secondary

vertical cire ulalion associated with the streamer. Second the upper-level PV-stiearner and the associated

northward isentropic circulation at tropopause levels can tinirsport low-PV from the subtropies into the

ridge.

To assess the influence of these processes on the formation of the anomaly a trajectory analysis is

conducted. The- starting poirrts for the backwards trajectories are deteimined in the1 following way. In

a box betweerr 55-90t,N and 80"W -l()"E areas with PV values lower than 2PVU are identified on five

iseirhopie levels from 310 to 350 K. Trajectories are started 6-hourly on each level al 40km intervals

betweerr Novenrber 7"' 12 UTC! and November 9''' 0 UTC and tracked backwar-els for- 54 hours. The

total irrrmber- of tr-ajectorres started at each tirrre step var-ies between 2400 and 8200 tr-ajectorres according

to the increasing size of the low PV-ridge with time. The number of trajectories also varies with height,

more- than two thirds of all the trajee-tories are started between 310 and 330K.

Figure 3.7 shows the spatio-temporal evolution and the pressure evolution of the trajectory analysis.

The mean and starrdarddeviation of the potential temperature evolution of the trajectory bundles A and

B indicated in Fig. 3.7 are shown in Fig. 3.8 Roth low-PV "generation'" mechanisms are involved in

the formation of the ridge. In the early phase (November- 7"'), the- eieiasi-isobarie trajectory bundle (A)

is important for the- initiation of the ridge besides the influence of the Ascending trajectories (B). In the

later stages the diabatic influence becomes more important (see figs. 3.7. 3.8), Of all the- trajectories

started between November 8"' OUTC and Novembei 9"1 OUTC about 70% of the air underwent a change

in ils potential temperature of more than 5K arrd 46% experienced a change of 10K and more. The mean

change of the potential temperature1 of the trajectory bundle B is 15K. This is m the range of the average

change of the potential temperature in a warm conveyor belt associated with extra-tropical cyclone's,

Fig. H.(>: 4%h temporal averages between 00 UTC 7 Nov and 00 UTC f) Nov. a) northward temperature

jhu- (v'T') on 850hPa. b) Equivalent potential temperature anomuty 0[ on H50hPa w.r.l. the monthly

mean.
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Fig 17 PV on 1101^ (shathd, PV '2PVU ltd lolovrs) and baelwaid trajectories started on 110K from

anas with PV< 2PVU at a) Novembei 7 /'_ U1C b) Novtmlxr h OU I C i) Novembei H 6UTC arid d)

November 9 0UJC indicatid Irajeetonts are shaded eieiordinq to then pressure talue (sti b/w loloui

se eile )

wirre h he-s be t we c rr 15 and 22K (Eckhardt e l al 2004)
Both the hume aire arrd the PV streamer have an influe nee on these diabatic lifting pr oc esse s 1 lie mrlu-

enee of Hmrreane Mre helle on flic diabatic pi oe esse s is estimated bv e ountmg the tra|ee tones that passed

wit hm a 10" box aiormd Michelle at levels lowei than 500hPa K)Vf of the an ending up m the ridge

between S20 and 330 K m the time between Novembei «"' Ü UlC and Novembei <-)"'' 0 U1C passed

the hurricane area at low levels earlier on Including all 0 levels 2 5 Vf of the tiajeeloncs encountered

the humeauc at low levels However the trajectory analysrs does not allow a eleai sepaiatrorr oi the

respective irrilirenees oi the hurrrcarrc and the PV strewnier em the diabatic processes

It rs notewoithy that a very stiong jet ( > 80ms-') prevailed along the accentuated PV gradient at the

northern inn of the rrelge (c f Fig 3 4b and e)

3.3.3 Rossby wave breaking and the formation of a PV-streamer

Hero the downstream effects of the stiong upper level low-PV ridge are elrseusscd lire northward

deflection of the jot along the neige is equivalent to a strong meridional amplification of the in-srtu

syrroptre scale Rossby wave Rossby waves break if the flow becomes supercritical with lespeet to the

wave breaking criterion e g if the disturbance amplitude exceeds a entre al value (ci scetron 2 Polvani

and Phrnrb P)<)2, Nakanrma and Plumb l'W4 Swanson ot al 1907) fn the present ( ase the PV anomaly

over Greenland wrtlr the concomitant large amplitude deformation of the dyrrarrrre al tropopause results

m Rossby wrve-bieaknrg (Shapiro et al 2002) As a eonsee]uonee a merrehorrally elongated PV streamer

forms over frrrope (I ig île and el) 1 he streamer with its north-east south west orientation and a

eut off forming at its tip bears comparison with the idealized final stage of an antic>e Ionic baioelnne

life cycle as described by Uroiucroft ot al (1()<H)
In the present ease the streamer s tip reached extraordinaril> iar south into north western Africa ( -SON)

The streamer pcisrstcd for about 48 hours before its tip wiappcel up and detached from the rrram

stratospheric îeservorr forming a cut off with an underlying surface cyclone
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Al)

A2)

Bl)

B2)

Fig. 3.8: Mean potential temperature (bold) and standard, deviation (dotted) of the two trajectory bundles

A and B indicated m Fig. 3.7 1 started on 12 UTC November 7th 2001 and 2 on 06 UTC November

8th 2001., all y-axis indicate 9 but note the different seules

A range of different processes leads to the break-up of PV-streamers. The anticyclonic circulation of the

upstream ridge leads to a straining and thinning of the PV-streamer (Thorncroft et al., 1993, Massaoand

et al., 2001). As a consequence the strong PV-gradients along the streamer's edges become spatially

more confined and streamer internal vortex formation is enhanced (Appenzeller et al., 1996) but the

ambient, shear can also lead to a suppression of the vortex growth (Dritschel et al., 1991). In addition

the streamer can be eroded by the low-level diabatic processes reducing the upper-level PV. A higher

resolution model simulation of the streamer (see Hegglin et al., 2004, for details) shows that diabatic

processes associated with vigorous conveotive activity over Sardinia, promoted by warmer than average

SSTs in the western Mediterranean (^3K), lead to an upper-level erosion of the streamer.

3.3.4 Precipitation over Algeria

This section discusses some aspects of the link between the PV-streamer and the extreme precipitation

event in Algeria. This Mediterranean precipitation event is one of the main research foci of the MEDEX

project (Jansa, 2003).
Backward trajectories started from the regions with heaviest precipitation in the Mediterranean, show

that the moisture transport towards the Algerian coast is closely linked to the ambient circulaticm of

the streamer-induced surface cyclone over the Mediterranean east of Algeria (Fig. 3.9). The trajectories

are started on November \Qth 12 UTC between the surface and 550 hPa from areas where accumulated

precipitation exceeds 20mm/6h in the Mediterranean area. They are located along the Algerian coast

and over the Tyrrhenian sea (Fig. 3.9 a). The trajectories are calculated backwards in time for 48 hours.

The trajectories started on 750 hPa are shown in Fig. 3.9b, the trajectories on the other levels display a

very similar behaviour.

The majority of the air parcels releasing rain along the coast of Algeria are located over the European

continent 48 hours prior to the precipitation event and relatively dry at that moment. During their

southward dislocation they pick-up moisture on their way over the Mediterranean Sea. When the air

reaches the Atlas mountains along the Algerian coast, orographic lifting helps to trigger condensation
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a) 6h accumulated piee îpitation b) 12 UTC 10 Nov 2001

Fig 1 o a) Aet timulated precipitation from 00 UTC 10 Not until V U1C 10 Nov e readme/ 'Omni

(shaded) ?PVU isolme on l'ÏOK at 12 UTC 10 Nov and SWhl'a -idoeitij vectors overlaid b) PV

dibl) ibut/on cm 120k shaded, PV *2PVU reel colours) on 12 UPC 10 Not 48h backward tiajectones

started on 7ï0hPa fiom hcavij piee ipitation anus (piecip * Hlmm/ùli) qitijscalt ace ending to the moisture

content [<j/l>q] of the em

and heavy precipitation (e g I lorh ot al 2002) 1 he an movrrrg alemg trajectoires associated wrtlr the

precipitation uraxrmurrr located east ol Sardinia shows a constant high moisture coûtent

Summary

Hurricane Michelle makes its transition along the eastern flank ot a PV streamer 1 his streamer repre

sents the final stage of a Re>ssby wave downstream development starte el over the Pacific earlier on In

the pioeess ol the transition large amounts of moisture and heat arc transported north arrd upwarels

along with the transitioning hurricane and the incipient flow field of the stieanrei Downstream of

the streamer over the conti al Atlantic a large low PV ndge form at upper levels trajectory analysis

reveal that diabatic processes are important for the establishment arrd the maintenance ot the ridge

Beside the diabatic ]>ioeesses an influence of the upstream wave tram on the formation ol the ndge is

assumed A second streamer e>f remarkable meridional extent forms at the eastern flank of the rrdgc

An extreme piecipilatrem event along the Algerian coast is errrerally mflueneed Ivy the streamer induced

sinfae e c ire ulatiorr

Having established dynamical lmks between synoptic events as a coherent downstream developmerrt

it becomes clear that the multitude of lonrplex processes at different spatral scales involved m the

downstream developme ut [Mises huge c hallenges to foreeaste is

3.4 Experiments without the hurricane

Both the Lagrangian and the Lulcrran analysis of the inter ae trorr erf the hume ane with the extra liopie al

flow leave open several ejuejstrons Ihe role of the different jrroe esses involved in the formation of the

ndge (hurricane and streamer -related drabatrc pioecsscs upstieam Possb-y wave) needs to be further

e lanfied
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3.4.1 Specifications of the model runs

A suite of five models runs is conducted to tackle the open questions mentioned above. Two experiments

of different, integration lengths with the hurricane removed from the initial field are conducted to assess

the role of the tropical cyclone for the formation of the ridge. An additional experiment is run with all

rrroist physics turned off. The idea of this experiment is to get a rough estimation of the influence of the

upstream Rossby wave signal on the formation of the ridge. Information of the upstream wave signal is

passed into the .simulation via the boundary forcing from the ECMWF analysis.

As mentioned in the introduction, the 5-day forecast of this chain of synoptic events was rather- poor.

The forecast underestimated the speed of the north-wards transition of the hurricane along the American

streamer, resulting in a mis-forecast of the precise location of tire PV-streamer over Europe (Dirren,

2003). Futlror on the ejuality of the forecast for the upper-level PV evolution increased significantly

between November 5"' arrd November 6"' (Dirren, 2003).
The location and extent of tire grid used for al) the subsequent experiments is shown in figur-e 3.10a), a

grid-spacing of 0.5" x 0.5" is used as indicated in the lower- right corner of the panel.

A control run and a nur with the hurricane removed from the initial field are started at 6UTC on

Novenrber- 5"' (lorrg experiment, LE, 114b) and at 6UTC orr November 6th (short experiment, SE,

90h). As can be seen in figure 3.10b), showing the upjrer-levcl initial conditions on November 5*'\ the

hurricane is situated over Cuba and not influenced by the flow field exerted by the streamer over the US

east coast. One clay later the hurricane has moved northwards and is already irr the sphere of influence

of the; streamer-induced flow field (Fig. 3.10c;). The removal procedure does not. affect the upper-level

PV-streamer on November 5"' (Fig. 3.10b), but leads to an slight alteration of the PV-streamers tip on

November ö"' (Fig. 3.10c). The selection of the start, dates for the experiment is a compromise. On one

hand oire wishes to remove the hurricane as early as possible to make sure that it has as little influence

as possible on the events irr the extra-tropics. On the other- hand the hurricane has to be situated wedl

inside the simulation grid so that its removal is not influenced by the boundary forcing. The additional

run with the hurricane in the initial field, but all moist model physics turned off (dry experiment, DE)

is started at 6UTC on November- 6*'!.

3.4.2 Verification at final time

While for the SE the differences between the analysis and the control run are ririrror throughout the

simulation, the control run irr the LE shows a significant deviation from the analysis at. the end of the

integration time (Figs. 3.11 a,b,e,d and f). Therefore all corrclusions drawn from this longer- analysis are

of very speculative nature. In fact a visual inspection of the upper-level evolution in the LE without the

Fig. 3.10: a) location, extent and grid-spacing (lower right corner) of the grid used for all hurricane

experiments b) 320K PV analysis conditions (PV > 2PVU grey shading with dashed contours), 320K

wind vectors and initial 320K PV conditions without, hurricane overlaid (solid black line) on OUTC

November 5th c) same on 6UTC November 6th location of Michelle is indicated, by the M.
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hurricane, reveals that the form of the upper-level low-PV ridge arrd the streamer over Europe resemble

the analysis more than the corresponding control run (Fig. 3.11c, d and f). Further on the upper-level

evolution of the control run and the bad forecasts bear a strong resemblance. Dirren (2003a) mentions

that the quality of the forecasts started at November %ih was remarkably better than the quality of the

forecasts of the day before.

3.4.3 The model results

At, the surface the development of the cyclone forming in the area of cape Hattcras is in general consis¬

tent betweerr the LE and the SE experimental runs. In the LE the explosive cyclogenesis along the west

coast, of Greenland (cf. sec.3.3) is significantly weaker in the simulation without the hurricane. In the SE

cyclogenesis is also weaker with the hurricane removed, but the différencies are smaller (Fig. 3.12). This

weakening can be interpreted as being the consequence of the removal of an important, heat arid moisture

source for the intensification of the cyclone and the tropical cyclone. The fairly small differences in the

deepening of the cyclone between the control and the run without the hurricane seen in the SE seem to

indicate, that other factors (e.g. the upper-level flow development) also have a significant influence on

the surface evolution. In the DE the SLP evolution is qualitatively similar to that of the SE, but the

intensity of the cyclone development is weaker (not shown).

At upper-levels, the formation of the low-PV ridge and the streamer over Europe are well forecast, in

the short run anel differ only slightly between the experiment and control run (Fig. 3.13a and c). In

the LE the différencies between the experiment and the control simulation are significant (Fig. 3.13b

and d). The streamer along the American east coast has rolled up in a cyclonic way by the end of

the simulation time irr the control run, whereas it is still elongated and meridionally orientated in the

experiment. These differences seem to have a crucial influence on the evolution of the ridge as well

as the European PV-streamer. The circulation associated with the meridionally oriented streamer in

the west Atlantic, continues to brirrg low-PV-air from the subtropics northwards, thereby strengthening

the anticyclonic circulation. In the case of the cyclonic wrapping, cyclonic development at the surface

is reinforced (see previous paragraph) and the upstream jet over the western Atlantic is enhanced on

OUTC November 10th. In summary it, can be stated that in the SE, despite the considerable size of the

hurricane only very small differences between the control run and the experiment are observed in the

surface development as well as in the upper-level development. In the LE the considerable differences in

the upper-level development, are reflected in the surface evolution. The cyclonic wrapping could be one

factor leading to the faster eastward propagation of the streamer over Europe observed in the control run.

3.4.4 Interpretation

It is hypothesised that the different, evolution of the streamer over east America in the LE experiment,

is due to an early interaction of the hurricane with the latter. A hurricane can influence the upper-

level streamer by the beforehand discussed diabatic alteration of the PV. Differential diabatic heating

associated with the hurricane along the American streamer leads to an irregular thinning of the streamer

in the lorrgitudinal direction (Fig. 3.14a and b). The thinning could to be the crucial factor determining if

the main body of the streamer remained on the anticyclonically sheared (southern) side of the upstream

jet or transgressed onto the cyclorrically sheared (northern) side which would result in the cyclonic

wrapping of the streamer (Fig. 3.14c and d).
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I iq 111 Jsintiojm PV on 120K on OUIC November 10°' a) control SE b) no hurra out Sf c) control

PL d) no hurricane T^F e) dry 7 un and j) analqsis

3.5 Rossby wave perspective

In this scetion the propagation of synoptic scale Rossby waves ewer the Atlantic dining the hurt re aire

episode will be dise ussod hig 3 15 a shows the 250hPa meridional velocity anel the intersection be

tweerr the tropopause and the J20K and the 340k isentiope on Nove nrbe r A'1' 12 UK As indicated in
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tiq 112 Suifacc pressait on November <fh blllCm the foui difjennt model runs a) control slartid

on Novembei 6lh OUTCb) eipeiimenl stalled on tin same dale (SE) i) lontrol nrn siaited Now mho

5 ' and d) e rpt rirnc'nt (LE)

chapter 2 Rossby waves propagate along spatially organised iserrlropre PV wave grriefes fwo spatially

elearl> separated wave trams are distinguishable in Irg 3 15a one propagating along an extia tropical

wave guide on 320k and a second one propagating along a subtropical wave guide on MOK two days

later (Fig i 15b) the two wave trams are not so c le irly separated anymore A eonvergence lias oce uireel

over northern Amerrea that rs co-located with a strong latituehnal amplification of the wave disturbance

(sese also Fig 3 4b) The jnecursor to this disturbance had iormeel at the date hue some days earlier

and propagated downstream along the extra tropical wave guide (not shown) An amplification of the

downstream disturbances m the subtrojrrcs rs vrsrblo (Fig 3 15b)

the stionp ndge ewer the north Atlarrtre on Novembei S" (Frg 3 15 e) rs associated with an intense

merielrona) velocity signal the irdge jrerrc liâtes the whole veitical depth of the extia tiopieal and partly

the subtropical tropopause (310ÏX 310K) The wave srgrral e xitfd on the subtropical wave guide two days

earlrer rs now located over the central Atlantic

Coircoimtaiit wrtlr the elongated streamer formation over Europe a transfer of wave e rrergy away from the

extia tiopies mto (he subtroprcs lakes place (Frg 3 15d) 1 he wave m the sublroprcs propagating on

the subtropical wave guide will continue its downstream propagation as far east as Japan lire transfei

of wave erierg\ betweerr subtropical extra tropical and polar wave guides will be discussed m detail nr

e hapter 7
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Fig. 3.13: Dynamical tropopause on 320K for the control runs (black solid) and the experiment (black
and white) a) on November 8th 6UTC SE and b) same, day LE and c) on November 10th OUTC SE

and d) same day LE

3.6 Summary

A extraordinary sequence of synoptic and large-scale everrts that took place between November 6"1 and

November 12"1 2001 is investigated in this chapter, with respect to the dynamical links between the indi¬

vidual events and synoptic-scale Rossby wave propagation. The chain of events starts with the transition

of a hurricane from the Caribbean into the extra-tropical western Atlantic along an upper-level PV-

streamer, that is situated over the American east coast. The ex-hurricane undergoes a re-intensification

and explosive cyclogenesis in its frrrther development by merging with an extra tropical cyclone. AJ.ove

average amounts of heat and moisture are transported northwards along with the transitioning tropical

storm system. Thereby diabatic processes are enhanced locally. Concomitant with the hurricane transi¬

tion, the formation of a large low-PV ridge over Greenland and the eastern north Atlantic is observed.

This leads to a deflection of the extra-tropical jet far northwards. A Lagrangian trajectory analysis

reveals that the diabatic alteration of PV associated (i) with the hurricane and (ii) assisted by lifting

along the eastern flank of the American PV-streamer, is an important process leading to the formation

of the low-PV ridge. In a simulation of the episode, using dry physics only, the ridge over Greenland is

significantly smaller but still existent. This indicates that besides the diabatic processes, Rossby wave

propagation from further up-stream is crucial for the establishment of the ridge.
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Nov 6th 18 UTC

control LE +60h

Fig. 3.14'- Dynamical tropopause on 320K (black and white) and SLP (black) and change of PV through
instantaneous diabatic heating integrated between 200Pa and 250hPa (positive change^light grey, negative

change= dark grey), a) and b) on 18UTC November 6th, c) and d) on 12UTC November 7th.

b) November 6',l18 UTC ,.-•-'""

d) November 11*^0 UTC .......

» -IS

f »

Fig. 3.15: Meridional velocity on 250hPa (shaded, m/s), PV2 contour on 320K (black and white, line)
and on 340K (black line.) on a) 12UTC November 4th, b) 18UTC November 6th, c) 12 UTC November

Ifhand d) OUTC November 11th.
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Subsequerrtly a PV-streamer forms over Europe reaching exceptionally far south to the north African

coast. The streamer-induced surface circulation transports moist air towards the Algerian Atlas moun¬

tains, causing severe precipitation induced through orographic lifting.

Prom a Rossby wave propagation point of view, two wave trains can be observed ewer the Atlantic during

this episode. A first wave propagates on the subtropical wave-guide and is re-enforced during the wave

breaking episode over the eastern coast of America (PV-streamer). A second strong wave signal over

Greenland is attributed to the northward deformation of the extra-tropical jet along the low PV ridge.

A third weaker wave train forms on the subtropical wave-guide triggered by the streamer episode ewer

Europe.

Experiments with the hurricane removed from the initial fields and without moist, physics are performed

in oder to further quantify/understand the influence erf Hurricane Michelle on the downstream develop¬

ment. A shorter experiment started with the hurricane located already in the subtropics and within the

sphere of influence of the extra-tropical PV-streamer showed negligible differences between the control

and the experimental run, iirdicating a small influence of the hurricane orr the downstream evolution at

that stage. In the longer experiment started one day earlier in the development, the differences in the

synoptic evolution at upper- and lower levels is significant, as are the differences between control run

and analysis. It is hypothesised the an early interaction/lack of interaction of the hurricane with the

upper-level streamer ewer the US corrld be the main reason for the subseqrrent divergerrt behaviour of

the upper-level downstream evolution.

To be able to give a concluding answer to the question as to what would have happened without Michelle,

further simulations are needed to support or disprove the hypothesis mentioned above.

The experiments with the hurricane removed from the initial fields give arr indication for the sensitivity

of the forecast of this episode to minor errors in the position of the hurricane during its transition from

the tropics into the extra-tropics. In this study the complex interactions become evident of the processes

involved in the downstream evolution, acting on different spatial and temporal scales. This indicates the

huge challenges associated with the improvement of the forecast of such events.
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Chapter 4

PV-streamer climatology and

isentropic PV-gradients

PV-streamers are a relevant flow phenomenon in a multitude of atmospheric processes (section 1.1).
Irr this chapter a 44-year climatology is presented of PV-streamers. The climatology offers a data

base for testing a rarrge of concepts arrd theories. A short review of the literature on climatologies

describing breaking Rossby waves and other streamer-like features is given in section 4.1. In section 4.2

the methods rrsed to calculate the streamer climatology are presented. This is followed by an extensive

discussion of the climatological isentropic PV-fields in section 4.3, and complemented by a description

of the variability of PV contours on isentropic surfaces (section 4.4). The most important results of the

streamer climatology are introduced in section 4.5, including the relation between large-scale atmospheric

telecormection patterns (e.g. NAO) and the occurrence of streamers (section 4.6). Favourable background

flow conditions for the formation of streamers are discussed in section 4.7. The resrrlts are summarized

in section 4.8.

4.1 Literature review

PV-streamers, i.e stratospheric PV intrusions, are approximately co-located with troughs in the geopo-

tential field (Hoskins et al., 1985). Therefore it, is appropriate in this overview to also consider climatolo¬

gies of troughs in the geopotential. An early compilation of upper-level mobile troughs was assembled by

Sanders (1988), by tracking subjectively determined deformations of the 5520-gpm isopleth. Lefevre and

Nielsen-Gammon (1995) compiled a 20-year climatology of northern hemisphere mobile troughs using an

objective, vorticity-based detection criterion on 500hPa. At these mid-tropospheric levels the troughs

are most frequent over the storm track areas of the oceans, and ewer the northern continents and the

Mediterranean.

Postel and Hitchman (1999) compiled a ten year climatology of breaking R«ssby-waves (RWB) in the

subtropics by determining areas of reversed PV-gradients on the 350K isentropic surface. They find

that RWB occurs primarily in summer and ewer the oceans. Waugh and Polvani (2000) assembled a

20-year climatology of PV-intrusions in the subtropics (350K) to determine regions and seasons of strong

tropical- extra-tropic:al interaction. They mapped high values of PV between ION and 10S and also found

that the subtropical TP is more disturbed during the summer months.

Cai (2003) defines a northern hemisphere PV intrusion index, which indicates the percentage area of

upper-level PV intrusions at any given time. A 20 year climatology of this index shows a strong corre¬

lation of the index with the QBO.

In this study a new method, developed by Wernli and Sprenger (2005), is used to calculate a climatology

of streamers. The method extends the approaches mentioned above by combining a northern hemi-

31
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spheric, multi-level, PV-0 approach with simple form criteria of the PV-intrusions. Wernli and Sprenger

(2005) apply the streamer identification routine to the ER.A-15 data-set and give a thorough description

of the applicability of the routine, its strength and weaknesses. The general distribution of tropospheric

and stratospheric streamers as well as tropospheric and stratospheric cut-offs is discussed. For this thesis

the climatology has been extended to the ERA-40 data set.

4.2 Methodology

The streamer identification routine applied in this study to compile the streamer climatology was devel¬

oped by Wernli and Sprenger (2005). It can detect stratospheric: as well as tropospheric steamers. An

extensive description of the routine, including some applications will be discussed in the aforementioned

paper. Therefore only a summary of the mode of operation of the identification routine will be given

here. The ERA-40 data set (cf. section 2.1) serves as data base for the compilation of the streamer

climatology. The data fields are evaluated at six hourly intervals. The three dimeirsional hydrostatic

form of the Ertel PV field is calculated (see chapter 2). The program identifies streamers on isentropic

levels between 310K arrd 350K. On each of these isentropic levels, the routine detects the southernmost

closed 2PVU contour (i.e. the dynamical tropopause) encompassing the pole and the main body of

stratospheric air (Fig. 4.1). A description of the contour search routine is given in Wernli and Schwierz

(2005). The algorithm then searches for points on the contour that are separated by a distance of 800km

or less. The next step is a test of whether the connection hire between these points is entirely irr the

stratosphere (troposphere). Then the size of the structure encompassed by the contour betweerr these

two (end) points is determined. The length of the contour between the two endpoints has to exceed

2000km to exclude very small wiggles in the contour. Also the squared value of the contour should be at

least eight times larger than the area encompassed. This is a measure for the deviatiorr of the streamer

form from a circle. Features of an almost circular form arc excluded. If all of the above conditions are

met, the feature is flagged as a stratospheric (tropospheric) streamer and stored in a binomial field. This

means that all grid-points inside the streamer are set to one and the rest of the grid-points is set, to zero.

For the climatological evaluation, these six hourly binomial fields are aggregated into fields of relative

monthly/seasonal streamer occurrence {§pfj 100, where DPM is the number of days per month/season

and STD is the number of streamer days). In this thesis, the algorithm is extended to also yield addi¬

tional information orr the orientation of the streamer. To this end the coordinates of the southern-most

point of the streamer and the mid point of the connection line between the two endpoints (referred to as

the root, point, hereafter) are logged. This information is used later on for the calculation of the streamer

orientation.

One drawback of the method, as described above, is the lack of any specific shape criteria that, the

streamers have to meet. Therefore not, only "classic" streamers are detected, but sometimes also rather

unusual looking features, that happen to fulfill the selection criteria. This problem concerns mainly the

lowest levels (310K, 315K). Restricting the selection criteria to avoid these weird features would also lead

to the exclusion of desired streamers. A second issue that has to be considered is the seasonal variation

of the altitude of the potential temperature levels. This will J_c discussed in the following section.

The isentropic meridional mean shear fields arc aggregated from 6-hourly isentropic fields of the merid¬

ional gradient of zorral wind component.

4.2.1 Annual variation of isentropic levels

In the climatological mean the isentropic surfaces are slanting from the pole towards the equator. The

height of isentropic surfaces in the vicinity of the tropopause is subject to air annual cycle. During the

winter months, the potential temperature surfaces are higher than in summer. As a consequence the

intersection of the individual surface with both the dynamical tropopause and the ground respectively
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Fig 4 1 Section from Piq 1 I in chapter 1,

aidjMints of the streamer aie militated as open

dots and the root point and tht southern most

point are indicated as filltd clots

occurs further south dining the winter months lire rscrrlroprc Jewels considered m tins analysis ( ilOK -

350K) elo not intersect the ground m the zonal and temporal mean (see Frg 4 2 from Lrrrrgci and Davies

(2004)) On individual tirrre-stops however ai\ inter sect rem oi the lowest levels (310K, 320K) with the

suilaee occurs occasionally, especially m the region of the Himalayas If it happens that during those

time-steps the PV2 contour mltrsee ts wrtli the ground as well, no clejsed isentiopre l'V2 contour can be

dot oe ted arrd hence no str earner rs found The results of the stre.rrrrer routine for the lowermost levels

ekirmg the summer months do therefore not reflect the true number of sticvurrers oeeuirrrrg during these

months, but a smaller streamer frequency Since- the rrrtersectrorr ol the tropopause wrtlr these- levels 1res

very far rroith (6hN for 320k, no crossing for ,310k rrr July), the streamers on these levels hau- lrttlo

dynamic al srgrrrfre arre e for the mid-latitude synoptic evolution

4.3 Variability of isentropic PV-fields

'lire PV field exhibits some special ieatuios in its spatial drstiibution and variability when compared

to other meteorological fields as for example the geopotontial height (e g Burnet c( al
, 1995, Swanson,

[() !<> Ml 71) 01) L0 M) M) 70 <)l)

Fig 4 'i F,(] 1 f'orn Linigei and Davics (2004) « shows the winter mean, b the summer mean P'V

distribution (shaded) and the PV2 contour ovcilaid (tluel solid bleuk line) ist ntropa (dashed lines)
isobais (honzonla! solid black lines)
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2001a,, Linigei- and Davies, 2004). Its isentropic distribrrtiorr is closely lirrked to the appearance of

streamers. The seasonal variation as well as the variation during different climate merdes (PNA, NAC),

ENSO) of the isentropic PV-field will be presented in this section. The NAO and PNA composites were

calculated using the months for which the indices exceed one standard deviation (1STDV), as described

in chapter 2. The composites of the PV for each ENSO phase were built using the most, extreme five

winter (D.IF) of La Nina and El Nino months as described in chapter 2. Irr general one expects a high

streamer activity to coincide with weak in situ meridional PV-gradients (Swanson, 2001a, Mclntyre,

2000)
The seasonal variation of mean ERA-40 middle-world isentropic PV is shown in figure 4.3. The two

isentropic levels represent the extra-tropical conditions (310K) and the subtropical flow setting (340k).

On 310K a wave number 3 pattern prevails during the winter mouths, with troughs located over eastern

North America, eastern Europe and north eastern Asia. Two strong ridges are; located over the eastern

Atlantic/ western Europe and the eastern Pacific / western North America. During the summer months

frequent intersetions of the isentropic level with the surface especially in the Himalayan area make it

difficult to interpret the PV distribution. On 340K a wave number 3 pattern prevails in winter and

spring, with troughs located ewer eastern Europe eastern Asia and the eastern part of North America

and two prominent riges over the eastern Atlantic and the eastern Pacific. In summer the hemispheric

structure takes the form of a wave number 5 pattern. Two areas of strong anticyclonic- wave-breaking

are discernible in the subtropics over the œntral Atlantic and the central Pacific.

As mentioned in chapter 2, the occurrence of streamers is likely to be closely coupled to isentropic: PV-

gradients. The strongest PV-gradients are arranged irr a zonal band-like structure iir the vicinity of the

tropopause break (Seliwierz et al., 2004b). In general the isentropic PV-gradients are weaker orr the

310K than on the 340k level throughout the year and during summer on both levels. On an isentropic

surface, the gradients are weak in the exit regions of the storm tracks over the eastern Atlantic: and the

eastern Pacific. Very strong gradients oe:e:ur ewer the Asian continent, and the western Pacific: and over

north America.

The large-scale teleconnection patterns are coupled to a variation of spatial distribution of the isentropic:

PV, as will be shown in the following subsections.

Fig. 4.3: Climaloloqical mean isentropic PV distribution in PVU on 31.OK ( upper row) and on 340K

(lower row) during different seasons (DJF,MAM,,1,1A,SON), columns from, left to right)
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4.3.1 Isentropic PV during different PNA phases

On 310K a strorig ndge is visible m the PV field over western North America fl mked by two troughs

(Fig 4 4 a) Dunnp the negative phase the PV distribution has a more zonal circulation in eastern

Pacifie area

During the positrvc phase of the PNA a strong time awraged isentropic PV gradient extends horn

eastern Asra across the- elate hue rrrto the eastern Pacific (Fig 4 4a aire! e) I his gradient is eonside (able

weaker eastward ol 150 during the- negative phase (Frg 4 4b arid d) A low PV irdge is situated south

of the Aleutians dining the negative phase and shifted to the west coast of Oanael r during the positive

phase ( Î10R -SiOk) (Fig 4 4a and b) On the higher levels ( i40k J50k) a slight southward exterrtron of

h)ghe-r PV values oe cm s dining the negative phase over the eastern Picrfic Lithane e-d averaged rscntroprc

PV graehe nts are observed ewer the US east coast and m the region ol the dateline during the positive

phase (340k 350k) (tig 4 4) I Ik difference PV composite (pos ne g phase Tig 4 5) on 310k exhibits a

fir pole wrlh a strorrg posrtrve signal over the Aleutians a negative pole ewei north western Canada and

a smaller positive pole over the north eastern US which bears resemblance- to the PNA pattern With

me leasing height the negative pole weakens and new negative poles to the south of the positive fioles

form, indicating an enhancement of the PV gradient rathe i than a shut of the troughs

4.3.2 Isentropic PV during different NAO phases

During the positive NAO phase the PV gr idient ewei the western Atlantic is enhanced During the

negative NAC) phase a strorrg ndge rs situated ewer the eastern Atlantic and along the west toast of

Tin ope on -iiOk (Fig 4 (> a) lilt trough over central Fmope extending te) the- subtropics has a south

west north east orientation Hit location of the weakest iscntiopie PV gradient ewer the Euro Atlantic

sector shifts from the north eastern Atlarrtre on J10K to the srrbtiopieal middle Atlantic on 340k during

the negative phase of the NAO (Frg 4Gb and d) During the posrtrve phase the PV gradrcrrt over

the eastern Atlantic becomes gradually weaker with height (Fig 1 h) thus a change of lire PV-NAO

pattern on the isentropic surfaces with height can be observed Such arr inversion is not reported for

the ge-opotenlial herght (c g Monahan et al 2003) A hemispheric depiction of the rstrrtropie height ot

the dynamical tropopause duiing the two NAO phases is presented m Irg 4 S a) I iguie 1 8b) shows a

vertical profile of the dynamical tiopopause avcrageel between 10 and 10"W during the two extreme

NAO phases ft illustrates the distinct changes m the strength of the isentropic temperature gradients

on the tiopopause with height during the drliertnt NAO phases Major differ ont s arc- confined to the

Frno Atlarrtre see ten

Iho difference I'V composite (pos-neg Fig 4 7) exhibits a dipole ewer the central Atlantic with a strong

positive pole ovei southern Grconline! and a negative center extending from the die it Lakes to the Hay

of Biscay ( ilOk) i immiscent of the NAO pattern With increasing height the- northern center weakens

Fiq 4 4 Isentiopic PV fPVUJ composites dur incj différent phase s of the PNA (DU) a) and b) on 110R

and c) and d) on 140K a) and 1 ) posiiivt phase and b) and d) neqativi phase of the PNA
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Fig. 4-5-' Differences of the isentropic

PV [PVUJ between positive and negative

phases of the PNA (DJF), a) on 310K

and b) on 34 OK

arrd a positive center forms in the subtropics over the eastern Atlantic: and north Africa, The longitudinal

exterrtion of the negative center increases with height and a negative center forms downstream of the

positive e:enter over Africa / Asia.

4.3.3 Isentropic PV during La Nina and El Nino

On 310k the PV distribution is siirrilar to the pattern of the geopoterrtial height at 500hPa with an

almost zonal PV-gradient over the eastern Pacific: during the cold (La Nina) phase and a small ridge

ewer the US west coast (May and Bengtsson, 1998)(see Fig.4.9). On this level, the PV pattern during the

warm period resembles the positive PNA pattern (Trenbert.h, 1998). On 340K the absolute differences

between the two phases are larger than on the lower level (Fig.4.9e) and d)). The PV-gradient is markedly

stronger ewer the eastern Pacific: and along the US west coast during the warm phase. The difference

plots (Fig. 4.10) show a zonal dipole ewer the eastern Pacific arid eastern North America on 310R.

On 340k a meridional dipole is present, ewer the eastern Pacific: and a positive difference is visible ewer-

central and eastern Asia. The significance of tlrese differences is questionable though, due to the very

small sample size.

4.4 PV2 Contour

The daily meridional variability of the isentropic 2pvu contour is a good proxy to give arr overview of

the occurrence of sub-syriopt,ic-sc:ale waves and streamers. During tire formation arrd the decay of the

streamers the contour is strongly deformed in the meridional direction. Hewmöller-type diagrams of

the variability of the 2pvu contour' give a good overview over where (zcmally) and when (seasonally)

Fig. 4.6: Isentropic PV [PVUJ composites during different phases of the NAO (DJF), a) and b) on 310K

and c) and d.) on 34OK, a.) and e) positive phase and b) and d) negative phase: of the NAO.

PNA 340 -, L
*

<i'1-- f
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Inj 4 7 Oiffeniieis oj the iscntiop/e

PV [PVUJ between positvt one! neqaftvi

phases oj tlu NAO (IlIF) on 110 und

on 140K

Fiq 48 a) 0 on the tropopause dunnq the negative (shading) and the positive (thick solid lines) NAO

phases b) ve 1111 al profile (40W 10W aveieiep) of the iiojKijiausc hciejht during tin posiivt (solid line) and

the. ntqativt (dashed lint) NAO phase

to expert a frtcpreril 01 curie nee of streamers (Frg 1 11) the method used is strarght for war el at each

longitude the daily standard elc via11011 of the latitudinal post 1011 ol the 2pvu contour meleptnele nt from

the cue irrieneo of streamers is e ale ulated and averaged for each level and month ovu the LHA-40 perrod

In the= wrrrter month the maximum of vanablrty occurs al (he lowest le\el A westward shilt of the

variability maximum of about 20' with height (20" W on
_

iOJv to 10 W orr 340k) can be observed

together with a rrarrowrng of the maxima ol variability and genual elc ne ase e)f the variability wrth height

I he maximum m the Atlantic rs stronger and wide-i than the peak in the Pac lfie orr all rserrtropi s During

the- summer months the variability is m general larger than during winter [here is a smaller absolute

varration of the vailability with longitude on the 330k le\el and the frequency maxima aie not as

longrtudmally confined as during the wmtci md on 340K fn summer the largest variabilis oir 330k rs

observed ewer eastern Europe anil central and eastern Asra On the- 310k threje longitudinal maxima of

the variability can be rdentrireel One is situated ewei the central Atlantic one ovei eastern Asia and

oire 111 the eastern Pacific Adeerease of t he variability is elc tec table ewer the-American and the western

and central Eurasrarr couture nt In winter ,1 westward shrlt ol the- tre-queney 111.1x1111a with height is

disc enable The same westward shrft wrth height of the frequency maxima is observed for the streamers

NAO 310 V,
^

0 1 )
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Fig 4 9 Isenliopn PV fPVII] composites durinq La Nina anel El Nino (I)U ) a) and b) on 110k and

e) and d) on UfiK a) and c) warm phase and b) and d) cold phusi of the ENSO

I iq 4 10 Differences oj tht. isentiopic

PV [PVU] between the j» f II Nino and

the five La Nina months on 110 and on

14 OK

possible causes are discussed m tire rnxt seetrem

4.5 PV-streamer climatology

4.5.1 The stratospheric streamers

lire mam characteristics of the spatral arrd temporal distnbutroir of the TUA 40 climatology of stiato

spheric PV stieamers are reflected m the seasonal climatologie,rl mean plots Such mean plots drsplaye-cl

on rsentropre levels bitwern 3I0K and 3rr0k art shown m Tig 4 12 1cm the subsequent remarks it

is important to kitp m mind the seasonal vairation of the height of the individual isentropic levels as

described m section 4 2 1 I he signal ewer the pole on the lowest kvtls rs not correct arrd dut to a pi oh

lorn of the routrrre wrth (he complex contours on these levels Plotted rs the percentage of tirrre where a

streamer is present at aeerlamgrrd point for eae h season I he seasonal vanalion ol I ho str e-amei proba

brlrty dificts on the lower anel higher levels On the higher levels (330K 310K 350k) the largest number

of stieamtis rs lound during the summer months On the lowest level (310k) the sli earner frequency

ewer Europe peaks m winter 1 he streamer maxima located ewei tin eastern Atlantre the Pacific and

eastern Asra culminate m spring on 310k The veiy low frequency ol stitamcis observed m summer is

partly ehre to the low elevation of the 310k rsentropre le vc 1 during that season m general and partly due

to the problems for the stiearrrer detection routine mentioned in se-ctiem 4 2 1 lire so results ague with

the hnelmgs of Posttl and Hrtchmau (1999) (e f sectrim 4 2) anel Chen (1995) who show tlrat vrgorous

e-xe hange betweerr the stratosphi re and the troposphere associated with synoptic scale wave breaking

occurs m all seasons on 3 30k and lower but only dining surmin i on higher levels Irr summer on 320k

and 3 30K the streamer frequency over. Lurope arief the Asian eontine-ut is niaikedlv higher than in all

other seasons figure- 1 2 indicates that the 3 3C)K isentropic srufaee infi-iseets the Ilrmalayaii massive

in summer I veu though mtejrsee trorr of the 530k surface wrtlr the tropopause rs situated slightly north

of Himalayan massive the signal ewer the Hmialayans has to be interpreted with caution Arr epnek
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Fig. 4- DU- Hovmöller diagrams (i.e. Icmgitude along the x-o/xis, day of month along the y-axis from bottom

to top) of the ERA-40 mean daily standard, deviation of the latitudinal position [°lat] of the PV2 contour

in January and in July on 330K and on 34'OK,
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inspection of individual streamers found over Europe and central Asia during one summer month shows

that the high streamer frequency found over the Asian consists of real streamers. The 2pvu contours

on 320k and 330K are highly contorted, whereas the contours on higher levels have an almost, zonal

orientation. The majority of the streamers on 320K and 330k are of relatively small spatial scale.

The isentropic streamer frequency maxinra are situated on all isentropic levels at the exits of the clima¬

tological storm tracks and at the downstream end of the jet streams, (see Hoskins and Hodges, 2002, for

a depiction on ERA-40 storm tracks) over the eastern Pacific and the eastern Atlantic.

A shift with height of the streamer maxima from the northern to the southern edge of the jets takes place.

Which means that on lower levels the majority of the streamers form along the cyclonieally sheared edge

of the jet, while on higher levels the streamers appear on the anticyclonically sheared flank. The type

erf shear is crucial for the life-cycle, that the streamers undergo. This topic will be discussed in detail in

chapter 5.

A westward shift of the streamer maximum over Europe and the Atlairtic with height is discernible. The

reason for the shift could lie in the transition from the extra-tropical regime on the lower levels into

the subtropical regime at upper-levels. The forcing mechanisms for the ambient flow (i.e. the jets) are

different in the extra-tropics and in the subtropics. While the extra-tropical regime is clearly forced by

baroclinic instability and surface temperature gradients, the subtropical jet is mainly dependent on the

Hadley circulation and hence susceptible to forcing from the tropics (e.g. Lee and kim, 2003).

In addition a direct, influence of the tropical circulation on the subtropical wave breaking has been

observed in previous studies. Postel and Hitchman (1999) state that wave breaking in the subtropics

occurs predominantly eastward of the outflow of the main monsoon regions. A strong dependence of RWB

in the subtropical lower stratosphere on the phase of the quasi-biennial oscillation (QBO) is reported by

Chen (1996).

4.5.2 The tropospheric streamers

Overall the tropospheric streamer frequency distribution with height and during the course of the year

is very similar to the one of the stratospheric streamers (Fig. 4.13). The frequency maxima of the

tropospheric streamers are situated northwards and slightly downstream of the equivalent, stratospheric

streamer frequency maxima. The frequency maxima of the tropospheric: streamers have in general a

slightly lower amplitude, than the stratospheric ones. A similar, but less pronounced, shift from the

cyclonic to the anticyclonically sheared side of the jet, of the streamer maxima with height, occurs.

4.6 Streamer frequencies and atmospheric teleconnection pat¬

terns

From the differences in the mean PV and PV-gradient distribution during the different phases of the

NAO and PNA telecormection patterns (see section 4.3) one would expect to find substantial dissimi¬

larities in the streanrer distribution during opposed phases. Daily NAO/PNA winter (DJF) indices, as

presented in chapter 2, are used for the following analysis. A statistical test is carried out to determine

the locations exhibiting significant differences (95% confidence interval) in the streamer frermencies be¬

tween negative and positive phases of the NAO and PNA. A detailed description of the test, is given in

the appendix (appendix A). The test yields areas where the streamer frequency is significantly different

(>95% or <5%) between the two indices phases.
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Pic; 4 12 Stratospheric streamer frequent y in percent oj the time (ihadcd) and isentiopu wind speed

(10-60 m/s with rmi/s internals heavy black lines) on different levels (UQK, 'liOK 110K, I40K 150K)
and jor dijlennt seasons (columns from left to riqht DIP MAM, IIA, SON)
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Fiq ill Troposplune streamer frequency in peicent of the time (shaded) and isentropic tmnd speed

(10-60 m/s every rjm/s, heavy black lines) on diffère ni levels (310k, 120K, 110K, 14OK, 150K) and foi

different seasons (columns from left to 1 iqht DIE, MAM IIA, SON)
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4.6.1 NAO, PNA and ENSO differences

On the lower level (310K) significantly more streamers occur over eastern Em-ope, the Mediterranean

and Eurasia during the positive phase of the NAO than during the negative phase (Fig. 4.14 a). Over

the western Atlantic and the eastern US streamers are more frequent during the rregative phase, with a.

weaker PV-gradient in these areas (cf. Fig. 4.6). The secondary negative pole over the eastern Pacific,

could be an influence of the PNA pattern, since not only PNA neutral days were selected to build the

composites or a real connection between the Pacific and the Atlantic. Over the Atlantic an change of

the difference is observed at upper-levels, streamers arc more abundant during the positive phase, this

in agreement with the vertical change of the PV- gradients observed in section 4.3.3 (Fig. 4.14 b).

During the positive phase of the PNA, with relaxed PV-gradients over the eastern Pacific (Fig. 4.14),

streamers are more prevalent over the eastern Pacific and Canada and along the American east coast.

At upper levels in a small area along the California!! west coast streamers occur significantly more often

during the positive phase of the PNA. A second small area of significant differences exists over the north

African east coast, this might be due to an NAO influence.

No significance test was carried out, for the ENSO differences due to the very small sample size. The

streamer occurrence during the different ENSO phases is in accordance with the prevailing isentropic

PV distribution. More streamers are found on 310k during La Nina over the US west coast and the date

line and on 340K over the subtropical eastern Pacific. On 310K the Pacific: streanrer maxima during El

Nino is situated between the two Pacific La Nina maxima. The streamer occurrence over the Pacific is

smaller in the spatial exterrt and in the amplitude at upper levels during El Nino (Fig. 4.15).

4.7 Velocity and shear fields

What large scale conditions of the flow field would be favorable for the formation of stratospheric stream¬

ers? Monthly mean composites of the 6-hourly isentropic wind speed and horizontal wind shear during

winter months (DJF) with abundant and sparse streamer occurrence in three different areas (Atlantic,

Pacific, NH) are shown in Figs. 4.16 and 4.18 orr two different isentropic levels (310k, 340K). Within

each of the three areas the monthly number of streamers occurring was counted. The upper (positive

phase) and lower (negative phase) tercile of these months were used to calculate the wind composites.

It is important, to point out that the mean wind fields were conrputed from six hourly wind fields using

no terrrporal filter. Hence rro distinction between the low frequency background flow and the streamer

influenced high frequency variation of the flow is made. The size, and position of the regions on the

different isentropes are listed in table 4.1.

On the 310K isentrope the jet, speed and the associated horizontal shear are weaker than on 340K and

the absolute differences in the wind speed between the positive and the negative phase are smaller (Figs.

4.16, 4.18 and Figs. 4.17, 4.19). In the Pacific: sector on 310k the jet is shifted towards the south during

the positive phase and the cyclonic shear along the jet is stronger (Fig.4.16, Fig.4.17 ). A major fraction

of streamers is situated on the cyclonieally sheared flank of the jet on this level as can be seen in Fig.

4.12, and hene:e an increase of the strength of the cyclonic shear can be expected to have a significant

influence on the streamers.

6 Global Atlantic Pacific

310K 0-360, 30-50N 280-20, 30-50N 120-240, 30-50N

320k 0-360, 30-50N 280-20, 30-50N 120-240, 30-50N

330K 0-360, 20-40N 280-20, 20-40N 120-240, 30-50N

340K 0-360, 10-30N 280-20, 10-30N 120-240, 10-30N

350K 0-360, 10-30N 280-20, 10-30N 120-240, 10-30N

Table 4-1-' Boxes used to calculate the wind composites, see text for details
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Fig. 4-H-' Differences (pos-neg phase.) in the streamer frequency in percent during NAO and PNA on

31OK and on 340K, areas where the difference is significant (5%) are. framed by a black line.

Irr the Atlantic sector the jet is weaker on 310K during the positive phase and broader (Fig. 4.16). The

hemispheric: picture is a, combination of the Atlantic and the Pacific signal.

On 340k the jet stream and hence the meridional shear is markedly strorrger and extending further east¬

ward over the Pacific: during the negative phase. During the positive phase a secondary jet maximum

south of the northward shifted the main jet is detectable over the eastern Pacific (Fig.4.18).
In the Atlantic sector the jet maxima are smaller than in the Pacific sector. The positive phase is domi¬

nated by a double jet configuration and a weaker single jet setting prevails during the negative phase. In

the double jet setting areas of strongly positive and weak zonal wind velocities are situated next to each

other. This is favorable for the formation of breaking waves, since critical lines are expected to occur

(cf. chapter 2).
The meridional shear is stronger during the positive phase. Hence at least for the wave-breaking along

the subtropical jet there seems to exist an optimal level of shear for the formation of streamers. If shear

(the jet) becomes to strong the streamer formation is suppressed (Pacific). In the Atlantic sector on
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Fig. 4-15: Streamer frequencies during the. five extremest El Nino (a, c) and La Nina (b, d) m,onths on

31OK (a, b) and S40K (c, d)

the other hand, streamers are more frequent when jet is stronger. This is in agreement with the find¬

ings of Nakamura (1992), Nakamura and Sarnpe (2002) who showed, that, the intensity of storm tracks

are positively correlated with the strength of the jet stream for wind speeds below 45m/s (relevant in

the Atlantic). For higher wind speeds the correlation becomes negative (relevant in the Pacific). Since

streamers reflect the final stage of the baroclinic development, an active storm track is expected to be

associated with an increased number of streamers at its downstream exit.

It is not possible to conclude from this analysis, whether the predominant double jet configuration during

the positive phase, is a consequence of the frequent streamers in the area or the precondition for the

formation of these streamers.
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Fig. 4-16: Composites of the, monthly mean 310K isentropic wind speed [m/s], during months of high

streamer occurrence, (max. terc.ile) and low streamer occurrence (min. tercile) and the difference between

the two for the. Pacific, the Atlantic and the northern hemisphere.

4.8 Summary and outlook

4.8.1 Summary

The climatological mean distribution of PV-streamers is closely linked to the mean isentropic PV-

gradients. Streamers are in general frequent in areas with weak gradients. The weak gradients are

on one hand a precondition for the formation of streamers (Swanson, 2001a) and on the other hand

reinforced further by the mixing processes excited by the wave breaking (Mclntyre, 2000).

Streamers (i.e. breaking waves) occur during the final stage of the development of baroclinic waves

(e.g. Thorncroft et al., 1993). Therefore more streamers are co-located with the downstream end of the

storm tracks (Appenzeller et al., 1996), which coincide with areas of relaxed isentropic PV-gradients (c.f,

section 4.4).
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Fig. 4-17; Composites of the monthly mean S10K isentropic wind shear [s~l], during months of high
streamer occurrence (max. tercile) and low streamer occurrence (m.in tercile) and the. difference between

the two for the Pacific, the Atlantic and the northern hemisphere.

Due to the seasonal height variation of the isentropic surfaces, streamers on lower isentropic levels

(310k) are more frequent during winter time and on higher isentropic levels (>320k) during summer

time. Streamers are most frequent throughout the year at, a height of about 200hPa.

A shift of the location of the streamer frequency maxima with height from the cyclonieally sheared edge

of the jet to the anticyclonically sheared side takes place. The consequences of this shift will be discussed

in the next chapter.

The amplitude and the location of streamer frequency maxima in the Atlantic and Pacific ocean basins are

linked to the NAO and the PNA teleconnection patterns. The largest frequency differences amplitude-

wise during opposed phases of the patterns are found on the lowest isentropic levels. A significant

increase in the number of streamers is observed at a specific location during the negative or positive

phase of each pattern, where the meridional PV-gradients are weaker at that, specific location. Hence
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Fig. 4-18: Composites of the. monthly mean H4OK isentropic. wind, speed [m/s] (shaded), during months

of high streamer occurrence (max. tercile.) and low streamer occurrence (min. tercile) and the diffe-ren.ee

between the. two for the. Pacific, the Atlantic and the, northern, hemisphere

orr lower levels streamers are more abundant over the central Atlantic during the negative phase of the

NAO and over central Europe during the positive phase. The observed change of the PV-gradients with

height during the NAO is also reflected in the streamer distribution at upper-levels.

Streamers are more frequent, over the eastern Pacific during the positive phase of the PNA on all isen¬

tropic lcvcls.

The largest variations of the streamer frequencies for the different ENSO phases occur over the eastern

Pacific at, the lowest isentropic level. A maximum over the eastern most part ol* the Pacific during El

Nino is opposed to two peaks in the streamer freciueney over the US west, coast and the date line during

La Nina. No obvious reason is found for the large differences over Europe, the concomitant NAO phase

is slightly positive during both ENSO composites.

At upper-levels double jet configurations of the large-scale flow field are favourable/ typically found
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Fig. 4.19: Composites of the monthly mean 34OK isentropic wind shear [s "'/ (shaded), during months

of high streamer oecuiTenee (max. tere/le) and low streamer occurrence (mm. tercile) and the difference

between the two for the Pacific, the Atlantic mid the northern hemisphere

during the formation of streamers. Streamers are very sparse in the strong jet stream belts, especially

in the Pacific sector during the winter months. There seenrs to exists an optimal rarrge of jet strength

(aircl associated meridional shear) for the formation of streamers. At lower levels a southward shift of

the jet is favorable for the formation of streamers in the Pacific.

4.8.2 Future work

Having a 44-year PV-streamer climatology at dispersal it would be interesting to look for trends in the

streamer frequencies. Duo to the close link between the NAO and streamer freepiencies over Europe and

the positive trend erf the NAO in recent years trends in the streamer frequencies corrld be expected.

Arr investigation of the influence of tropical forcing (Monsoon, MJO and QBO) onto tire subtropical and
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in a second step the extra-tropical streamers would be interesting.

The analysis conducted for the stratospheric streamers should be extended onto the tropospheric stream¬

ers. The linking of this streamer ejimatology with a PV-based blocking climatology (see Croci-Maspoli,

2005, for more information) is planned for the near future.



Chapter 5

The life cycles of baroclinic waves

5.1 Introduction

A close link exists between the the life cycle of baroclinic waves and the orientation and form of upper-

level PV filaments (Davies et al., 1991, Thorncroft et al., 1993). In this chapter the results are presented

of an evaluation of the PV-streamers' orientation.

Section 5.1.1 contains a short review of the common concepts of baroclinic life cycles and their link to

the orientation of PV-streamers. It is followed by a brief description of the method used to determine the

streamer orientation (section 5.2). The resrrlts of the climatological analysis are presented in section 5.3.

These include the hemispheric frequency distribution of the different life cycles and variations of the latter

during different, phases of large scale atmospheric indices. In the discussion (section 5.4) the findings of

the climatological analysis will be compared to the theoretical considerations and idealised experiments

described in section 5.1.1. The terms "baroclinic eddies" and "baroclinic waves and cyclones" are used

synonymously hereafter.

5.1.1 Literature review

An early description of the life cycle of cyclones, derived from surface and sparse upper-air observations,

was formulated in the Norwegian conceptual model by Bjerknes and Solberg (1922). Advances in com¬

puter technology allowed early numerical experiments of amplifying baroclinic waves in the sixties (e.g.

Eliassen and Raustein, 1968). In the seventies the first numerical experiments were conducted, that

explored the influence of barotropic meridional shear on the temporal evolution of baroclinic waves (e.g.

Simmons and Hoskins, 1976, Edmon et al., 1980). These experiments allowed the calculation of energy

conversion budgets for the "classical" cyclone life cycle. This life cycle exhibits the following charac¬

teristics. Initial baroclinic growth of the wave is followed by the development, of a frontal structure at

the surface. Later on barotropic processes become important, that can lead to wave breaking and in

the end to the decay of the wave usually at a rate similar to its earlier growth. During the decay the

upper-level wave becomes horizontally tilted in a north-east, south-west direction (e.g. Feldstein and Held,

1989, Thorncroft and Hoskins, 1990, Simmons, 1998). Idealised numerical experiments by Simmons and

Hoskins (1978, 1980) revealed a second, "anomalous" baroclinic wave life cycle with different energetic

characteristics, whose occurrence depends upon the ambient shear conditions.

Davies et al. (1991) conducted idealized experiments using different shear conditions. They describe the

upper (tropospheric) and srrrface synoptic development for flow settings with no, cyclonic err anticyclonic

shear added to the basic state.

Thorncroft et al. (1993) (THM hereafter) repeated the experiments of Simmons and Hoskins ten years

later with higher resolution models. A detailed description of two life cycles, termed LCI (anticyclonic

shear) and LC2 (cyclonic shear) is given. The two life cycles are the result of two different initial
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barotropic shear conditions, a neutral and a cyclonieally sheared environment. They exhibit differences

in the evolution of the eddy kinetic energy, their temporal evolution and the form evolution of the eddies.

The initial phase of baroclinic growth is very similar for both life cycles. Subsequently a transition of

the growing baroclinic wave into an anticyclonically sheared environment takes place in the first (LCI)

life cycle which is associated with the migration of the eddy kinetic energy from the cyclonic to the

anticyclonic side of the jet axis. This is accompanied by pole-ward momentum fluxes into the jet, a

northwards shift of the jet, and in the end the barotropic decay of the wave. Conconritantly the form of

the upper-level wave changes, as it is exposed to the anticyclonic shear at the southern edge of the jet.

The breaking wave becomes elongated in a NE-SW direction and thinner in its zonal extent, (THM). It

is stretched further along the upstream anticyclone (Massacand et al., 2001) and often breaks-up into

cut-off cyclones (Appenzeller et al., 1996).

During the cyclonic: life cycle (LC2), rro shift onto the anti-cyclonically sheared side of the jet takes place

and the initial cyclonic wrap-up continues. The trough remains relatively broad and no cut-offs form

and the jet is not, shifted northwards (THM).

Both life cycles can be visualised by plotting PV-Ö contours in the tropopause region (see e.g. Hoskins

et al., 1985, Hartmann and Zuercher, 1998). As an illustration a e:opy of Fig.12 from THM is added

(Fig. 5.1), which shows the schematic evolution of a PV-contour on an isentropic surface during the two

life cycles including the position of the jet. The crossing of the jet drrring the anticyclonic life cycle and

the persistent cyclonic, roll-up during the second life cycle are indicated.

The two life cycles differ in the free three dimensional propagation of Rossby waves due to different spa¬

tial distributions of the index of refraction (THM), which depends cm the local isentropic PV gradient

and the existence of critical lines in the vicinity of the waves.

The two life cycles differ significantly not only in their upper- level development, but also in the synoptic

evolution of the associated surface cyclones, anticyclones and fronts (Davies et al., 1991, Wernli et al.,

1998).

Analogrre life cycles for pole-ward breaking waves (i.e tropospheric streamers), which will not be dis¬

cussed in this context, are discussed in Peters and Waugh (1996).

Hartmann and Zuercher (1998) extended the numerical experiments erf THM by testing a range of shear

values betweerr the two extreme values used by THM. They find that as the shear passes a critical value,

an abrupt transition from the anticyclonic to the cyclonic: behaviour takes place. A positive feedback

mechanism betweerr the breaking waves and the zonal flow is proposed to be responsible for the sharp¬

ness of the trarrsiticm. The feedback works as follows: during the anticyclonic life cycle poleward eddy

\rx5^}_Ax
Fig. 5.1: Figure 12 from Thorncroft et al.(199S),
schematic depiction of a PV-B contour in, an At¬

lantic storm track sharing its main characteristics

with (a) an LCI life cycle and (b) and LC2 type,

life cycle. The dashed line marks the. approximate,

position of the mean jet at each stage.

u o
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momentum fluxes occur and the jet is shifted northwards, which is in return a favourable configuration of

the background flow for an anticyclonic life cycle as is found in an observational analysis. The reverse is

true for the cyclonic life cycle (Hartmann, 1995, Yu and Hartmann, 1993) arrd hence life cycle behaviours

tend to sustain themselves.

The transition from a cyclonic to an anticyclonic life cycle with increasing shear is dependent on the

wave-number of the disturbance. Disturbances of smaller wave-numbers evolve into LCI-type cyclones

even in a strongly sheared background flow (Hartmann and Zuercher, 1998).

In all the numerical studies mentioned above experiments arc conducted with a single jet configuration.

Shapiro ct al. (1998) point out, that the location of the baroclinic wave relative to the different jets

(subtropical, polar, arctic) has a prominent influence on the life cycle that the waves undergo. They dis¬

tinguish between three different life cycles, similar to Davies et al. (1991), depending on the the ambient

barotropic shear. LCI life cycles evolve in a flow setting without barotropic, shear, while LC2 life cycles

occur in cyclonical shear conditions. The third life cycle (LC3) forms in arr anti-cyclonically sheared flow

setting.

An air parcel moving perpendicular to the jet axis away from the jet, core will be subjected to cyclonic

shear moving northwards and to anticyclonic shear moving southwards. The occurrence of the three life

cycles relative to the position of the subtropical and polar jet is summarised in Figirre 5.2 taken from

Shapiro et al. (1998). It shows that a zone of neutral shear can be found, if two jets are meridionally

converging and the counter orientated shear zones at their northern and southern edged respectively

neutralise each other, this is where the neutral life cycles occur. The cye:lonically and anticyclonically

sheared waves evolve along the northern and southern flank of the jets respectively. The same pattern

as displayed in Fig. 5.2 for the subtropical and polar jet, can be applied to the polar and the arctic jet.

Besides the meridional alignment, the relative longitudinal orientation of the jet streams is also of

importance. Analysing wave-breaking in the southern hemisphere, Peters arrd Waugh (2003) found

primarily cyclonic, wave-breaking in the case of a single strong jet and symmetric: breaking if a polar jet

upstream of a subtropical jet existed.

Assuming a positive feedback mechanism between a specific life cycle and the mean flow as suggested

by Hartmann (1995), the question arises about the mechanism leading to a transition from one state

into the other. Shapiro et al. (1998) show that the answer lies in the interaction between the individual

jet streams. They performed numerical simulations of the cyclonic life cycle initiated with a double jet,

background flow, which they have identified as the typical idealised flow setting during cyclonic life cycles

(Hartmann, 1995, Shapiro et al., 1998). The disturbance triggered on the polar jet instigates a wave

on the polar as well as on the subtropical jet. In its further evolution the two jets become meridionally

aligned and are in phase with each other and the ambient shear conditions become neutral. Consequently

the disturbance growing downstream of the initial disturbance exhibits an LCI type life cycle (Shapiro

et al., 1998).

Lee and kim (2003) conducted very idealised numerical experiments investigating one and two jet at¬

mospheric states depending on the tropical forcing. They find that during episodes of strong tropical

forcing, the subtropical jet is shifted northwards and no eddy driven jet forms. For these sirrgle jet

conditions, they observe LC2 life cycles on the subtropical jet. For weak tropical forcing conditions the

subtropical jet, is positioned further south and a secondary polar eddy driven jet forms. Under these flow

conditions they observe neutral or anticyclonic waves breaking (Lee and kirn, 2003) on the extra-tropical

jet. These findings seem to be contradictory to some statements of the previous paragraph.

It is the phasing, vertical and meridional alignment of the subtropical and polar jet stream that has a
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Fig. 5.2: Figure 4 from Shapiro et al (1098). A conceptual hypothesis for the influence of the, upper-

level jet stream and PV alignments on the frontal structure within extra-tropical cyclones. Upper plane

(light shading): 200 mb planetary wave and subtropical jet stream (white ribbon) with associated PV

anomalies suspended below. Middle plane (heavy shading) 300 mb planetary wave and polar jet stream,

(white ribbon) with associated PV anomalies suspended below. Lower plane: Earth's surface with three-

characteristic cyclone frontal configurations; frontal symbols are conventional symbols with fronts aloft

entered as open symbols. Left cyclone : The anticyclonic shear cyclone (LC3) located south of the polar

jet stream ...
Middle cyclone: The no-shear cyclone. (LCI) located beneath the vertically aligned polar

and subtropical jet streams and associated coupled tropopause folds ...
The right cyclone: the. cyclonic

shear cyclone. (LC2) situated north of the subtropical jet stream ...

crucial influence on the cyclones life cycles,

kim and Lee (2004) find a special class of unusual baroclinic waves to which they refer to as inter jet

disturbances that, occur on the southern hemisphere only during double jet states (Kim and Lee, 2004,

Lee, 1997), which could correspond to the neutral life cycle described by Shapiro et al. (1998).

To summarise all of the above information a hypothetical global distribution of LCI and LC2 type life

cycles is aggregated. The expression "solitary jet" will be used for longitudinal sections of any (sub¬

tropical, polar or arctic) jet, that experiences only negligible shear influences from another jet. In the

case of a solitary jet, the life cycles, that the cyclones undergo, are determined by the strength and the

asymmetry of the meridional shear, with a secondary influence of the wave number of the disturbances

(Thorncroft, et al., 1993, Hartmann and Zuercher, 1998). In regions with strong cyclonic meridional

shear we expect to find more LC2 life cycles, whilst in regions of cyclonic weaker shear the LCI life

cycles should be predominant. An upper limrt of meridional shear exists where the growth of baroclinic

instability is suppressed (e.g. James, 1987, Harnik and Chang, 2004). Shapiro et al. (1998) emphasise
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the importance of the location of the streamers relative to the jets. Their findings predict LC2 type wave

breaking to occur predominantly north of the arctic, the polar and the subtropical jet and LCJ/LC3

type wave breaking south of the polar and the subtropical jet.

5.1.2 Influence of the global teleconnection patterns

On one hand the background flow determines the life cycles of the cyclones, rather than for example

the form or the strength of the initial disturbance (Thorncroft et al., 1993, Harnik and Chang, 2004).

On the other hand the life cycles of the eddies have a significant influence on the mean flow themselves

(e.g. Held et al., 1989, Orlanski, 1998, 2005). The feedback between the waves and the background flow

can substantially influence the low frequency variability of the background flow (e.g. Hartmann, 1995,

Branstator, 1995, Whitaker and Sardeshmukh, 1998, Swanson, 2002). Changes in the mean flow during

specific, phases of several global teleconnection patterns and their influence on the life cycles of cyclones

are discussed in the next paragraph.

The extra-tropical circulation over the Pacific is significantly altered during the El Nino phases (Bjerk-

nes, 1969). The jet is stronger and shifted southward over the eastern Pacific during the warm phase,

while the ridge over the western part of the Pacific is more pronounced during the cold phase (Trenberth,

1998). Concomitantly a upstream (downstream) shift («20°) of the eddy activity is observed over the

central Pacific during La Nina (El Nino) (Chen and vandenDool, 1997, Swanson, 2000). This charrge of

the planetary-scale meridional shear could have an influence on the life cycles of extra-tropical cyclones

(Shapiro et al., 2001). Observations of the life cycles during the strong El Nino of 1997/98 over the

eastern Pacific show a majority of LC2 events. During the La Nina episode of 1999 the reverse holds

true (Shapiro et al, 2001). These findings are confirmed by a numerical experiment of Orlanski (2003).

Since the effects of the PNA pattern on the Pacific flow conditions are comparable to those during El

Nino (Horel and Wallace, 1981), a similar influence on the eddy life cycles can be expected.

A close interrelation between the life cycle of extra-tropical cyclones and the NAO is proposed by

Franzke et al. (2004) and Berredict et al. (2004). They state that both phases of the NAO origirrate from

breaking synoptic-scale waves (Franzke et al., 2004, Benedict et, al., 2004). The negative NAO phase

arises in situ (Feldstein, 2003) through cyclonic: wave breaking on the extra-tropical jet over the western

Atlantic (Benedict et al., 2004). The positive NAO phase originates further upstream from two separate

anticyclonically breaking waves on the subtropical jet (Franzke et al., 2004). The two wave breaJking

events take place over the south-western US and over the central Atlantic:.

Wittman et al. (2004) tested the, influence of an AO like variation of the stratospheric jet on baroclinic

life cycles in an idealized setting. They showed that the stratospheric variations did only have a minor

influence, whereas changes erf the tropospheric jet structure significantly altered the life cycles.

5.2 Method

Streamers with preferential NW-SE (cyclonic) or NE-SW (anticyclonic) orientation are extracted from

the streamer data set (cf. section 4). The orientation of the streamers is determined by calculating

the angle (ß) between an east-west oriented base-line arrd a line connecting the root, point and the

southernmost, point of the streamer (cf. Chapter 4, Fig.4.1). Streamers with orientation angles smaller

than 75" are assigned to the anticyclonic group and streanrers with orientation angles of 105" and more

are counted among the cyclonic group. These values have not, been subjected to extensive sensitivity

studies. Rough visual sensitivity estimations can be made from the density plots similar to those shown

in section 5.3.2 (Figs. 5.4, 5.5 and 5.9). This method allows no further distinction between LCI and
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LC3 type streamers, both are counted among the anticyclonic group.

As mentioned in section 4.2, the form of the streamers identified by the streamer detection routine can

be liighly variable. For some of these forms the calculation of the orientation angle as described above

is ambiguous. Hence the frequencies discussed later are associated with uncertainties and are not to be

viewed in a sacrosanct manner.

All of the findings presented in the following sections will be discussed on the basis of the winter months

(DJF). The daily NAO/PNA (1STDV) indices introduced in chapter 2 were used to build the respective

composites. The ENSO composites comprise the five strongest DJF El Nino and La Nina months (cf

section 2). The composite of the neutral phase contains data from all non La Nina/El Nino months.

5.3 Results

5.3.1 Spatial composites

In the following discussion results of the angle analysis are presented on two isentropic levels (310k,

340k). These are taken to be representative for the extra-tropical and subtropical region, respectively.

The results from the other levels constitute a transition between the lower to the upper-level character¬

istics.

Fig. 5.3 shows seasonal (DJF) spatial frequency composites of LCI and LC2 type streanrers respectively,

the percentage of time where in winter either an LCI or an LC2 type streamer is present at a certain

grid point and the climatological DJF distribution of the isentropic: meridional shear. The distribution

of LCI and LC2-type streamers varies substantially with longitude on the lower isentropic levels.

On the 310k level anticyclonically deformed streanrers occur primarily at, the downstream end of the

Pacific and the Atlantic storm tracks located respectively over the continental US and continental Eu¬

rope. The European frequency maximum is considerable stronger than the erne sitrrated over northern

America.

The two maxima of occurrence of cyclonie:ally deformed streamers are located further upstream within

the storm tracks over the Atlantic and the eastern and central Pacific. The LC2-typc streamer frequency

maxima are oolocated with areas of strong cyclonic shear. The LCI-type maximum over Europe is lo¬

cated just north of an area of cyclonic shear in a region where the meridional shear is weak. Overall

LC2 type streamers are more frequent, on this level, than LCI type streamers. The frequencies observed

in fig. 5.3 can be directly compared to the climatological streamer frequencies in winter (see chapter 4,

fig. 4.12). On the 310K isentrope more than half of the climatological 9% streamer maximum over Eu¬

rope consists of LCI streamers. The climatological streamer frequency maximum in the eastern Pacific

of about 8% can be compared to the 5% maximum found for the LC2 streamers. Similar percentages

are found in the western Atlantic.

The opposite is true on a higher level (340K), anticyclonic streamers are more abundant than cyclonic

ones (Fig. 5.3). The clear spatial separation of the maxima of occurrence of the two life cycles has disap¬

peared. Both streamer types occur in the same longitudinal sectors at the end of the storm tracks. The

change in the relative occurrence of each type of life cycle with the isentropic height is in good accordance

with findings of section 4.5, where a latitudinal transition of the mean streamer location relative to the

mean jet with height, from the northern to the southern flank of the jet is observed.

The influence of the method used to determine the angles and its influence on the results deserves some

comments. The streamer angles are defined relative to an east-west orientated base-line and not, relative

to the orientation of the instantaneous local wave-guide. This is mainly due to technical reasons, the

local orientation of the instantaneous wave-guide is difficult to determine. This technical problem could

be circumvented by using the climatological mean PV2-contour on each isentropic surface. This clima¬

tological wave-guide is not entirely zonally orientated, a trough is situated over eastern north America
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and a ridge over the eastern Atlantic. The inclination of the contour would lead to an overestimation of

the anticyclonically (cyclonieally) sheared streamers at the upstream (downstream) edge of the trough.

Is therefore the pattern described in Fig. 5.3 solely a consequence of the method used to determine the

streamer orientation? An argument, against this statement is the fact, that the climatological 2pvu

corrtour itself, being the composite of 2pvu contour deformations caused by individual streamer events,

gives away information regarding the preferential orientation of the streamers. For example the trough

in the 310k contour situated over Europe on exhibits a slight SW-NE orientation. The contour would be

deformed in this way by LCI-type streamers (cf. chapter 4, Fig. 4.3). A different study applying inde¬

pendent measures for the eddy orientation finds a similar preferential SE-NW orientation in the western

Atlantic, and SW-NE orientation in the eastern Atlantic: (Hoskins et al., 1983). Hence it is assumed that

the general distribution of the orientation angle frequencies is captured right using the simple method

described here. More accurate frequencies will probably by attained using a more sophisticated method

including information on the local orientation of the climatological contour to determine the orientation

angles.

5.3.2 Life cycles and teleconnection indices

The occurrence of the two life cycle types during contrary phases of large scale atmospheric: telecon¬

nection patterns (i.e. NAO/PNA/ENSO) is discussed in this section. Figs. 5.4, 5.5 and 5.9 show the

local density distributions of the angles (ß) of all streamers detected during the different phases of the

NAO/PNA/ENSO on isentropic levels between 310 and 350K. The densities are normalised by the num¬

ber of events in each sub-sample (e.g NAO+, NAO 0 and NAO -) individually. The first column shows

the distribution over the whole Atlantic; (Fig. 5.4) and Pacific (Figs. 5.5 and 5.9) ocean basins respec¬

tively. The subsequent columns display smaller sectors of each ocean basin, moving from the western to

the eastern edges. In additiern plots of the isentropic meridional shear during the different phases of the

teleconnection indices are shown. Note that monthly NAO and PNA indices are used to build the shear-

composites while for calculation of the streamer life cycle composites daily indices are used.

It is important to point, out, that this depiction renders only information about, the relative distribution

and not on the absolute number of streamers, which decreases significantly with height.

The density plots of the streamer angle distributions during the different, phases of the NAO are shown

in Fig. 5.4. A number of different factors superimposed onto each other can be identified to have an

influence on the local streamer orientation distribution. Significant changes depending on the isentropic

height are observed, changes depending on the longitudinal sector as well as dependerrcies on the phase

of the teleconnection pattern.

On the lower levels (310K, 320k) the anticyclonic life cycle is more frequent than the cyclonic life cycle

during the positive phase of the NAO. The opposite is true for the negative phase. Superposed on this

signal is the transition from mainly LC2-type streamers in the upstream stormtrack area to preferentially

LCI-type streamers downstream of the storm track (see changes along rows). The isentropic meridional

shear during the different NAO phases is shown in figure 5.6. During the positive NAO phase the jet

is shifted to the north over the eastern Atlantic and Europe, which is expected to be favourable for

/ a result of the formation of LCI-type streamers. The cyclonic shear over the north American east,

coast is stronger during the negative phase of the NAO offering a good environment for the formation of

LC2-type streamers. During the neutral NAO phase the density curve is skewed towards the LC2-type

streamers on 310K (Fig. 5.4 first row).
The difference in the relative frequency of LCI and LC2-type streamers between the two NAO phases

decreases and changes sign between 320k and 340k (Fig.5.4, rows 3 and up). On 340k the cyclonic

shear along the northern flank of the subtropical jet is stronger during the positive phase of the NAO,

this might be the reason for the slightly larger LC2-type streamer frequency. A general shift from more

cyclonic to more anticyclonic streamers with height is observable.
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Fig. 5.3: Composites of LCI (ß < 75J and LC2 (ß > 105,) streamer frequency in winter [%[ on two

different isentropic levels (310K,340K) (note the different scales, the. frequencies are directly comparable,

to the. climatological streamer composite frequencies). Climatological meridional shear conditions in DJF

on 310K and on 340K
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The same analysis for the Pacific during different phases of the PNA renders a slightly different picture

(Fig. 5.5). The dominant signal in the Pacific: is the shift from the cyclonic to the anticyclonic life cycle

with height. On the lowest level the cyclonic life cycle is more frequent, during the positive phase of the

PNA. The cyclonic shear is stronger during the positive phase of the PNA, especially over the western

and central Pacific (Fig. 5.7). The differences between the two PNA phases are more pronounced in areas

where the (PV gradient) shear is weak, while in the western part of the Pacific the differences between

the two PNA phases become negligible. The shift from the more LC2 dominated areas in the upstream

region of the storm tack, i.e the western Pacific, towards an increasing number of LCI life cycles in the

eastern Pacific is less clear than in the Atlantic: (cf. Fig. 5.3). As for the NAO in the Atlantic an inver¬

sion of the relative frequency during different phases of the PNA pattern with height emerges. Between

320 and 330k the anticyclonic life cycles become more relevant, during the positive phase of the PNA.

This could be due to the stronger anticyclonic shear over the western Pacific at upper levels during the

positive PNA phase.

The analyses for the ENSO pattern differ from those for the NAO and the PNA in as far as no daily

indices are used to build the composites. The ENSO composites consist of monthly data. The differences

during the individual phases axe markedly smaller than for both the NAO and the PNA pattern. The

main signal is the shift from cyclonic: streamers to anticyclonic streamers with height. The differences

between the ENSO phases are most, pronounced in the central and in the eastern part of the Pacific

at upper-levels. At 340k the anticyclonic shear is stronger over the central Pacific during the El Nino

phase in accordance with the more frequent LCI-type streamers irr that region (Fig. 5.8). The predicted

majority of LC2 everrts during the El Nino phase can only be observed at lower levels, and primarily in

the central and eastern part of the Pacific.

5.4 Discussion

The majority of the PV streanrers on the lowest and northernmost isentropic levels undergo a cyclonic life

cycle (Fig. 5.3). Observations of 6 hourly isentropic PV charts for a limited amount, of tirrre confirm this

finding. An example of arr LC2 life cycle on the 300K isentrope is shown in Fig. 5.10 a and b, presenting

the wind speed on 250hPa and the tropopause on different isentropic levels (300, 320, 340k). Displayed

are two snapshots of the temporal development, of the wave. The wave breaks along the northern flank

of the very strong jet over eastern Asia and the eastern Pacific and is exposed to cyclonic shear. The

form of the 300K PV contour (green line) evolves almost exactly as described in Fig. 5.1. The wave

breaking occurs in a. region where only one strong jet prevails. This agrees with the findings of Lee and

kim (2003), who detect LC2 development along the cyclonieally sheared side of the 'subtropical' jet in

the case of a strong single jet setting.

On the higher subtropical levels, PV streamers are less frequent and undergo almost exclusively anticy¬

clonic life cycles. An example is given in Fig. 5.10 c and d. The wave evolution over the central Atlantic

begins in a double jet configuration of the large scale flow (polar and subtropical jet), both jets arc

relatively weak. During the growth of the breakirrg wave, the polar jet gains considerable strength and

progresses eastward. This evolution appears to be the main forcing on the breaking wave. As hinted in

panel c) of Fig. 5.10, the events on the subtropical level seems to be preceded and probably triggered by

wave breaking on lower levels. Scott and Cammas (2002) observed the same "upper-level bottom-up"

evolution of the disturbance during a case of weak wave breaking. This upward triggering could occur

quite frequently, since the synoptic: scale Rossby waves orr the tropoparrse are mainly initiated by baro¬

clinic instability, which is strorrgest in the mid latitudes. It would be interesting to look into this problem

of the interaction between the different, levels and the triggering of disturbances more systematically.

These above findings support the concept, of Shapiro et al. (1998), which states, that the relative loca-
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Fig. 5-4: Density plots of the angle, distribution for streamers during the different phases of the NAO;

NAO+ (dotted line), NAO~ (solid line) and NAO neutral (dashed line), on isentropic levels (rows) and

for different regions (columns), angles vary along the x-axis from the left to the right between 0 and 18iT,

all LCI streamers are located to the left of the 75"hne and the LC2 streamers are found to the right of

the 105°line. Please note that all plots have the same scale on the y-axis
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the x-axis from the left to the right between 0 and 1801', all LCI streamers are located to the left of the.

75°line and the LC2 streamers are found to the right of the 105°line. Please note, that all plots have the

same scale on the. y-axis.
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310k NAO - 310k NAO + 340k NAO - 340K NAO +

Fig. 5.6: Isentropic meridional shear cm 31OK and 340K during different NAO phases.

Fig. 5.7: Isentropic. meridional shear on 310K and 340K during different PNA phases.

tion of the disturbances to the different jets is the crucial factor determining the life cycles. The spatial

distribution of the two different streamer life cycles on the low level isentropic surfaces agree with the

idealised findings of Thorncroft et al. (1993), more LC2 streamers are fourrd in areas where the cyclonic-

shear is stronger due to the climatological curvature of the jet and more LCI streamers are found in the

diffluent exit zones of the jet, where the cyclonic shear is weaker.

Differences in the frequency distribution of LCI and LC2 type streamers are observed during the op¬

posed phases of the NAO, especially on the lower levels. More LCT-type streamers are found on the

lower levels during the positive phase arrd more LC2-type streamers during the negative phase. The

frequency maximum of the cyclonic streamers during the negative phase is situated over the western

Atlantic as reported by Benedict et al. (2004). At upper-levels more anticyclonic steamers are found in

general and slightly more anticyclonic streamers are found during the negative phase of the NAO, when

the cyclonic isentropic shear is weaker along the northern flank of the subtropical jet than during the

positive phase of the NAO. These findings disagree with the analysis of Benedict et al. (2004), who expect

310k NINO 310k NINA 340k NINO 340k NINA

Fig. 5.8: Isentropic meridional shear on 310K and 3\0K during different ENSO phases.
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Fig. 5.9: Angle distribution for streamers during the different phases of the ENSO; El Nino (dotted line),

La Nina (solid line) and neutral (dashed line), on different levels (row) for differ-ent regions (columns),

angles vary along the x-axis from the left to the right between 0 and 180°, all LCI streamers are located

to the left of the 75r~'hne and the LC2 streamers are found to the right of the lOF'line. Please note, that

all plots have the same scale on the y-axis.
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Fig. 5.10: Velocity on 250hPa (shaded) and PV2 contour on 300K (green), 320K (red) and on 34OK

(blue) a) on January 6th, b) on January 8th, c) on Januarij l<Phand d) on January 21st2001

to find anticyclonic wave-breaking on the subtropical jet primarily during the positive phase of the NAO.

The largest influence of the PNA and the ENSO on the cyclone life cycles is found in the central and

eastern Pacific.

Outlook

The analysis should be extend to the other seasons and a similar analysis using the tropospheric PV

streamer data set would be interesting.

Sensrtivity tests regarding the choice of the angles (75" and 105") are needed and an alternative approach

to calculate the angles should be tested taking the orientation of the climatological contours into account.



Chapter 6

The PV-Hovmöller diagram

This chapter contains a draft, submitted to Tellus under the title "A refined Hovmöller Diagram", written

in collaboration with Cornelia Schwierz and Huw Davies. A number of minor changes to the version

submitted exists. Section 6.3.1 is an addition to the original elraft.

6.1 Abstract

A refinement is proposed to the conventional Hovmöller diagram. The rationale is set out, for the

refined approach, a description provided of its design, and examples presented to illustrate its value as a

diagnostic tool. It is shown that it can depict, the dynamical characteristics of synoptic-scale disturbances

as they evolve on a meandering tropopause-level wave-guide, and in particular it can detect, wave-breaking

events, cut-off formation and vortex re-connection.

6.2 Introduction

A characteristic feature of upper-tropospheric flow is the presence of a meandering synoptic-scale wave

pattern that, tends to propagate eastward within the ambient circumpolar flow. The pattern can consti¬

tute one component of the atmosphere's baroclinic wave structure and a localised large-amplitude lateral

undulation is often accompanied by surface cyclogenesis. The pattern can also possess an embedded wave

packet that, can ultimately exert a strong influence upon the surface flow, and indeed such packets have

been linked to the occurrence of extreme weather events (e.g. Langland et al., 2002, Grazzini and van der

Grijn, 2002, Krislmamurti et al., 2003).
The deep baroclinic waves and accompanying cyclones traverse along the extra-tropical storm track

established by the background flow's tropospheric thermal structure. The track has been termed the

baroclinic wave-guide by (Wallace et al., 1988) but equally can be viewed as a baroclinically determined

wave-drrct formed by the tropopause-level enhanced isentropic PV-gradient and the surface baroclin-

icity. In contrast synoptic-scale disturbances, waves and wave-packets that are cernfiiied essentially to

the tropopause propagate along the jet stream (Hoskins and Ambrizzi, 1993, Branstator, 2002), i.e. a

spatially confined zone of enhanced isentropic: potential vorticity (PV) gradient at, that, elevation (Mas-

sacand and Davies, 2001, Schwierz ct al, 2004b).

The quasi-horizontal zonal propagation of the aforementioned synoptic-scale waves of both classes men¬

tioned above is commonly visualized using a Hovmöller diagram. It was originally developed to display

the propagation of mid-tropospheric ridges and troughs (Hovmoollcr, 1949). Irr its conventional form

the meteorological field adopted to examine the pattern (e.g meridional velocity, geopotcntial height

anomaly) is usually averaged over a pre-specified meridional band (e.g. 35" - 60" N) and its zonal vari-

65
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ation plotted against time (for an example see Chang, 1993, Fig.2).

The technique is conceptually elegant and simple to apply, and it can provide a visual estimation of the

zonal component of the phase- and group-velocity of individual wave peaks and wave trains. It has been

used regularly since its introduction and recently it helped demonstrate zonal propagation of forecast

errors (Langland et al., 2002).
There is however a significant drawback to the technique. The ambient decp-baroclinic or tropopause-

confmed wave-grride is not necessarily zoirally orientated (see e.g. Schwierz et al. 2004, Figs. 1, 2). In

effect wave propagation need not occur merely in the longitudinal direction, but for synoptic-scale waves

is usually aligned along the meandering wave-guide.

It would therefore be conceptcrally helpful to refine the Hovmöller diagram to capture the propagation

alorrg the spatially and temporally evolving wave-guide itself rather than merely along a latitudinal belt.

In this context (Chang and Yu, 1999) devised a Hovmöller diagram in a 20" latitudinal band that,

varies longitudinally with a statistically determined climatological storm track but this procedure might

preclude consideration of high amplitude or unusually shaped disturbances that, by their very nature,

would be of significant interest.

In this paper a new method is proposed that refines the Hovmöller procedure to enable it, to capture

propagation along an instantaneous and space-time evolving PV wave-guide at the tropopause. A de¬

tailed description of the method is provided in the next section, examples of its use as a diagnostic tool

given in Section 3, and thereafter a critique of its merits and limitations is provided in the final section.

6.3 Method

The method is developed for, and illustrated using, a standard four-dimensional analysis (forecast) set

of an NWP suite and in theory allows to plot, any desired 2-dimensional field in the form of a Hovmöller

diagram. In the present study use is made of the ERA-40 reanalysis fields of the European Centre for

Medium-range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF - see Simmons and Gibson, 2000). This data set covers

the period from September 1957 to July 2002 and has a space-time resolution of respectively 1" and six

hours.

In a first step the location of the enhanced PV-gradient (i.e. wave-guide) is determined for each time

step. To this end we recognise that the jet stream at the tropopause break is co-located with the

vertically and horizontally confined strong isentropic PV-gradient (e.g. Davies and Rossa, 1998). The

hydrostatic isentropic form of the Ertel-PV is calculated on ^-surfaces betweerr 310k and 350k. The

dynamical tropopause is taken here as the 2pvu isosurface [lpvir=10~öA's~1fccj""1m:3]. The intersections

of the dynamical tropopause with the isentropic: surfaces are identified by determining on each isentropic

surface the southern-most closed 2 pvu contour encompassing the pole. This contour is then adopted as

the base-line for the evaluation of wave propagation.

Adoption of a single contour line (2pvu line) is certainly convenient, but it is also based upon the

expectation, supported by visual inspections and computation, that enhanced isentropic PV-gradients,

if present, are located on the dynamical tropopause.

In the second step it, is recognised that the length of the selected contour varies with time. For the purpose

of constructing a Hovrnöller-like diagram this variation is countered by introducing a normalised constant

contour-length. A filter is used to reduce the data along the contour to 360 values selected with a 1"

spacing. The filter is moved along the contour in steps of one degree longitude, and at each longitude

the contour-length is determined within a longitudinal sector of pre-specified width (taken here as 8",

Fig.6.la). The variable tracked along the contour is then averaged within the filter over a latitudinal band

of 10" centered around the contour (dashed lines in Fig.6.la). An example of how the area encompassed

by the filter is determined is given next. First the intersections of the e:ontour with longitudinal great,

circles of one degree spacing are determined (Fig.6.lb). Then the intersection points of the filter bounds

with the contour are determined by moving anti-clockwise (west-east) along the contour with a stepsize
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of one degree. For example in figure 6.1b, assuming a filter width of two degrees, the filter at intersection

nr. 2 extends from intersection nr. 1 to intersection nr. 3. Sometimes multiple intersections of the

contour with a longitudinal circle can occur, for example if the contour is S-shaped (e.g. intersections

3,5,6 in Fig.6.1b). In this case the gridpoint furthest away eastward from the base point along the eorrtour

is used to determine the filter extent. Hence the filter for intersection 3 reaches from intersection 2 to

intersection 7. The filter for longitude 4 reaches from intersection 3 to intersection 8. The next data

point would be located at intersection 8 with a filter reaching from intersection 7 to intersection 9.

In a third step the variable selected for plotting is averaged within a band of 10" centered around

the contour inside the filter sector indicated as the area between the dashed lines in figure 6.1a. This

procedure results in a single value per longitude and time step that is then plotted in the form of a

longitude-time diagram.

Note that the choice of the filter width (opening angle of the filter) influences the smoothness of the

wave features in the resulting Hovmöller diagram. In this study balance was sought, between information

loss due to smoothing and an overly noisy field due to very small-scale or spurious featrrres. Tests were

conducted with a wiele-range of filter widths and an appropriate value was found to be 8".

Thus the procedure delivers two complementary data sets i) the length of the contour in each filter band,

ii) the variation of the selected field along the contour reduced to 360 values. Intrinsic to the refined

scheme's potential as a diagnostic, tool is that space-time Hovmöller-like diagrams can be constructed

from both these fields.

6.3.1 Sensitivity to the parameters

The method outlined in the previous section requires the à priori specification of parameters besides the

isentropic surface arrd the PV-contour. The width of meridional band (set at 10°) must, be set as well

as the longitrrdinal sector (set at 8"). The sensitivity of the Hovmöller and the contour length diagram

to the selection of these parameters is discussed here. The influence of the sector width on the contour

length is illustrated in Fig.6.2 for one instance in time. Filterwidths varying between 2 and ]6"are used

to calculate the contour length. The major wave-breaking event, over Europe is detected regardless of the

changing filter width. Smaller meridional deformations of the contour are naturally smoothed out, when

using an wider filters. The effect of the filter on the actual contour is shown in Fig. 6.3. The influence

of the varying filter widths between 2 and 16°is confined to the contour length diagram. PV-Hovmöller

Fig. 6.1: Schematic depictions of the. contour filtering method, a) The. evaluated longitude, is marked with

the star, the velocity is averaged within the. band of 1(P width (dashed lines) around the. contour in, the

filter area, b) A situation with a wave-breaking contour. See. text for details.
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diagrams calculated with varying filter widths show orrly negligible differences (appendix B Fig. 1).

The width of the band in contrast, naturally has no influence on the contour length, but alters the

amplitude of the wave peaks in the PV-Hovmöeller diagram (appendix B Fig. le ). Hovmöller diagrams

calculated using a smaller bandwidth show an increase of the wave peak amplitudes. The location and

timing of the individual peaks remains unmodified in all sensitivity experiments.

6.4 Results and discussion

In this section examples are provided to illustrate the diagnostic capabilities of the refined Hovmöller

diagram.

6.4.1 The Contour-Length Hovmöller Diagram

Consider now the Hovmöller-type diagram obtained by plotting the data for the contour length as a

function of longitude. An example is given irr Fig.6.4 which shows the selected field's evolution for

November 1991. To interpret the figure recall that a region of rapid temporal change in contour length

denotes a high level of synoptic, activity. In particular a rapid increase can connote the development

of a pronounced meridional orientation or everr an S-shaped configuration of the contour, and hence

betokerr either the imminence or presence of wave-breaking, i.e. irreversible deformation of the selected

PV-eontour (Mclntyre and Palmer, 1984). Thus a rapid increase in contour-length with the accompany¬

ing distortion of the wave-guide is a dynamically significant event. Contrariwise in a subsequent phase

the breaking wave can result in a cut-off in the form of an isolated disturbance (Appenzeller and Davies,

1992, Thorncroft et, al., 1993) with an attendant quantum decrease in the contour length. Alternatively

the longitudinal extension of the breaking wave can drop beneath the horizorrtal resolution of the data.

In Fig.6.4 events of breaking waves are discernible for example over the Himalayas between days 8

(marked by an A) and the formation of a cut-off that reconnects to the main stratospheric reservoir over

eastern Europe on day 10, 11 and 12 (marked with a B).

It is evident, that the contour-length-based diagram provides a concise depiction of deformation that on

occasions leads to wave-breaking events. Also note that the diagram irrdicatcs that during November

1991 wave-breaking occurred preferentially over Europe, which is a regiorr where the prevailing climato¬

logical PV-gradients are weak. This is in good agreement with the findings of a climatological analysis

of wave-breaking using contour surgery (see Scott, and Cammas, 2002, Fig.lOa).

Fig. 6.2: In the lower panel the PV=2 contour on

320K from ERA-40 on 18UTC March 2nd 1978

is shown, in the upper panel the contour length

obtained, using a filter-width of 2" (thin black line),
4° (black line), S3 (light grey tine) and, W (dark

grty line.) is shown
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Fig. 6.3: Depiction of the. smoothed contours (meridional and zonal averaging within the filter) at 18UTC

March 2nd 1978, ERA-40 (thick black line) and using a filter of width 2° (white line), 4° (black line), cf

(light grey line) and ltV (dark grey line) respectively
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Fig. 6.4: Hovmöller diagram of the length of the 2pvu contour on the, 320K isentrope in November 1991,

the, contour length, is normalised. The normalisation is done, by dividing the contour length by the arc

length encompassed by the, filter on the latitudinal circle located at the mean latitude, of the contour.
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6.4.2 PV-Hovmöller diagrams

Conventional and refined Hovmöller dragrains are juxtaposed in Fig.6.4.2. The lime period is again

November 1991 and for sake of comparison the plotteci field in both diagrams rs the deviation of the

meridional wind velocity from its climatological morrthly-mearr value on the- 320k isentropic surface. For

the conventional diagram the meridional wind velocity was averaged between 30 arid 60" N. and for the

refined diagram a filter-width was adopted of 8" and an averaged bandwidth e)f 10"

The juxtaposition serves to illustrate the characteristics of the respective approaches The two repre¬

sentations exhrbit similai overall featuies including that of the approximate wave1 length, groirp-velocity

and phase-velocity of the individuell peaks. A notable difference is tlrat the amplitudes of the wave peaks

and troughs are often larger in the new representation. This difference is partly attributable to averaging

over a larger band in the conventional diagram, but it can also be a direct coirse-qucnee arid intrinsic

aspect of the new approach. In effect the refined approach entails limited meridional averaging about the

centre of the wave-guide where the amplitude of both the PV giadient and the accompanying velocity

signal is expected to be largest. This limited meridional averaging contrasts with the 30" used for the

conventional method, ft also follows tlrat the amplitude displayed with the new representation reflects

more accurately the strength of the m-sifu disturbances.

Closer inspection of the two plots in Fig.6.4.2 reveals fuit her différences. In the new representation ;\

wave-train emanates from the rrricl Pacific (180W) around Novenrber 3 anel icaches Einope on November

7. In the conventional representation the corresponding and initially co-located tram is interrupted at

50"W. The absence oi a negative peak at WW in the latter depiction can be explained by consulting

Fig.6.6 which shows that the associated peak is located betweerr 60" - 70"N at 50"W on Novembei 2

airel will remain like tlrat for the next two clays (not shown). This rs too far poleward to be captured
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Fly. 6.5: Hovmöller diaejrams of v [m/s] in November 1991 on 320K u) calculated using the traditional

method and b) with the new method, contour interval is 10 m/s. 'The thick black line indicates the wave

tram mention eel in the text, the thin horizontal line indicates the time and longitude section shown, in

figure 6.6.
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adequately with the 30"-60"N merrdronal averaging used in the conventional Hovmöller diagram

Another difference between the plots in Fig is evrdent on day 2 at 15"E where the time-trace of the

srgnal vanishes in the conventional diagram This discrepancy arrses because the selected field possesses

a rich merrdronal structure with the concurrent occurrence of rregative and positive peaks at chflerent

meridional locations of the same lorrgrtude (see Fig ). In such a settrng the conventional scheme's broad

meridional averaging can and in this case does, extend over the opposing peaks and result in a destructive

interference of the disturbance signal. It rs worth noting that such a setting can be expected in a major

wave-breaking event

6.5 Further remarks

The examples provided in the previous section illustrated some of the merits of the refined Hovmöller

diagram, and these derive essentially from representing disturbances as they evolve on a narrow undu-

latrng tropopause-level wave-gmde.

Here a brief critique is also provided of the new approach First we note that a shortcoming of, or

at least an interpietative challenge posed by, the new approach is associated with the combination of

a complex flow evolution characterised by a highly distorted wave-guide and the new scheme's spatial

averaging procedirre. An example is provided by the feature displayed m Fig.6.4.2b for November 15

at around 45"E It corresponds to a synoptic episode of a tropospheric cut-off that forms over eastern

Europe/western Asia and rapidly reconnects back into the mam tropospheric air mass. This sequence

is accompanied by rapid variations in the contour-length, and this variation is visible in the correspond¬

ing Hovmöller diagram of Fig 6.4 (marked by C). Note also that an extant tropospheric (stratospheric)
cut-off that had become fai removed from the wave-guide but then re-emerged mto the stratosphere

(troposphere) would also produce a signal in the contour-length field. Thrrs a caveat is that synoptic

experience is required to interpret some of the featuies captured in the refined Hovmöller plot.

A second caveat is also related to the complex structure of the tropopause-level flow. Comparison of the

two types of Hovmöller diagrams reveals on occasions examples of comparatively space-time coherent

Fiq 6.6' v [m/s[ (shaded, negative dashed) and 2pvu contour (black-white line) on 120K on November

2, 12 UTC. The coordinate grid has a ^solution of 2tT and 3(PN, 6(PN, 6(PW, 4(1'W and 15"E are

indicated by thick black lines
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peaks in the amplitude of waves err wave packets that are present in the conventional diagram but disap¬

pear in the refined diagram. (This is the obverse of the situation discussed in the final paragraph of the

previous sectiorr). The inference is that the disturbance has remained within the zonal band sampled

by the conventional approach but has been displaced away from the narrow-band encasing the selected

contour in the refined approach.

Further examination of such episodes confirms that the disturbances are no longer propagating along

the selected 2pvu contour on the specified isentropic surface, but induce wave propagation on another

meridionally-displaced tropopause-level band of enhanced isentropic PV-gradient located on a higher

(lower) isentropic surface. (Note that, if the latter wave-guide was located outside the selected zonal-

band of the conventional Hovmöller diagram it, would also disappear from such a plot). The occurrence of

multiple wave-guides in the tropopause region can be expected from the existence of multiple jet streams

(arctic, polar and subtropical jet, e.g. Shapiro and keyser, 1990). A detailed study is currently under¬

way to examine the dynamics of this "wave-guide to wave-guide" transfer. In the present context, the

disappearance of the signal on the selected wave-guide could be regarded as a limitation or shortcoming

of the new approach. Alternatively it can be viewed as an indication of the new approach's ability to

detect the transfer of the disturbance signal away from the pre-selected wave-guide.

Herein the emphasis has been on setting out the concept of and illuminating the use of the new di¬

agram^). However the method outlined in the previous section requires the à priori selection of a

PV-contour and the specification of the parameters - the meridional band (set at 10") and the longi¬

tudinal sector (set at 8"). Clearly the existance of multiple wave-guides alluded to above implies that

a Hovmöller diagram could be constructed for each wave-guide and the inter-wave-guide transfer illus¬

trated by co-displaying the resulting diagrams.

In summary we conclude that the refined Hovmöller diagrams capture the essence of disturbance propa¬

gation, amplification, and disappearance on a tropopause-level wave-guide. The conventional and refined

diagrams show good overall agreement of such wave features as wave-length, group- and phase-velocities,

but significant differences arise in complex flow evolutions such as wave-breaking and the reemergence

of cut-off features. Also the new approach delivers additional information orr the length of seminal PV

contours at each longitude interval and this enables the detection of wave-growth, wave-breaking and

re-emergence events. In principle it should be possible to generate a wave-breaking index based on the

temporal variation of the contour-length and thereby assemble a climatological data set of the spatial

and temporal distribution of breaking waves along the extra-tropical tropopause. The refined diagram

also prompts consideration of the presence, influence arrd dynamics of multiple wave-guides.
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Chapter 7

Multiple wave-guide interaction

7.1 Introduction

In the previous chapter a novel type of Hovmöller diagram has been introduced that visualises synoptic-

scale Rossby wave propagation along a predefined PV wave-guide on an isentropic: surface. The basic

assumption behind the approach presented is the concept of one fairly coherent, band of enhanced PV

gradients on middle world isentropic surfaces that acts as a PV wave-guide. The wave propagation is

plotted along this wave-guide. This concept has a limitation. The method only allows wave propagation

to be plotted along a single, pre-defined wave-guide in one diagram. It is shown that this assumption

is not always met. Multiple wave-guides can be present on the tropopause and waves carr switch under

certain conditions from one wave-guide onto another.

7.2 Multiple wave-guides on the tropopause

The presence of at least two wave-guides in the tropopause region within reasonable vicinity of each

other is an important precondition for the transfer of a wave (or a part of it) from one wave-guide orrto

another.

An example of three distinct wave trains propagating on the tropopause along different wave-guides

is shown in Fig.7.1. The meridional velocity on the dynamical tropopause and the intersection of the

dynamical tropopause (PV=2pvu surface) with three different isentropic levels (300k, 320k and 340K)

are plotted in the left panel. The right panel shows the gradient of the potential temperature on the

tropopause and the intersecting lines between the tropopause and the same isentropic levels as in the

left panel. Wave-guides take the form of zonally extended banded structures of enhanced temperature

gradients. They are present on all three isentropic: levels. Physically the Rossby waves are not propa¬

gating along these bands of strong tropopause isentropic gradients, but along PV-gradients on isentropic:

surfaces (cf. chapter 2). The isentropic gradients on the tropopause are assumed to be comparable to PV-

gradients on isentropic surfaces due to symmetry considerations, there is though no mathematical proof

for the spatial superposition/equivalence of PV-gradients on middle world isentropes and (9-gradients on

dynamical tropopause. The tropopause-based illustration of the wave-guides used in figure 7.1 has the

advantage of depicting wave-guides located on different isentropic levels in a single plot Morgan and

Nielsen-Gammon (1998).
For some longitudes as many as three separate wave-guides can (e:o)exist along the subtropical and extra-

tropical tropopause. The wave-guides are located at a tropopause break where high wind speeds (jet,

streams) prevail (e.g. Fig. 10.5 Shapiro and keyser, 1990). Hereafter these wave-guides will be referred

to as subtropical, polar and arctic wave-guide respectively in analogy to the associated jet, streams.

73
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Fig. 7.1: a) Meridional velocity [m/s] on the dynamical tropopause (shaded) and isolines of potential

temperature (300K green line, 320K red line, $40K blue line) on January 20th 12UTC 2001 b) gradients of

potential temperature [K/m-105]on the dynamic, tropopause. (shaded) and isolines of potential temperatun:

(330K green line, 320K red line, 84OK blue. line).

The arctic wave-guide is located on relatively low isentropic levels of the middle world in the polar regiorr,

the polar wave-guide is located in the mid-latitudes at intermediate middle world isentropic surfaces and

the subtropical wave-guide, which is associated with the most intense PV gradients, resides at higher

levels in the subtropics (e.g. Koch et al., 2005).
The wave-guides (or jets) can be vertically and/or horizontally super-positioned (cf. Shapiro et al., 1998,

and Fig.7.1). Especially over the eastern Pacific a collocation of the polar and subtropical wave-guide is

frequently observed (Riehl, 1962).

7.3 Wave transitions between the wave-guides

An example of a northward and a southward transfer of waves, from the polar wave-guide onto the arctic

and subtropical wave-guide respectively, will be discussed in this section.

7.3.1 South- and upward transition

Figure 7.2 shows two Hovmöller diagrams of the meridional velocity in November 1991 on two different

isentropic levels. On 320k a wave train ends over Europe between November IS"1 and November 21s(

(Fig.7.2a). Around the same time an eastward progressing wave train shows an increase of the amplitude

over Europe on 340k (Fig.7.2b). Prior to this transition a phase locking of the two wave-trains on the

320 and 340K level is observable between 90 and 0 °W betweerr November 14'And Novenrber 19th.

A detailed depiction of the wave propagation on the dynamical tropopause for this case is presented in

figures 7.3 and 7.4. In the left column of Fig.7.3 the tropopause isentropic gradient, (TIG) is shown and

in the right, column the concomitant meridional velocity on the tropopause. The associated isentropic

evolution is shown in Fig.7.4.

The first, row (November 18"1 OUTC) shows an early stage of the development. A trough, visible as

strong signal of the meridional velocity field is located around 60"W. The subtropical and the polar
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ÜW OW

fiq 7 y PV Hovmollci diaejrams of tin meridional velocity in November 1Q°1 a) on 120k and b) on

14OK

wave-gmde arc m spatial proximity of cmcIi other and rrr phase west of 40 W (sec also I ig 7 2) lire

mam wave signal is associated with the extra tiopieal jot lhc 1 )G along the UOk isentrope is en

hanced over an extended longitudinal range west of W E there is no srgn of wave propagation along

the subtropic 0 iJQK isentrope ovei Asia

Two days later (second rerw November 20f,ï 6U1C) a piorrrrrrerrt ndge has foirrred over the eastern

Atlarrtre lifting the tropopause m the mid-lrtrtudes and the subtropics and a trough is pieseirt at the

Greenwich mendian A hist indication of a wave transfer from the polar onto the subtropical wave girrele

is present Prior to this day the subtropical and the polar wave guide aie m späh il proximity of each

other A fairly coherent enhanced TIC extends over bur ope m the mid latitudes but becomes disrupted

downstream over Asia

Another 24 hours later (time] row Novenrber 21s' 6U1C) the trough oi the J20K isentrope over Luiope

becomes trite el ant le ye lonie ally lire wave transition onto the subhopie al wave guide has pr ogre ssed fur

ther and theic rs a first indication of a downstream development along the suhtiopn al waveguide Arr

en h meed arrd very coherent IIG rs present along the H40R contour stretching from Europe ill through

Asra

One day later (fourth row November 22nd OUTC) the mam wave propagation oee uis along the subtrop

real wave guide a first weak wave srgrral appears at 80' F The streamei over Lurope is further clorrgated

m the meridional direction

On Novembei 24*'' OUTC the wave train on the subtropical wave guide is fully developed 1 he stiearner

ovei Emope has been cut off and no observable wave propagation rs present m the mid lrtitrrelcs over

Asra arrd Europe

A eompanson of the rsertellrc (on the hopopruse) 0 gradrents with the rsentropre PV gradients sherws

that the two fields are not eirhicly equivalent I he lsenhejpic PV gradients appear strongest and most

coherent along the mid latitude wave guide On the subtropical wave guide cohérent gradrents over the

Atlantic form only at tirrre of the wave transition Imprints ol the lower lying extia tropreal wave guide

are found m the PV gradient field on the -HOR îserrtroprc surface The IK! on the other hand rs stronger

arrd more cohérent m the subtroprcs rather thin m the extra troprcs
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Fig. 7.3: Left, column: dynamical tropopause, isentropic gradient (shaded) and the 320K (red) and 340K

(blue) isentrope. Right column: meridional velocity [m/s] on the. dynamical tropopause and the 320K

(red) and 34OK (blue) 'isentrope

7.3.2 North- and downward transition

An example of the northward and downward transition of a wave is depicted in figures 7.5 and 7.6. The

event takes place in January 2000. The initial situation as presented in the first, row (January 28*/l OUTC)

shows a strong and very coherent TIG in the subtropics. Frrrther northwards the coherent Digs present
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Fig. 7-4: PV gradient on isentropic surfaces,Left column- on 320K, Right column: on 340K

along the 320k and the 300k isentropes converge around 50°W and bifurcate approximately 35"W. At

the point where the two wave-guides split, a first hint of a partial transfer of the wave from the polar

onto the arctic wave guide is apparent. At mid-latitudes a ridge is present over the eastern Atlantic.

Along its eastern flank a streamer extends from western Europe south-westward into the Atlantic. High

meridional wind speeds occur along the edges of the streamer and the rrelge. The mid-latitude wave

propagation is stopped over Europe.
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One day later (second row, January 29"1 OUTC) the indication of an independent downstream devel¬

opment along the northern most coherent wave-guide (arctic wave-guide) is recognisable between 20" W

and 0" W. Downstream of the breaking wave over Europe, the mid-latitude wave- guide has merged with

the subtropical one and wave propagation occurs in subtropical latitudes. The strength and coherence

of the artic. wave grride seems questionable in the isertellic depiction. The isentropic: depiction of the

wave-guide though shows a coherent and well established wave-guide.

Another twelve hours later (third row, January 29th 12UTC) a small wave train has formed along the

arctic wave-guide extending eastward from the Greenwich meridian at, about 60"N.

7.4 Summary and discussion

Two examples illustrating the transfer of a wave (meridional velocity peaks) from the polar wave-guide

onto the subtropical and arctic wave-guide respectively, have been presented in this chapter. The wave¬

guides involved are all situated on the dynamical tropopause and constitute longitudinally coherent

regions of enhanced isentropic height, gradients. Comparing isentropic PV-gradients with potential tem¬

perature gradients on the tropopause shows stronger and more coherent isentropic PV-gradients in the

mid-latitudes whereas the TIGs arc strongest and spatially irrost coherent, in the subtropics.

The typical ingredients necessary for an inter wave-guide transition are discussed next. A strong merid¬

ional deformation of the polar wave-guide preceded the transition of the wave from the polar wave-guide

Fig. 7.5: Left column: Dynamical tropopause. isentropic gradient (shaded) and the. 300K (green) and

320K (red) isentropes. Right column: meridional velocity [m/s] on the dynamical tropopause. and the

300K (green) and 320K (red) isentropes
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Fig. 7.6: Left column: isentropic PV-gradient on 300K and PV-2 contour Right column: same on 320K

onto the subtropical or arctic: wave-guide respectively, in both cases presented here. This meridional am¬

plification occurs along with the breaking of the wave on the mid-latitude wave-guide. The meridional

excursion ensures a spatial convergence of the mid-latitude and the outer wave-guides and thus aids

the transfer of the wave. Continuative studies are needed to investigate the influence that the distance

between two wave-guides, the "strength" (amplitude of the PV gradient) of the wave-guide and nature

of the disturbance have on the wave transition, as well as the mutual interaction and dependence of these

factors.

The life-cycle of the breaking wave seems to have an important influence on the wave transfer in the

case of the transition onto the subtropical wave-guide. In both examples presented here the breaking

wave on the mid-latitude wave-grride undergoes the anticyclonic life-cycle and hence experiences strong

meridional stretching which is typical for this life-cycle (cf. chapter 5).

The next premise for the transfer is the existence of a PV wave-guide, i.e. a spatially cohererrt PV

gradients on an isentropic surface, at, the location of the transfer. The general distribution of the steep¬

ened PV gradients is dependent on tropical forcing in the subtropics and on surface baroclinicity irr the

extra-tropics. Locally upper-tropospheric PV-" fronts" form due to deformatiem-induced scale contrac¬

tions (Davies and Rossa, 1998).
As indicated earlier, a detailed analysis of the PV gradient amplitudes would be needed to establish

the range of PV gradient, values that support, synoptic scale Rossby wave propagation. Above a critical

amplitude the development of waves seems to be inhibited, on the subtropical wave-guide over Asia for

example only very few waves propagate, despite strong prevailing PV gradients. The three wave-guides

differ in their
"

strength", as well as their spatial and temporal coherence. As a consequence they are

of variable relevance for the over-all wave-propagation on the tropopause. The arctic wave-guide is not
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very coherent in space and time and hence can be assumed to play only a subordinate role. A subjective

visual inspection of a climatology of PV Hovmöller diagrams during winter months, shows that the polar

wave-guide seems to be of major relevance for the wave propagation over the Atlantic arrd the Pacific.

The subtropical wave-guide or the superposition of the polar and the subtropical one are important

for wave propagation over Asia. These observations agree well with the description of the northern

hemispheric: Rossby wave-guides by Branstator (2002) and Hoskins and Ambrizzi (1993). In contrast

the main wave-guides described by Chang and Yu (1999) are all situated in the subtropical latitudes.

A climatological regression analysis of the band passed stream function field during winter over eastern

Europe by Lee (2000) gives a hint that the transition of waves from the polar onto the subtropical jet

could be a climatologically robust phenomenon (see Fig.3 from Lee, 2000).

This leads to another open question namely, if the transfers are mainly one directional or if they happen

in both directions, i.e. if the transfer of a wave from the subtropical or the arctic wave-guide onto the

polar wave-guide is possible? If for example an energy exchange between the subtropics and the extra

tropics via synoptic: scale Rossby-waves could be possible.

The above findings have consequences for the interpretation of regular and PV Hovmöller diagrams. The

synoptic-scale wave propagation in the real atmosphere appears to be too complex to be captured and

displayed with all its facets by a single wave-guide approach. An advantage of the novel PV method

compared to the traditional technique is the clear separatiorr of the wave-guides. In the traditional

'Hovmöller diagram the averaging over a broad latitudinal belt can sometimes result in the mixing of

wave signals that propagate orr different wave-guides.



Chapter 8

Phase and group velocities

8.1 Introduction

Provisional results of an evaluation of the phase and group velocities of synoptic scale Rxrssby waves

based on Hovmöller diagrams are presented in this chapter. The analysis is still in a very preliminary

stage and hence the results are meant as a preview.

The data set will allow an investigation of additional parameters plus a detailed analysis of the spatial

and temporal variability of the wave velocity parameters. Preferred areas of formation and decay of

wave trains can be determined as well as a the longitudinal distance that these wave trains cover.

Group and phase velocities can be determined using a theory based approach or by analysing real world

data. Within an idealised setting the phase and group velocities of synoptic scale Rossby waves on a

PV-wave-guide, can be calculated based rrsing equations 2.5 and 2.6 from chapter 2 which are based orr

the idea of atmospheric energy dispersion (developed by Rossby, 1945, Yeh, 1949). A stationary wave

propagates with a group velocity that equals twice the zonal wind velocity times the cosine of the angle

between the ray-path of the wave and the zonal direction (Hoskins and Ambrizzi, 1993). This approach

adopts a pure upper-level wave Rossby propagation point of view and excludes the influence of baroclinic

processes and an interaction with the surface. Including baroclinic effects and hence interactiorr with

the surface in idealised numerical experiments, Simmons and Hoskins (1979) determine phase velocities

of about 7" per day and group velocities between 22" and 24° per day. This is in accordance with

the theoretical results mentioned above, if they are applied to the 500 mbar flow. Simmons and Hoskins

(1979) note that the phase velocity is closely coupled to the baroclinic: development.

In several previous studies the phase and group velocities of synoptic scale Rossby waves have been

determined rising methods comparable to those applied in this study. A very early estimation of Rossby

wave phase and group velocities using real world data was done by Ernest Hovmöller. He undertook a

visual analysis of the first trough and ridge diagram depicting troughs in the Z500 geopotential height

for November 1945 and found the phase velocity of the troughs to be 10° long./day and a group velocity

of 28° loug./day (Hovmoeller, 1949). The phase velocity of rapidly moving troughs has been found to be

almost equal to the 700 mb wind speed (Fultz, 1945).Sanders (1988) observed a mean zonal phase speed

of 13 m/s by subjectively tracking troughs in the 552-dam height contour in weather charts over nine

cold seasons. An estimation of group and phase velocities applying a correlation analysis on NWP fields

was done by Chang and Yu (1999) and Chang (1999). They found group velocities in the order of the

speed of the jet between 400 and 500 hPa, and phase velocities with the character of a lower-tropospheric

steering level i.e. consistent with transients forced by baroclinic instability with a lower-tropospheric

critical layer at approximately 700hPa.

81
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8.2 Method

Applying the method described in chapter 6 on the ERA-40 data set, a climatology of Hovmöller diagrams

is assembled. Isentropic levels between 310k and 350K are used to calculate conventional Hovmöller

diagrams and PV-Hovmöller diagrams along the PV=2 contour.

These diagrams are then used to analyse group and phase velocities of the displayed velocity peaks

using a semi-objee:tive tracking routine. The routine is semi-objective because a number of users-defined

parameters are set irr advance: the routine works as follows. First it, scans the diagram from the

left to the right, and the bottom to the top and searches for areas where the velocity exceeds a given

threshold over a longitudinal band of a predefined minimal width (Fig.8.1, dashed arrows). Figure 8.1

is a schematic depiction of the mode of operation of the wave-peak detection routine showing all user

defined parameters. The first parameter to set is the minimal velocity that defines a wave peak. The

threshold chosen in the following analysis is ±15 [m/s]. The second parameter to be set is the minimal

width of a wave peak (cf. arrow A in Fig. 8.1), which is set to 10" longitude in the current analysis.

Further a time persistence criteria can be applied to each wave peak (cf. arrow C in Fig.8.1, 18 hours

here).

Using these specifications wave peaks can be identified. Longitude and time of the appearance and

disappearance as well as the sign of the wave peaks are stored. The phase velocity of each peak in

["Ion/day] can now be determined. A direct conversion of the velocities into [m/s] is difficult, if using the

PV-Hovmöller data due to the strong latitudinal undulation of the wave-guide.

The group velocity of a wave train can be determined using the data crbtained by the peak tracking

routine. A second set of parameters have to be set in order for the routine to identify wave trains.

Consecutive wave peaks in a wave train have to be of alternating signs regarding the meridional velocity.

The maximal longitudinal distance between two successive peaks has to be set, (cf. Fig.8.1 arrow B,

set to 55" in the current example). The last two parameters to set are temporal overlap between two

successive peaks (arrow D in Fig.8.1) and the minimal number of wave peaks that, a wave train needs to

contain. It has to be added that the selection of the parameters and tlnesholds is not independent and

if one parameter is changed others might have to be adapted too. For example the choice of the velocity

threshold values influences the values of all the other parameters.

8.3 Preliminary results

Fig. 8.2 shows the climatological phase velocity distribution in November on three different isentropic

levels as determined using the method introduced above. November was chosen arbitrarily but all the

general inferences drawn from this example month are equally valid for the other months of the winter

CD
Fig. 8.1: Schematic depiction of the mode of opera¬

tion of the. wave peak detection routine. Wave peaks

are depicted with meridional velocity isolines (solid,
dashed black lines)

Longitude
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semi-year.

The rrumber of detected wave peaks decreases with height The mean zonal phase velocity is of the

same order of magnitude on all three levels (median=8.9'7day on 320K, medran=7°/day on 330k and

median=5.2"/day on 340k), but the median is reduced by more than a third on 340k compared to the

320k value. Thrs is somewhat surprising, since a direct dependence of the theoretical phase speed on

the underlying zonal velocity exists and the jet velocities on 340K are higher than those on 320k (cf.

chapter 4). A thorough analysis is needed, to assert whether this result is just a consequence of the

method used to determine the phase velocities or a real atmosphere feature.

The magnitude of the phase velocities are approximately m accordance with those found by Hovmöller

on the 320k isentrope but slower on higher isentropes.

The longitudinal variation of the phase velocity and it's variability are shown in Fig. 8 3. The sarrre

month and levels as in the previous figure arc chosen. The drstribution is approxrmately bimodal with

a maximum of the phase velocities over the central Atlantic and a secondaiy maximum over the mid-

Pacific. The minima are situated at the up-stream ends of the storm tracks over Europe and Asia and

the American continent. This contiadict the findings of Chang (1999) who detect faster phase speeds

over land than over the oceans. The maxima m the velocities corncide with the maxima in the standard

deviation.

The climatological distribution of the group velocities in November rs shown in Fig.8 4. The calculation

of the group velocities is afflicted with larger uncertainties than that of the phase velocities. The group

velocity decreases with increasing isentropic height (median=40.6°/day on 320k, median=39.4"/day on

330k and 30.3"/day on 340k). The median velocity on 320k is about a third above the estimation

by Hovmöller and approximately matches the estimates of Hovmöller on 340K. The very high group

velocities that are detected occur due to a problem of the tracking routine.

Figure 8.5 shows the preferred longitudes for wave train formation arrd decay on the three different

isentropic levels. On 320k the majority of the wave trains end in the eastern Atlantic region and over

Europe. Whereas the main kick-off longitude for wave trains is the central and eastern Pacific. A

speculative conclusion drawn from that plot would be that a larger part of the wave trains, defined

and detected as mentroned above, manage to traverse the end of the Pacific storm track and cross the

American continent and decay over Europe. Comparing 320k and 330K a slight westward shift of the

pattern is detectable. The clear longitudinal sepaiation into preferred formation and decay locations

vanishes on 340k.

Figure 8.6 shows the distribution of the longitudinal separation betweerr individual peaks of the wave

trains. The median values correspond to wave numbers between 5 and 6.

Mean = 5 48

Median = 52

_0 30

phase velocity [ "/day] phase velocity [ °/day] phase velocity [ °/day]

Fig. 8.2: Climatological phase velocity distribution in November a) on the 320K, b) on the 330K and c)
on the 340K isentropic level, the y-axis unit is counts

m 5n ^n _m h m
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Fig. 8.3: Climatological longitudinal distribution of phase, speeds in November a) on the. 320K, b) cm the

330K and c) on the 340K isentropic level Longitudinal mean (solid line) and standard deviation (dashed

lines) are indicated
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Fig. 8.4: Climatological longitudinal distribution of group velocities f1 Ion/day] in November a) on 320K,

b) cm 330K and c) on 340K

8.4 Summary and outlook

A climatology of PV-Hovmöller diagrams is assembled based on the ERA-40 data set. Phase and group

velocities of synoptic scale Rossby waves are determined using the Hovmöller data. The outcome of a

first quick analysis of the data on three 9 levels (320k, 330k, 340k) in November is presented. The

median phase velocities are in the order of 5 to 10 "Ion/day, decreasing with height. The longitudinal

distribution ofthe phase velocities exhibits a primary maximum over the central Atlantic and a seccmdary
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Fig. 8.5: Counts of the number of wave trains forming (grey) and decaying (black) within e:ach

3iTlongitudinal bin in November a) on 320K, b) on 330K and c.) on 340K
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Fig. 8.6: Climatological distribution analysis of Rossby wave lengths m November; a) on 320K, b) on

380K and c) on S40K

maximum over the central Pacific. On 320k the majority of the wave-trains form over the easterrr Pacific

and decay over the eastern Atlantic.

The next, steps in the wave-velocity analysis will be the following:

i) Considering the large number of user-defined parameters needed in the wave peak and wave trairr

identification routines, frrrther testing of the parameter choices has to be undertaken.

ii) The vertical differences in the both the phase and the group velocities require further investigations.

iii) All analyses can be extended to investigate seasonal variations.

iv) Using additional information on the zonal velocity of the background flow a validation of theoretical

concepts will become possible.
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Chapter 9

PV-streamers and heavy

precipitation

The next section contains a draft termed Episodes of Alpine heavy precipitation with an overly¬

ing elongated stratospheric intrusion: A Climatology that has been submitted in this form to the

International Journal of Climatology. It was written in collabortation with Evelyn Zenklusen, Cornelia

Schwierz and Huw Davies. It presents a climatological investigation of upper-level PV-prec:rrrsors to

heavy precipitation episodes along the Alpine south-side. The streamer climatology described in chapter

4 and a observational precipitation climatology served as data base for the investigation.

9.1 Abstract

This study discusses the role of stratospheric: intrusions (determined as potential-vorticity (PV) stream¬

ers) as upper-level instigators to heavy precipitation along the Swiss Alpine south-side (AS) on a clima¬

tological time-scale. A climatology of streamers is rrsed compiled on the basis of the ECMWF 40-year

re-analysis data set (ERA-40). Days of extreme and heavy precipitation along the Swiss Alpine south-

side are determined from an existing observational Alpine precipitation climatology. For these days,

the presence of streamers over western Europe as well as their location and orientation is recorded. On

73% of the extreme precipitation days, a streamer is situated over western Europe. The mean spatial

frequency distribution of the streamers on the extreme precipitation days exhibits a structure that resem¬

bles in its form and location the "archetypal heavy precipitation streamer" known from case studies. The

frequency maximum is situated over southern England and the west, coast of Prance. The same analysis

is applied to three sub-domains (Valais, Grisons, Ticino) along the Swiss Alpine south-side. Significant

differences in the location and the orientation of the streamers for the sub-domains are found. The

majority of streamers associated with heavy rain in the western-most sub-domain (Valais) are oriented

in a cyclonically-sheared fashion while for the Ticino the streamers are more anti-cyclonically orientated.

Differences for events of increasing severity are analyzed by comparing the form, location, amplitude (PV)

and persistence of the streamers on extreme and heavy precipitation days. The precipitation distribution

is shifted to higher intensities for more persistent streamers. There is no detectable difference found in

the form parameters, but the southerly moisture flux into the domain is significantly larger during

extreme precipitation days than during heavy precipitation days. Likewise the seasorral variation in the

percerrtage of streamer-related heavy precipitation, which is Irighest in autumn (85%), can be explained

by the seasonal variation of southerly moisture, fluxes.

89
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9.2 Introduction

The Alps are not only the water tower of Europe, receiving markedly more annual precipitation than the

neighbouring regions, but also some Alpine sub-domains experience a much higher frequency of heavy

precipitation (HP) events than other locations in central Europe (Frei and Schär, 1998). The frequency

maxima are located predominantly orr or in close proximity to the Alpine south-side.

Sustained precipitation in a sub-domain is favoured by an ambient environment tlrat, is conditionally

unstable, a forcing that anchors the system to the vicinity, and an adequate flux of moisture toward the

system. These conditions are met, on the Alpine south-side when a moist, low-level air mass is adverted

toward the Alpine ridge so that the forced upslope ascent constitutes a trigger for the precipitation

system, and likewise the terrain can help anchor the system. Detailed case study analyses and numerical

model simulations of HP events in this region have been conducted within the framework erf the Mesoscale

Alpine Programme (MAP) to examine the in-situ dynamics and forcing (e.g. Buzzi et al., 1998, Houze

et al., 2001). The mesoscale structure of the system and the precise location of the precipitation maxima

will be sensitive to the mesoscale dynamics and the finer-scale features of the terrain, whereas the

structure and intensity of the incident airstream is to a large measure established by the large-scale flow

pattern. It is the nature, role and significance of the latter pattern that forms the theme of the present

study.

Some previous studies have considered aspects of the linkage between HP events in specific regions of

the Mediterranean and the structure of the ambient, mid- and upper-tropospheric: flow. For example HP

events over Spain and the central Mediterranean have been linked with upper-level troughs extending

southward toward the HP region (Romero et al., 1999, .lacobcit, 1987). However an attempt to link HP

events in several Alpine sub-domains with large-scale weather regimes, as identified by a cluster analysis

of the 700 and 500hPa field, produced ambivalent results (Plaut and Simonnet, 2001, Simomret and

Plaut, 2001). The inference drawn was that the HP events in these sub-domains arc probably associated

with rarely occurring circulation patterns. Again studies of HP events in Tuscany, along the Ligurian

Coast and on the Piedmont indicate that, despite their spatial proximity, distinctively differing flow

patterns prevail for the three regions (Rirdari et al., 2005).

In the present study attention is centered on episodes of heavy Alpine precipitation tlrat, are accompanied

by the presence of meridionally elongated stratospheric: intrusions over western Europe. The intrusions

signify streamers of high potential vorticity (PV) extending equatorward from the reservoir of high PV

in the polar lcrwer stratosphere (Appenzeller and Davies, 1992). Streamers whose equatorward portion

form a cut-off over the Mediterranean have been linked to the occurrence of Alpine lee-cyclogenesis

(e.g. Lanzinger, 1992), whereas quasi-stationary elongated streamers have been identified as precursors

of Alpine HP events (Massacand et al., 1998, Fehlmann et al., 2000). The basis for the latter linkage

is that a meridionally-elongated streamer is accompanied by a distinctive flow and thermal structure

comprising ascending southerly flow component on their eastward flank and reduced static, stability

beneath the streamer, so that their arrival over south-western Europe is conducive to the triggering and

maintenance of Alpine HP events. In particular a quasi-stationary streamer located west of the Alps

can contribute significantly to the strength of the flow incident upon the Alpine ridge throughout, its

sojourn in the region. It is these considerations that prompted the study of upper-level streamers to form

one of the MAP foci (Bougeault et al., 2001). It was noted earlier that the amplitude and localisation

of the precipitation is influenced by the moisture content of the low-level air and by the nature of the

airflow in the immediate vicinity of the Alps (Gheusi and Davies, 2004), and the presence of a streamer

has a bearing upon both these effects. For the moisture content the Atlantic and the Mediterranean

are potential sources (Reale et al, 2001, Koch, 2004, Turato et al., 2004), and the streamer's quasi-

stationarity can influence the accumulation of moisture by the incident, airstream. This is evident in the

Lagrangian trajectories of incident air parcels (see e.g. Massacand et al., 1998, koch, 2004), Likewise the

nature of the near-Alpine flow depends upon the strength, direction and stability of the incident flow,
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and again a streamer can modify these factors. Indeed it has been shown that the streamer's internal

structure can radically change the location of the precipitation maximum (Fehlmann et al., 2000).

In the present study we examine the link between streamers and heavy precipitation from a climatolog¬

ical standpoint, and address the following questions:

i) How robust and significant is the link between the upper-level PV-structures and Alpine HP events?

ii) How is the probability of extreme precipitation over the Alpine south-side modified by the presence

of an upper-level disturbance ?

iii) What is the effect of the streamer's persistence upon the precipitation?

vi) Docs the position and form of the intrusion relate to the local distribution of the precipitation?

v) How do some additional factors, such as the moisture advection, influence the precipitation distribu¬

tion?

A description of the data set and the methodology is provided in section 9.3. In section 9.4 a diagnosis

is made of the frequency arrd nature of streamers during HP events. Consideration is given to their

preferred location and orientation both on the Alpine south side and for three specified sub-regions. In

section 9.5 the obverse aspect, is examined by studying the dependency of the precipitation upon the

presence of a streamer. The seasonal variability of the coupling between streamers and precipitation and

trends are discussed in section 9.6. Differences in the shape and intensity of streamers for heavy and

extreme precipitation are addressed in section 9.7. Conclusions follow in section 9.8.

9.3 Data and analysis procedures

9.3.1 The basic ingredients

Two major climatological data sets are derived and analysed in the present strrdy. The first is extracted

from the daily high-resolution precipitation data set for the entire Alpine region compiled by Frei and

Schär (1998) for the period 1966-1999. It covers the Alpine region and adjacent areas with a horizontal

resolution of approximately 25 km and is obtained from rain-gauge measurements from more than 6600

stations. From this source data set a climatology is derived of the area-mean precipitation for the

Alpine south-side (AS) and three sub-regions - the Ticino (TI), the Grisons (CR) and the Valais (VS),

arrd precipitation events are analyzed separately for each region. The AS region provides an aggregate

precipitation for the south-side, whilst, the others correspond to three distinct, watersheds. The Tl region

is located south of the main ridge and has the highest frequency of HP events of the entire Alpine region

(Frei and Schär, 1998), whereas the GR and VS regions correspond to inner-Alpine roughly east-west

aligned catchments. The four domains are demarked in Figure 9.1 along with displays of the topography

of the Alpine ridge itself and an indicator (see later) of the frequency of HP events in the AS region.

Note that the scale of the domains are such that the AS region comprises 48 grid-points in the data base

and the three other regions 12 grid-points.

HP events are grouped into three categories representirrg respectively the highest, 124, the 621, and the

1242 days of area-averaged precipitation, corresponding to the 1%, 5% and 10% precipitation quantile

of all days. Hereafter these are referred to as the EX1P, EX5P, EX10P categories, and they correspond

respectively to the occurrence of an area-mean precipitation of more than 29.1, 16.1, and 10.6 mm/d. In

the following sections results will be presented primarily for the extreme EX1P category, but reference

will also be made to the less severe categories. The mean precipitation distribution during the AS-EX1P

days is displayed in Fig 9.1. The precipitation maximum lies in the region of the TI, the rain amount

for the VS region is less, whereas the GR is intermediate This HP distribution is similar to the mean

climatological Alpine precipitation distribution that is also characterized by a maximum in the TI with

dryer conditions in the VS and the GR (see Frei and Schär (1998), their Fig.9).

The second major data source is the ERA-40 global reanalysis data set of the ECMWF. It is available

for the 1957-2002 period at 6-hourly intervals, and a horizontal resolution corresponding to a spherical
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truncation of T159 with 60 vertical levels (Simmons and Grbson, 2000). This data set is used to extract

a streamer climatology following the method mtroduced by Wernli and Sprenger (2005). First the six-

hourly ERA-40 fields are interpolated onto a 1 x 1 degree grid. Then the hydrostatic form of the Ertcl-PV

field is calculated and interpolated on nine pre-selected potential temperature levels (i. e from 310-350k

at 5K intervals). Tlrese are the surfaces that approach or intersect the tropopause in the miel-latitudes

(cf climatological cross-section in Liniger and Davies (2004), their Frg. 1). On each level the PV= 2

contour is adopted as the dynamical tropopause separating stratospheric (PV > 2 pvu) from tropospheric

ail, and then streamers are identified as narrow (< 800 km) filaments of stratospheiic air. For more

details on the technique the reader is referred to Wernli and Sprenger (2005), Utilising this climatology

a catalogue of the spatial distribution of streamer occurrence is established by constructing composite

two-dimensional fields formed by assigning a value 1 within a streamer, and value 0 elsewhere. Moreover

the following additional parameters are calculated to further characterrze the structure of the streamer:

(i) orientation, (ii) maximum amplitude and (iii) life time. Parameter (i) is derived subjectively directly

from the PV= 2 contour. Parameter (ii) is taken as the upper 90% quantile of the isentropic PV values

within each streamer Parameter (iii) is determined simply as the streamer persistence within a pre-

specified domain.

The ERA-40 set is also used to estimate the larger-scale horizontal moisture flux vector (q * v), and

thence the component perpendicular to the boundaries of the AS box. In practice the 6-hourly net

fluxes of specific humidity were calculated by integrating vertically fiom the surface (i.e. lowest model

level) to 150hPa and then normalizing the result to yield the total water mass per unit surface area

[kg/m2] across each boundary of the AS box. The sensitivity towards the upper boundary has been

investigated, and the higher levels have been found to contrrbute merely negligible amounts of moisture

to the entire column.

*

Fig. 9.1- Topography of the Alps (shaded), pre-

„ cipitation distribution for the AS-EX1P days

(mm/day) (black isolines) and the different m-

I
vestigation ar-eas: i) the whole Swiss Alpine

'"

south-side (AS) [45.P- 46.TN, 6.9"- 10.5"E]
Z (solid box); (n) the Ticino (TI) [45.8"-46.5° N,
i 8.,f'-9.3"E[ (dotted box); (in) the Grisons (GR)
:"~

[46.Sr-4TN, o.3°- 10.5JE] (dashed box); and

;" (w) the Valais (VS) [45.fP- 46.4"N, 6,<JJ-

-I 8.2''E[ (dash-dotted box).

9.3.2 Approach

A two-fold strategy is adopted to examine the climatological link between HP events and upper-level

streamers The first component is to establish a climatology of streamer and precipitation characteristics

during the co-occurrence of HP events and streamers. The second component involves examining the

influence of a streamer's presence upon the precipitation as a function of the latter's intensity. For both

components two additional criteria are imposed on the streamers. The first arises from the drfferent

temporal resolutron of the precipitation and streamer data sets. The occurrence of streamers is logged

every six hours and at each time step their existence noted on seven isentropic levels (310K-340k,5k

interval). For temporal compatibility the largest streamer rs selected based npon the maximum streamer

area on an isentropic surface in the 24 hour period. In the majority of cases the largest streamer also

extends furthest equatorward and downward, and hence this choice tends to capture the dynamically
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rrrost significant streamers. The second criterion is a spatial selectiorr introduced to exclude streamers

that are situated too far eastward to influence southern Alpine precipitation. Streamers are excluded

from the climatology if they do not overlap with a rectangular region centered over western Europe

[43°-50°N, 5°W -10°E] (see the box in Fig. 9.2a). Comparison of streamer composites extracted from

the climatology on HP days with or without the application of this second criterion exhibit, the same

overall structure. This is in line with the earlier result that troughs situated in approximately the box

exert the largest influence on the precipitation in the longitudinal range of the Swiss Alps (Jacobeit,

1987).

9.4 Streamers on heavy precipitation days

In this section consideration is given to upper-level streamers present during HP days in the EX1P

category. Their statistically preferred distribution and orientation is examined for both the Alpine

south-side and the individual sub-domains.

9.4.1 Composites of streamer frequency

Alpine south-side

The joint analysis of precipitation and streamers shows that on 73% of the HP days on the Alpine south

side (i.e. 91 out of 124 days) an upper-level streamer was present over westerrr central Europe. An

indication of the streamers spatial location is obtained by constructing a frequency composite displaying

their occurrence at each grid-point (Fig. 9.2a).

The composite for these EX1P days on the Alpine south side (AS) exhibits a coherent meridionally-

aligned spatial structure extending from Scotland to the south of Spain. This pattern bears comparison,

both in form and location, with that of streamers that accompanied several major HP events in the

Alpine region (Massacand et al-, 1998). Recall that a frequency maximum greater than 50% denotes

the presence of a streamer on more than half of these EX1P days. The corresponding tropospheric flow

featrrres a strong and vertically coherent southerly component towards the Alpine mountain chain (not

shown). The corresponding composites for the two other larger number and weaker in intensity categories

(- the AS-EX5P and AS-EX10P days) are qualitatively similar (not shown). For 71% of the AS-EX5P

(446 out, of 621 days) and 69% of the AS-EX10P (862 out of 1242 days) arr upper-level streamer was

present. In short the frequency maxima decrease with increasing sample size (42% and 38% for the

respective composites) arrd the composites' spatial structures become slightly less confined.

The above frequency-based distribution can be compared with a physically-based composite of the cor¬

responding mean PV-field on the isentropic surface selected on the basis of the criterion outlined above

(Fig. 9.2b). Again the composite of the 91 cases shows a distinct PV-anomaly over Europe in the form of

an elongated streamer with a mean PV maximum between 4-5 pvu that is co-located with the frequency-

based pattern.

The frequency distribution for the counter composite comprising all streamers on non-AS-EXlOP days

is centered further south-east over Northern Italy, and it has a lower amplitude and a much more diffuse

shape (Fig. 9.3). Several points are pertinent to the interpretation of this figure. First the shift in

location is consistent with streamers located over or south of the Alps and thereby less conducive to

producing HP on the immediate Alpine south-side. Second the amplitude and shape changes are partly

attributable to the larger number of days captured in this sample, but the changes are also consistent,

with a reduction in the streamers "precipitation efficiency", i.e. the capability of a streamer to induce a

certain amount of precipitation, which can depend on factors such as the streamer-related flow amplitude

and direction, the vertical stability or the availability of moisture. Finally note that the occurrence of

small-to-moderate amounts of precipitation might also be associated with the rapid eastward propaga-
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turn erf a streamer across the Alpine region, oi the occurrence erf lee-cyelogerresrs urrderlymg a streamer

cut-oft arrd hence not included m the stieamel catalogue The distinct differences m amplitude location

and shape between the climatological streamer eorrrposrtc (I'lg 9 2) and the counter composite (Fig 9 {)

are signifiearrt and dynamically meaningful In effect they point to the nature ol the 'HP-Streamer'

linkage Likewise the identifie at ion of 73% ot extierrre IIP days as streamer situations eluimg the 31-year

perroel porrrts to the strength of that linkage, and the streamer e omposite's resemblance to the aichetyp

real strrrc trues rderrtrlred rrr earlrcr cascW tidies of individual hcavy-prce iprtation lends frrrther eiederrce

to the linkage

Sub-doinains (Grisons, Valais, Ticino)

Now consider the analogue ol the frequency composite of frg 9 2 but lor IIP clays m the three srrb-r egiorrs

of the Gnsons Valars and the- Pre mo Despite tireur spatial pr oxrmrty HP clays m the ehlferent sub-i egions

coincide only in about fifty percent oi the cases, and for the other half the extreme pree iprtation oeeuis

exclusively m only one of the three regions For ejxample orr 61 of the 121 days ol exiieme précipitât ion

m TI, the piccipitatrcm that fell m the GR or the VS on the same day did not exceed the local threshold

crrterron The hequency composites for the GR (69 days), the PI (61 days) or the VS (69 days) are

displayed rrr Fig 9 4 There are inter-icgion e Idle renées m shape, location and orientation for the GR

Fig ') 2 a) Frequency distribution of the streamers (%) duiinq the I'll AS-EX1P dai/s (shaded) Ihe

bod used for the slrcamei selection See text for details b) Mean iscrilrvpie PV on AS-EXIP clays with

stieamel s (pvu)
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Fiq 9 1 As in Figuie 9 2a but joi all rwn-EXlOP pieeipitation days oj the 14 qeai lime period

Fiq 94 As in Figure 9 2a but foi the cases with extreme piee ipitalion in etcluswely one of the sub-

domains, (a) Gnsons (b) In mo and (c) Valais

a) Gnsons - Trerrro b) Grrsorrs - Valars c) I lerrio - Valars

Fiq 9 5 Statistically significant diffennecs (91% sign level) in the frequency distribution of the respec¬

tive sub-domains (shaded) contour lines are solid foi positive and dashed for ntqtitnic diffeie nee s, (a)
GU II, (b) Gil VS and (c) II- VS
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the maximum in the streamer frequency is located over southern England and the Channel Islands and is

meridionally orientated arrd zonally confined. For the TI it is more circular and centered over the north

coast of the Iberian peninsula. For the VS there are two local maxima, one along the French Atlantic

Coast and one over Sardinia, but both are lower irr amplitrrde. The decrease in amplitude is indicative

of a larger spatial variability in streamer occurrence.

A measure of the statistical significance of the regional differences in the streamer frequency can be

gleaned from Fig. 9.5. (The significance test applied is described in Appendix A arrd significance was set

at the 5% level). Panels Fig. 9.5 a) and Frg 9.5 b) indicate a northward shift ofthe frequency maximum of

the GR w. r. t that of the TI and the VS, but with a reversal in the relative orientation. This is consistent

with the streamers influencing HP in the GR region being located further north with a greater tendency

to be meridionally aligned. Likewise panel Frg. 9.5 c) hints at the equatorward elongation and NE-SW

orrentation of TI versus VS streamers. The latter is consistent with the seccmdary frequency maximum

over Sardinia in the VS composite that suggests a more frequent NW-SE tilt of the streamers that trigger

extreme precipitation in the VS

9.4.2 Streamer orientation

The objective composite analysis shown in the previous sub-section hints at a different predilectiorr in

the orientation of the streamers. To explore this further a subjective case-by-case classification of the

streamers was undertaken. In line with the identification of different types of cyclogenesis using rdealised

rrrodels (Davies et al., 1991, Thorncroft et al., 1993), streamers were divided into four categories: (i) LCI-

type (anticyclonic) streamers, (ii) LC2-type (cyclonic) streamers, (iir) meridionally oriented streamers

and (iv) streamers with strong curvature oi rapidly evolving form. The results are consistent with

the earlier inferences and are summarized in Fig. 9.6. AS-related streamers show a slight, preference of

LCI-type orientation (36%), followed by 28% with meridional direction and 27% of LC2-type streamers.

Tl-related streamers show a similar relative distribution. The rrrost striking difference is found between

the GR A75% LCI and meridional) and the VS (~50% LC2). A srmilarly distinct regional separation

of preferred orientatron was reported by Rudari et al. (2004) who detect a clear meridional axrs of the

500 hPa troughs associated with extreme rainfall in Tuscany. Noting that categoires (i) and (iii) are

associated with similar cyclogenetic structures there is some merit m co-grouping tlrese categories and

this gives further support to the above diagnosis. In summary the orientation and merrdiorral extent of

Fig. 9.6. Distribution of the streamer orienta¬

tion for the, different regions. The four cat¬

egories used are: LCI-type (black), LC2-type

(dark grey), meridional (tight grey) and the am¬

biguous rest (white). The percentage « relative

to the total number of steamers found for the

EX1P days of e:ach region

AS VS GR TI
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the streamer appear to exert a significant influence upon the occurrence of HP in a particular region.

9.5 Streamer influence on precipitation

In contrast to the previous section here we consider explicitly the influence upon the precipitatiorr of the

presence of an overlying streamer. Application of the streamer selection criteria described in section 9.3

indicates that on average a streamer is present over western Europe on three out of every seven days

(43%), and clearly not all of these fall into the category of HP days.

For the probability analysis conducted here the 34-year daily area-averaged (AS) precipitation days

are split into two classes corresponding to days with and without a concomitant streamer over western

Europe.

9.5.1 Precipitation probability distribution

The precipitation distributions, displayed in the form of "probability of exceedance" (POE) curves, are

shown irr Fig.9.7 a) for these two classes and for the climatological mean. The POE-plots show the

precipitation as a function of the percentage of time that that amount will be attained (or surpassed).

Note that the probability values are based on precipitation days only (i. e. rainfall >0.1mm/d), and that

the probabilities account only for the maximum daily precipitation recorded during the 34-year period

(i.e. 51.1 mm/d). Indeed the, distribution is not plotted for daily precipitation amounts higher than

45mm/d since they occur so rarely (POE < 0.1). Nevertheless recall that the extreme AS-EX1 category,

comprising events of rainfall > 29.1 mm/d, still represented 124 days. Note also that the population of

the classes becomes more asymmetric as the precipitation amount increases, since 91 days out of the 124

E
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Fig. 9.7: Probability of exceedance, for the AS precipitation probability distribution, (a) Mean precipitation

distribution (solid line), probability distribution for precipitation days with an upper-level streamer present

(dashed line) and for the. precipitation days with no streamer present (dotted line), (b) Accumulated

pr-ecipitation distribution for consecutive streamer days with a persistence of < 1 days (dashed), 1 — 2

days (solid), >2 days (dotted)
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are streamer days.

The POE curve for the mean climatology of the data set (Frei and Schär, 1998) has been derived and

discussed by Frei et al. (2003). Figure 9.7 shows that in the presence of an upper-level streamer the

POE is enhanced for all precipitation classes from moderate to heavy. For example the probability

for precipitation of 20 mm/day or more to occur is 3.55% for the no-streamer days, but 6,1% for the

streamer cases compared to the climatological mean 4.7%. This corresponds to a relative increase of the

precipitation probability by 70% between no-streamer and streamer cases. The curves converge towards

the more, extreme precipitation amounts due to sampling problems. In effect there are fewer events

and the population of the no-streamer class becomes very small. For instance there are 20 events with

a precipitation mean of more than 40 mm/day, 15 of which occur concomitantly with an upper-level

streamer. It follows that, there is a clear dependence of the probability that the precipitation exceeds

a certain threshold on the presence of a streamer. This increase in probability is even more evident

as higher precipitation amounts are considered. From a vortex-dynamical perspective this effect, could

result from a positive feedback mechanism between the cyclonic circulation of the streamer anomaly and

the diabatically-enforced downstream upper-level ridge resulting in a strengthened southerly flow com

9.5.2 Temporal persistence of the streamers

In principle longer-lived streamers could yield a more sustained flux of moisture towards the Alps. It

is therefore appropriate to investigate the relationship between a streamer's residence in the vicinity of

the Alps and the accumulated area-averaged AS precipitation. This residerrce time was determined and

the previous precipitation analysis repeated for streamers with increasing temporal persistence. Three

different persistence times have been considered: (i) a day or less, (ii) between one and two days and

(iii) more than two days. Figure 9.7b shows the accumulated precipitation as a function of the POE for

the three different time-categories. It follows from the figure that more persistent strearrrers are associated

with higher amounts of accumulated precipitation. The inference is tlrat short-lived streamers do not

produce the same net amount of precipitation as longer-lived systems by yielding more intense rainfall

over a shorter time period. It also follows from the figure tlrat the longer lasting streamers are related

to more intense precipitation events. For instance the precipitation probability of 10mm/d is more than

doubled from streamers that last, one day or less (5.5%) compared to streamers with a persistence of one

to two days (12.1%).

9.6 Variability and trends

9.6.1 Seasonal variability and moisture fluxes

There is a marked seasonal variability in the occurrence of extreme Alpine daily precipitation (e.g.

Schmidli et al., 2002). Likewise the occurrence, location and orientation of streamers, and their associated

flux of moisture towards the Alpine ridge can be (arrd is) subject to seasonal variability. It is the nature

of and the linkage betweerr this double variation that we explore in this section.

The Alpine south-side

Inspection of Fig.9.8 sheds light on this relationship. For AS-EX1P days (Fig.9.8a) the largest fraction

of the heavy precipitation events (44%) occurs in autumn, while only very few (8%) happen during the

winter months. The rest is equally split between the spring and the summer season. The corresporrding

seasonal subdivision in the number of streamers recorded during HP events (AS-EX1P) (Fig. 9.8b) is

not distributed evenly with the seasons. More than half of them (51%) occur in the autumn (SON)

season, with summer (JJA, 31%) and spring (MAM, 27%) accounting for most of the rest. Comparison
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of the fust two panels suggests that (a) the seasonal differences in contemporaneous occurrence is more

pronounced (- however the two populations correspond to different base samples), and moie pointedly

that (b) the probability of HP days in autumn is increased in the presence of streamers However the

analogue sub-drvision for the actual number erf streamer occurrences (Frg. 9 8c) has far less of a seasonal

variation with little varratron from sprrrrg through to autumn but a reductron in wrrrter. Thus the role

of streamers in mstigating HP days rs modulated by other factors

Here we seek to gain some rnsrght on these other factors First we determine the nature of the upper-level

flow for the autumnal AS-EX1P (AS-EX5P) days devoid of an upper-level streamer (8 out of 55 days

and 38 out of 212 days respectively). On four (21) of these days a Rossby-wave like feature rs present

at upper-levels, but the zonal extent of these waves is too wide to be classified as a streamer by the

detection routrne. Another two (6) days are assocrated wrth a cut-off over south-western Europe. It is

particularly noteworthy that both features can, and often are, linked wrth a southerly surface flow field

For the remaining cases (2 and 11 days respectrvely) no distinct upper-level PV-anomaly was diseerrrrble

(see also table 9.1). Secondly we examine the nature of the large-scale moistuie flux impinging upon the

Alps. This rs prompted for example by the dichotomy m the frequency drstnbrrtrorrs of the HP days and

upper-level streamers between summer and autumn There rs only a small change m the total streamer

frequency in spring, summer and autumn, but a higher proportion of streamers aie associated with HP

m autumn than m other seasons. A possible factor is the difference m the corresponding prevailing

humidity distribution and hence its influence upon the mcident morstrue flux. The vertrcally-integrated

horizontal moisture flux (IMF) on all streamer days of 34-year période across the southern boundary of

the AS box is evaluated (cf. section 9.3), and shown to have a strikingly different seasonal variation (Fig.

9.8d) in comparison with the other parameters displayed in the figure 9.8. Positive (i e southerly) fluxes

occur only m autumn. An oppositely-directly flux prevails in the other seasorrs particularly in winter

when about six times more northerly IMF is recorded compared to the southerly autumn value. The

significance of this obverse seasonal variation is evident on noting that a northerly flow would generally

connote an alpme overflow with deseerrding air on the lee south-side For streamers such a result would

prevail if they reside longer to the east, rather than the west of the Alps Contrariwise the autumnal

southerly flux is consistent wrth the occurrence of streamer-related precipitation. The difference in the

moisture flux between sprrng and autumn seasons, when the occuiience of suitably located streamers are
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Case Autumn total No-streamer broad trough cut-off remainder

AS-EX1P 55 8 (14.5%) 4 (7.2%) 2 (3.6%) 2 (3.6%)

AS-EX5P 212 38 (18%) 21 (10%) 6 (3%) 11 (5%)

Table 9.1: For extreme (AS-EX1P, top) or heavy (AS-EX5P, bottom) precipitation, columns display the,

number of days (and percentages relative to autumn total) of respectively (i) all autumn HP events and

(ii) days without and upper-level streamer, which include (iii) broad troughs, (iv) streitospheri,c cut-offs,

and (v) remaining cases without a clear upper level signature.

equally likely, could arise either from the subsequent, movement (or lack of) the streamers, or be linked

to the warmer sea surface temperatures of the Atlantic and the Mediterranean in autumn (Doswell et al.,

1998) giving rise to a higher capacity to moisten the with lower layers of the atmosphere.

Sub-domains (Grisons, Ticino, Valais)

An inspection of the seasonal variability in the sub-regions reveals interesting differences (Tab.9.2).

However the significance of the following observations is debatable due to the small sample sizes that

arise from the seasonal splitting. In the GR summer HP events dominate and the seasonal frequency

distribution does not, change in the presence of streamers. For the TI it is obvious that summer HP

events have no relation to the occurrence of streamers, but must be caused by other processes such as

local convection, whilst autumn events become more frequent w.r.t. spring similar to the AS cases. In

the VS, this relative increase associated with the streamers is less prominent. Of the three sub-domains

winter events in this HP class are only recorded for the VS,

9.6.2 Severity of precipitation events

From a forecasting perspective it, would be helpful to be able to distinguish between streamers associated

with extreme (AS-EX1P) as opposed to merely heavy (AS-EX5P, AS-EX10P) precipitation events, A

climatological equivalent is required of the kind of case-study analyses conducted by Fehlmann and

Qrradri (2000) and Fehlmann et al. (2000), who investigated the mesoscale structure of the upper-

level feature and the sensitive regions of the latter for the forecast of heavy precipitation in the Alps.

Subjective analysis of the form and the location of streamers in the AS-EX1P category compared with

those associated with AS-EX5P category showed no apparent systematic and unambiguous difference.

The mean amplitude of AS-EX1P streamers was 0.4 pvu larger than that of the AS-EX5P streamers and

this amounts to a non-significant difference for the two distributions, however the shape of the amplitude

distribution curves is distinctly dissimilar for the two samples (nest shown). For the extreme AS-EX1P

category, the distribution is skewed heavily to higher amplitudes. It suggests that extreme events are

associated with a streamer PV maximum of >~5pvu, which is ~2pvu larger than for the climatological

sample, and a significant number of streamers exists with amplitudes ^8-10pvu, which do not occur

Region Winter Spring Summer Autumn

GR-

EX1P
rain 0 (0%) 10 (14.5%) 35 (50.7%) 24 (34.8%)

rain+streamer 0 (0%) J 7 (14%) 25 (50%) 18 (36%)

TI-EX1P rain 11 (18%) 18 (29.5%) 6 (9.8%) 26 (42.6%)

rain+streamer 0 (0%) 14 (32.5%) 5 (11.7%,) 24 (55.8%)

VS-EX1P rain 22 (31.8%) 16 (23.3%) 3 (4.4%) 28 (40.6%)

rain+streamer 0 (0%) 10 (32.3%) 3 (9.7%) 18 (58%)

Table 9.2: Seasonal distribution of the extreme precipitation in the three sub-domains GR, TI, VS and

seasonal, distribution of the link between extreme precipitation and streamer occurrence in counts and, in

brackets the precentage of total counts.
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for other HP severity classes. However, the moisture flux appears to be the major factor distinguishing

precipitation severity (Fig. 9.9). Large differences can be observed in the distributions of the net moisture

fluxes across the southern AS boundary on streamer days for 4 event classes of increasing severity. The

mean southerly moisture flux of the AS-EX5P sample not including the AS-EX1P precipitation days (i.e.

"AS-EXP2-5P") amounts to only two thirds of the mean moisture flux on the AS-EX1P days, and the

"AS-EX6-10P" moisture flux is another 30% smaller than on the "AS-EX2-5P" days. Notably the mean

southerly flux of those days excluding AS-EX10P days is more than an order of magnitude smaller than

AS-EX1P fluxes. Thus the severity of the streamer-related AS precipitation does depend sensitively on

the availability of moisture.

9.6.3 Trends

In this sub-section tentative estimates are derived for trends in the different streamer-related variables

during the 34-year investigation period. (This short time span argues against being able to attribute a

large significance to the estimates). There have been numerous previous studies of Alpine precipitation

trends. For example a trend study for extreme precipitation events in Switzerlaird over the last century

(1901-1994) showed a. statistically significant increase of intense precipitation (30d return period) in

autumn arrd winter (Frei and Schär, 2001) whereas the trends for strong events (lOOd return period)

were not statistically significant except at, a few stations. Recently their results have been complemented

and confirmed by a trend analysis of a multitude of statistical measures in an extended data set (1901-

2000 ?). An analysis for the 1961-1990 period, that is comparable to the one considered here, shows

a positive precipitation trend in spring for the TI and a significant negative trend irr northern Italy in

autumn (?Schmidli et al., 2002). In line with and prompted by the above studies we examine separately

and in combination the trends associated with our streamer and HP precipitation climatologies. A

standard t-test method was applied for several significance levels (99%, 95% and 90%) and for all three

severity categories. Note that the small number of events in the AS-EX1P sample renders testing for

trends extremely difficult (e.g. Frei and Schär, 2001). For the 1966-1999 precipitation-only climatology

irr the AS region a positive, but non-significant trend was detected in the number of events for all three

HP precipitation categories. Likewise the streamer climatology shows no significant trend in the total

number of streamer events over Europe per year. For the combined streamer-related HP events the

trend in intensity was also not significant. However, the yearly frequency of streamer-related heavy

precipitation exhibits positive trends: AS-EX1P (non-sig.), AS-EX5P (95% sig.), AS-EX10P (non-sig.).

These results are corroborated by the century-long precipitation trend analysis of Schmidli and Frei

(2005) who find positive and also significant trends for several heavy precipitation measures (e.g. EX10P

and EX5P equivalents), especially in the TI arrd GR region. It is pertinent to note that a positive trend

was detected for the southerly moisture flux towards the Swiss Alps for all three categories: AS-EX1P

(90% sig.), AS-EX5P (90% sig.), AS-EX10P (non sig.). Those trends could arise from an increased

atmospheric, moisture content, enhanced surface winds (and reduced stability) or their combirration.

The first effect would in turn be linked to the atmospheric temperature increase observed over the

last, century (e.g. Houghton ct al., 2001). Further indications of this "moisture effect" can be gleaned

from a study by (Frei, 1998) on heavy Alpine autumn precipitation in a warmer and moister climate.

With regional climate modeling experiments, they also conclude that the regional hydrological cycle is

intensified, reflected in significant changes in the precipitation intensity distribution and reduced return

periods of strong events. In summary the analysis reveals that the number and intensity of streamers

over Europe did not increase significantly over the last three decades, but the ability of a PV-streamer

to contribute to heavy precipitation (AS-EX5P) appears to have changed in part, perhaps linked to a

significantly positive, trend in the southerly moisture fluxes.
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9.7 Further issues

Here we consider a variety of further issues related to the "HP-Streamer" linkage. A first issue relates

to the large-scale flow structure that spawns a streamer. Case studies (Massacand et al., 2001) and

cluster analysis (Plaut et al., 2001) suggest that a major upstream ridge accompanies the formation of

a streamer. Support for this hypothesis can be gleaned from inspection of Fig. 9.2b since there is a

prominent low-PV ridge upstream over the eastern Atlantic in the isentropic PV composite for these AS-

EX1P streamers, and intense diabatic processes can contribute to inducing low values of upper-level PV.

This issue merits further climatological and dynamical studies. The aforementioned coherent upstream

signal of the isentropic PV composite is clearly a salient feature and we plan to extend our analysis to

look for precursor signals for the streamers situated even further upstream. A second point, is the linkage,

if any, of streamers to the large-scale teleconnection patterns. For the time period under investigation the

NAO was predominantly in its positive phase and steadily increasing (cf. Hurrell (1995) and references

therein). The associated flow field and its evolution over the Atlantic is related to characteristic sea

surface temperature, surface wind fields, precipitation and large-scale moisture flux patterns (Hurrell,

1995), These could in turn influence the spatial and temporal patterns of the occurrence of streamers

(Franzke et al., 2004). A further issue is to link the trend for streamer-related AS-EX5P events to a

compelling causatory mechanism. Possible factors would be the form of the streamers (LCI or LC2),

their elongation and / or location. For example air elongated streamer located further equatorward is

also more likely to penetrate closer towards the surface and thereby increase its HP-inducing potential.

The final remark pertains to the limited observational evidence on the location and substructure of the

streamers. A combination of several data sources, such a.s e.g. water-vapour DIAL, 03-lidar, satellite

information and additional NWP analysis fields and techniques (RDF), is required in detailed case studies

to interpret the meso-structure of stratospheric streamers (cf. for Alpine streamers e.g. Hoinka et al.

(2003); Liniger and Davies (2003) and references therein).
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Fig. 9.9: a) Histogram of net moisture flux across the, southern AS boundary on all str-eamer

days. Moisture, flux in (WügH2olm2), bin size is 10ücvH2o/«i2. Total counts are, partitioned

according to the season, winter (dark gr~ey, ,mean value 0.005), spring (medium grey, mean

value -O.O42), summer (light grey, mean value 0.088), autumn (lightest grey, mean value -

0.16). b) Probability density functions (10-7gH2olm2) of the recorded daily net moisture flux

across the. southern AS boundary for the different subsets (AS-EX1P solid, AS-EX5P without

AS-EX1P dash-dotted, AS-EXlOP without AS-EX5P dotted, all non AS-EX10P dashed)
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9.8 Summary and concluding remarks

This study sought to examine from a climatological standpoint the relationship between heavy precipita¬

tion along the Alpine South-side and upper-level streamers over western Europe. The examination was

based on a comparison of a 34-year daily Alpine precipitation climatology with a corresponding upper-

level streamer climatology. In particular the occurrence of upper-level streamers on heavy precipitation

days was examined for a band along the Alpine south-side and three Alpine sub-regions. The dynamical

link between the two phenomena, postulated upon the basis of previous case study analyses, is supported

by the results of the climatological study. For example on 73% of the EX1P days arr upper-level streamer

was present over Western Europe for the Alpine south-side and for the different, sub-regions. The link

is most evident in autumn when a streamer was present, on more than 85% of the HP days, and it is

weakest in winter when the corresponding figure is only 30%.

Both frequency and physical composite of the upper-level streanrers over Western Europe on the AS-

EX1P days (91 streanrers on 125 HP days) have a spatial structure resembling the archetypal streamer-

identified in case studies. HP days in the three sub-regions are accompanied by streamers with distinctive

forms and locations. Streamers associated with heavy precipitation along the whole Alpine south-side are

equally distributed over the three classes of orientation (LCl-type, LC2-type and meridional alignment).

Grison-related streamers are shifted northwards and possess a predominantly meridional orientation.

Valais-related streamers show two frequency maxima one over England and one over the Mediterranean

and the majority possess an LC2-type orientation. Ticino-related streamers extend frrrther south than

the others and are often oriented in a LCl-type fashion.

Streamers of longer terrrporal persistence are associated with precipitation of stronger intensity, and a

key factor determining the severity of the precipitation events is the incident moisture flux. Moreover

the latter is also a major factor distinguishing the AS-EX1P and the AS-EX5P days, and also exerts

an important influence on the seasonal variation of streamer related HP events. The autumnal peak of

the latter is due to enhanced moisture fluxes and the frequent occurrence of streamers irr that season.

Thus in addition to providing climatological support for the link betweerr HP events and streamers that,

was originally gleaned from case study analyses, the inter-relationships derived in the present study also

provide motivation for conducting further diagnostic dynamical studies.
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Appendix A

Testing the significance of the differences between two binomially distributed

fields

To find significant differences in the streamer frequency distribution between two sub-domains, we per¬

form the following test, at each grid-point of the composite fields. Since the frequencies are compiled

from binary fields, we assume the streamer frequency of both fields (A,B) to be binomially distributed.

The streamer frequency is estimated for each field (see eq. 9.1) using the mean probability of both fields

(eq. 9.2). Then the difference is taken between the two estimated frequencies (eq. 9.3).
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/„._,_ = binom{pnm, Na,b) (9.1)

n indicates the grid-point, a and 6 the individual fields, N is the number of streamer events

Pnn, = iPna+2Pnb) (9.2)

fndiff = fna ~ fnb (9.3)

This calculation is repeated 100 times to obtain a density distribution of the difference. We can test

now if the observed difference lies within the extremest 5% of the aforementioned simulated distribution.

Differences smaller than 5% and larger than 95% are marked significant.



Chapter 10

Wave precursors to heavy

precipitation

10.1 Introduction

Upper-level PV-streamers are present over Europe in more than 70% of the southern Alpine heavy pre¬

cipitation days (cf. chapter 9). These PV-streamers have a significant influence on the precipitation

(Massacarrd et al., 1998). PV-streamers can form through the process of Rossby wave breaking, and

hence it is interesting to investigate the potential for an upper-level Rossby wave upstream precursor

signal. The frequency, nature and the properties of these wave precursors during the four seasons of the

year are discussed in this chapter. The role of Rossby wave-trains as precursors to heavy precipitation

has been discussed in a number of studies, for example in the context of the central European floods

in summer 2002 (Grazzrni and van der Grijn, 2002, Blackburn et al., 2003), the flooding over England

during October 2000 (Krislmamurti et al., 2003) and torrential rainfall events over central Europe in

November 2002 (Shapiro, 2004).

The investigation of such wave-trains is of potential interest to forecasters, since heavy precipitation

forecasting remains among the most, challenging tasks for operational forecasters (Olson et al., 1995,

Fritsch et al, 1998).

10.2 Method

Two samples are collected and are the basis for the subsequent analyses. Tlrese represent days of

extreme (EX1PS) and heavy (EX5PS) precipitation along the Alpine south-side with a PV-streamer

present, concomitantly over Europe. Both samples are described in detail in chapter 9. They contain 91

days (EX1PS sample) and 444 days (EX5PS sample). As indicated in table 10.1 the precipitation days

of the two samples are not, equally distributed among the four seasons.

A composite of daily mean isentropic PV is calculated for each season (winter 320K, spring and autumn

325K and summer 330K) for the EX1PS sample. The magnitude of the PV at each grid-point of the

seasonal composites is tested against a series of random isentropic PV composites, the members of each

composite are drawn from the same season. The Monte Carlo sample contains 60 members (mrmber

chosen due to calculation time restrictions). This renders a distribution of 60 composite PV valrres at

each grid-point. From this sample, the upper and lower 5% percentile values can be determined. Areas

where PV values of the extreme precipitation composite arc above err below these percentile values are

deemed significant.

105
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The climatology of PV-Hovmöller diagrams showing the meridional velocity (cf. chapter 8) is used to

compile composite Hovmöller diagrams for the heavy and the extreme precipitation days. The Hovmöller

data up to twelve days prior to the actual EX1PS and EX5PS rairr days is averaged to build a mean

heavy precipitation Hovmöller diagram for each season. A seconel Monte Carlo sample is calculated to

determine areas of significance within the composite Hovmöller plots. For this Monte Carlo simulation

100 random seasorral Hovmöller composite plots are compiled. These samples contain data from days

with streamers over western Europe. Within this distribution of 100 velocity values for each point of

the Hovmöller diagram the upper and lower 1% and 5% percentiles are determined and values of the

original sample that, exceed or fall below these values, respectively, are marked significant.

In the following events are referred to as occuring on day (0, 2, 4, 6, 8), i.e. the number of days prior to

the precipitation day.

10.3 Results and discussion

10.3.1 Composite Hovmöller diagrams

Meridional velocity Hovmöller composites of the EX5PS sample for each season (1% percentiles, 98%

sig. level) are presented in Fig.10.1. This plot shows the composite Hovmöller velocity signal up to

twelve days prior to the heavy precipitation event. Between day 0 and day 2, a wave signal, associated

with the PV-streamer over western Europe, is present in all forrr seasons. The amplitude of this mean

meridional velocity sigrral is larger in autumn than in summer despite the fact that the former sample is

significantly larger (sec table 10.1). A weak downstream wave signal over eastern Europe is present in

the autumn and winter composite.

The character of the mean wave precursor signals differs substantially during the four seasons. In winter,

over the west coast of northern America a coherent wave signal can be identified seven days prior to the

precipitation. If wave disturbances are triggered in the vicinity of a global wave-guide, they can indeed

cover such distances (see chapter 6). In the northern hemisphere winter, wave-propagation downstream

from the eastern Pacific is observed to seed the Atlantic storm track on a regular basis (e.g. Hakim, 2003).

The composite precursor signal in autnm looks similar to the that in winter regarding its amplitude, the

phase speed and the distance covered.

In spring, the in situ wave signal over the eastern Atlantic and Europe is of notable temporal persistence.

A wave signal is first observed at, day 6 over Europe, but the upstream extension of the precursor signal

is shorter in spring than in autumn and winter (reaching back into the western Atlantic only). Of all

seasons, the precursor wave is weakest in summer, in terms of amplitude as well the temporal and spatial

extent. A coherent, precursor signal is present only four days prior to the heavy precipitatiorr days in

summer, compared with seven in autumn and winter.

Comparable results are found for the EX1PS sample for autumn arrd summer (not, shown). Analysis

for spring and winter are not computed due to the insufficient sample size. Grazzini (2005) get similar

results from an investigation of the seasonal precursors to heavy south Alpine precipitation. They also

find that the skill of the ECMWF forecast is better for the spring than for the autumn cases.

No significant, differences are found between the phase velocities, group velocities and the wave lengths

of the individual precursor waves to the heavy precipitation events and the climatological distribution

of these wave parameters (see also chapter 8).

Sample Winter Spring Summer Autumn Total

EX1PS 3 (3%) 17 (19%) 24 (26%) 47 (51%) 91

EX5PS 40 (9%) 99 (22%) 128 (29%) 177 (40%) 444

Table, 10.1: Number of heavy precipitation days in the EX1PS and the EX5PS sample, in each season
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10.3.2 PV composites

Figure 10.2 shows the mean isentropic PV (320K winter, 325K spring and autumn and 330K summer)

on EX1PS days as black isolines. Areas where the PV is higher (lower) than the 95% (5%) percentile

of a Monte Carlo PV sample are shaded in red (blue). Note that the winter composite contains only 3

events (see table 10.1) and is added for completeness only. On day 0, the streamer signal is clearly visible

as a deformation of the isentropic PV isolines over Europe and is detected as a significant positive PV

anomaly by the Monte Carlo test, in all four seasons. Two low PV ridges arc located up- and downstream

of the streamer in all four composites. The occurrence of ridges up-stream of a streamer like anomaly has

been reported by Plaut et al. (2001) and their dynamical relevance for the formation of streamers has

been noted by Massacarrd et al. (2001). Sisson and Gyakurn (2004) have found a comparable anticyclone

downstream of heavy precipitation events in the Vermont area.

In autumn, a wave like anomaly signal (wave number 5) is present over the eastern Pacific and the

American continent as early as day 6. A coherent eastward progression of this wave is visible from day

6 to day 0. A more or less coherent, positive anomaly persists over the pole during all time steps. A

negative anomaly extended in the zonal direction is present over east Asia and the western Pacific from

day 8 to day 0.

In summer, no wave anomaly signal is noticeable prior to day 2 over the western Atlantic. During the

whole observation period, positive anomalies of changing shape exist over north America.

In spring a wave signal can be detected on day 4 (6) over the US west coast and the western Atlantic:

propagating downstream and merging with a stationary anorrraly over western Europe. This positive

anomaly associated with the streamer is spatially persistent through day 8.

10.3.3 Summary and outlook

The wave precursor signal to heavy precipitation PV-streamers exhibits significant seasonal variability.

In autumn and winter, a wave signal can be traced back to the eastern Pacific up to seven days prior to

the precipitation event. In summer the breaking wave seems to form quasi in situ. The spring precursor

signal is superposition of a more stationary in situ wave over Europe and the hint of faster propagating

wave signal emerging from the American east coast. The reasons for these seasonal differences may be

twofold: either differences in the strength and the spatial coherence of the wave-guide are present or the

triggering mechanisms are different (or are differently distributed in space an time).

A next step in the analysis is to try to determine which of these two processes is responsible for the

suppression of wave precursors in spring and summer. Preliminary results from an investigation of the

background state of the atmosphere during the EX5PS days (composites without significance tests) are

shown in the appendix (Figs. Cl, C.2 and C.3). mean PV-gradients over the Atlantic: appear to be

stronger and more coherent in autumn and winter than in spring. This irrdicates that the absence of a

coherent, wave-guide may be the primary reason for the nonexistence of an extended upstream sigrral in

spring. In summer, on the other hand, a coherent and strong PV- gradient is present over the Atlantic,

suggesting the lack of a suitable triggering mechanism for the wave over north America is responsible

for the weak upstream wave signal.
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Day 0, WI

Day 2, WT

Day 0, SP
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Day 6, WI Day 6, SP Day 6, SU Day 6, AU
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Fig. 10.2: Mean PV [PVU] on heavy EX1PS days em 320K (WI), 325K (SP and AU) and on 330K

(SU), positive significant areas (5%) in red and negative significant areas (5%) in blue
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Summary

This study discusses several aspects of the propagation and breaking of synoptic scale Rossby waves on

the tropopause from a diagnostic isentropic potential vorticity perspective.

The study is divided into two parts. Part one addresses northern hemispheric aspects of the wave prop¬

agation and breaking. The wave propagation occurs along zonally extended, coherent, bands of strong

PV-gradients 011 isentropic surfaces and can be visualised rising Hovmöller diagrams. A novel method to

construct such diagrams is introduced that allows to display wave propagation along a pre-defined PV

wave-guide on the tropopause.

Several of these PV wave-guides located at, different heights and latitudes can coexist in the tropopause

region. In the eastern part of the Atlantic and the Pacific basins in the exit regions of the climatological

jets these wave-guides can weaken and be disrupted, thereby becoming a dead end for the waves prop¬

agating along them. Two example cases are examined and an exchange of wave energy is observed to

take place between coexisting wave-guides. In the first example a transfer is observed between the polar

and the arctic and in the second example between the polar and the subtropical wave-guide.

The spatially and temporally varying distribution of isentropic PV-streamers is discussed. Streamers

form in the mature stage of the life-cycle of baroclinic waves, when the waves break. Depending on

the ambient rrreridiorral shear the streamers undergo a cyclonic or an anticyclonic life-cycle and exhibit

thereby a characteristic evolution of their form. PV-streamers are in general located in areas, where the

climatological isentropic: PV-gradients are weak at the downstream end of the jet streams. The changes

of the frequency patterns of the streamer distribution during opposing phases of northern hemispheric:

teleconnection patterns reflect concomitant changes in the isentropic PV-gradient distribution. Stream¬

ers are more frequent in summer than in winter. On lower middle-world isentropic, levels the majority

of the streamers is situated north of the climatological jets and subjected to a cyclonic: life-cycle. On

higher isentropic, levels the streamers are mainly located south of the jet and undergo an anticyclonic,

life-cycle.

In the second part, the local effects of the upper-level streamers on the southern Alpine precipitation are

addressed. The link between extreme precipitation on the southern flanks of the Alps and PV-streamers

as precursors to these events is investigated on a climatological basis. It is found that a significant

percentage of the extreme and heavy precipitation in this region is accompanied by a disturbance of the

upper-level PV-field over western Europe. Seasonal variations of the strength of this link are observed

aird attributed to a concomitantly observed variation of the southerly moisture fluxes.

An investigation is undertaken of the upstream wave precursors to these "heavy precipitation" streamers.

Significant variations during the four seasons of the year are observed in the spatial and temporal extent

of the upstream signal. In autumn arrd winter a mean wave precursor sigrral is found up to seven days

prior to the precipitation events located over the American west coast. In spring and summer a mean

wave precursor signal can be detected reaching back into the western Atlantic up to four days prior to

the precipitation event.

A case-study based investigation of the transitions of a hurricane from the tropics into the extra tropics

and its influence on the downstream weather evolution as well as the hurricanes influence cm the forecast
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quality of the downstream weather evolution is presented.

Extended summaries arrd discussions of the topics addressed above can be formel at the end of each

corresponding chapter.



Epilogue

Subjectively chosen aspects and questions are discirssed hero, that are of relevance for several topics of

my thesis and in my opinion deserve further attention.

A central re-emerging concept in the precedent chapters is the notion of feedback mechanisms. Feedback

mechanisms are an intrinsic: property of many complex and chaotic systems such as the atmosphere and

can cither be of positive (reinforcing) or negative (controlling) nature.

Embedded within the interest in this subject is the wish for a better understanding of the mutual influ¬

ence and interaction between mean flow and transients (PV-streanrers or synoptic-scale Rossby waves

here). The decoding of such feedbacks is a coercible pre-condition for a. better understanding of for

example the link between the NAO and breaking waves. It is of particular importance to improve our

current understanding of this specific feedback mechanism, because in my view climate predictions for

Europe would gain much from the understanding of such processes.

"forecasts fail because the models cannot capture the essential - the collectivity of rcprocity between el¬

ements of sensitive dynamical systems" (Briggs and Peat, 2001) meaning that models that are unable to

resolve feedback mechanisms adequately (e.g. due to resolution restrictions) will not be able to produce

a reliable forecast. It is therefore important to study such feedback processes not only in an isolated,

idealised manner but within the whole complexity of a real world flow setting (see for example the dis¬

cussion on the feedback mechanism between the life-cycle of extra-tropical cyclones and the background

flow in chapter 5).

Further topics discussed in this thesis that in my opinion require (and deserve) further research efforts

firstly because deficiencies in the understanding of these processes prevail and secondly because they

merit our attention due to their relevance for weather forecasts are listed below. These issues include:

i) the exact mechanisms leading to wave breaking in different non-idealised real atmosphere settings.

These wave-breaking mechanism might be different, for the extra tropical and the subtropical wave¬

guide (cf. chapter 5).

ii) the "mid-winter storm track suppression", i.e. gain a better understanding as to why PV-gradients

exceeding a certain threshold are rro longer able to support the growth of baroclinic waves.

iii) the influence of the tropics on subtropical synoptic scale wave propagation and breaking.
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Appendix A

Significance test

The following test was used to determine significant, (95% confidence interval) differences between the

NAO arrd PNA streamer composite fields. The fields were assumed to be binomially distributed. This

assumption is legitimate, in as far as all fields have been aggregated from binomial fields (cf.6.3). The

test was conducted at each grid point. First the 5 and 95% quantiles of the binomial distribrrtiorr for the

observed streamer frequency were calculate (x in Eq. A.l):

x = n±lM5
AiSLzA (A.i)

V n

where n is the streamer probability and n the number of days.

Since the NAO and the PNA both have a temporal autocorrelation of about 10 days (DelSole, 2001,

Feldstein, 2002, 2003) n has to be adapted and is divided by 10. These values were then compared to

the values of the other field. This test yields areas, where the streamer frequency is significantly different

(>95 or <5%) between the two indices phases. These are four different, fields, i.e. NAO+ >95% NAO-,

NAO+ <5% NAO-, NAO- >95% NAO+ and NAO- <5% NAO+.
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Appendix B

Sensitivity analysis
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! Day 0, WT

Fig. CI: Mean isentropic. PV on EX5PS days on 320K (Winter), 325K (spring and autumn) and on

330K (summer)
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Day 0, WI

Fig. C.2: Mean isentropic velocity on EX5PS days on 320K (winter), 325K (spring and autumn) and on

330K (summer)
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Spring Spring Summer Autumn

Day 8 P^f^X

Fig. C.3: Mean isentropic PV-gradient on EX5PS days on 320K (winter), 325K (spring and autumn)

and 330K (summer)
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